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Chapter 1 
 

Introduction 

1.1. RESEARCH AREA 

The main part of this thesis contains six papers that are submitted to (and most already 
accepted for or published in) international journals. The thesis can be regarded as a 
collection of these articles, preceded by this introduction to indicate the coherence in the 
issues addressed in these papers. 

The title of this thesis “Shop floor design: layout, investments, cross-training, and labor 
allocation” roughly indicates which topics are addressed in this research. First of all, note 
that these topics all fall within the broad field of Operations Management (OM). OM is 
concerned with managing operations in manufacturing and service organizations. 
Operations can be regarded as input-transformation-output processes, where inputs such as 
labor, machines, materials, information, and customers are used to transform something, or 
are transformed themselves, into outputs of goods and services (Russel et al., 1998; Slack 
et al., 2001). Activities in OM include organizing work, selecting processes, arranging 
layouts, locating facilities, designing jobs, measuring performance, controlling quality, 
scheduling work, managing inventory, and planning production (Russel et al., 1998). Major 
activity areas in OM are design, improvement, and planning and control (Slack et al., 
2001). Chase et al. (2004) define OM as “the design, operation, and improvement of the 
systems that create and deliver the firm’s primary products and services”. The topics 
addressed in this thesis all fall within the design activity area in OM. 

The design activity area in operations management includes both the design of products and 
services and the design of the processes which create them (see figure 1, after Slack et al., 
2001). The design of products and services concerns the translation of customer needs into 
the shape and form of the product or service, thereby specifying the required capabilities of 
the operation. The stages in product and service design are concept generation, screening, 
preliminary design, design evaluation and improvement, and prototyping and final design 
(Slack et al., 2001). 

This thesis is restricted to the design of processes and focuses on several issues within three 
specific design activities addressed in the design of processes: 1) Layout, 2) Process 
technology, and 3) Job design (see figure 1). In contrast to network design, which is another 
design activity within the design of processes, these three design activities focus on an 
individual site in the total operations network. We look upon these three design activities as 
shop floor design activities, since their focus is on the shop floor level. 
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Figure 1. The design activity in OM (based on Slack et al. 2001) and focus on shop 
floor design activities. 
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1.2. SHOP FLOOR DESIGN ACTIVITIES 

This section gives a short overview of the three shop floor design activities and positions 
the specific works in this thesis within each of these design activities. Table 1 indicates 
which issues within the shop floor design activities are covered and by which papers. 

Table 1. The six papers in this thesis related to the shop floor design activities 

Shop floor 
design activity 

Issue Paper 

Layout Choice of a 
basic layout 

• Decision support framework for the selection of 
a manufacturing layout 

  (Slomp and Bokhorst, 2004) 
 

Process 
technology 

Investment 
appraisal 

• An integrated model for part-operation 
allocation and investments in CNC technology 

 (Bokhorst et al., 2002) 
 

Job design Cross-training • Cross-training in a cellular manufacturing 
environment 

 (Slomp et al., 2004) 
 

  • Development and evaluation of cross-training 
policies for manufacturing teams 

 (Bokhorst et al., 2004a) 
 

 Labor allocation • On the who-rule in Dual Resource Constrained 
(DRC) manufacturing systems 

 (Bokhorst et al., 2004b) 
 

  • Labour allocation rules in Dual Resource 
Constrained (DRC) manufacturing systems 
with worker differences 

 (Bokhorst et al., 2004c) 

1.2.1. Layout 

The layout shop floor design activity includes the choice of a process structure as a first 
design decision, the choice of a basic layout as a second design decision, and the filling-in 
of a detailed design of the layout as a third design decision. 

With respect to process structures, production processes can be categorized into project 
processes, jobbing processes, batch processes, mass processes, or continuous processes. 
Hayes and Wheelwright (1979) introduced the concept of a “product-process matrix”, 
linking product characteristics (volume, standardization and number of product types) to 
process structures similar to the processes described above (Jumbled flow (job shop), 
Disconnected line (batch), Connected line (assembly line), and Continuous flow). Usually, 
companies match their product structure with the appropriate process structure. As volume 
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and standardization increase and the number of product types decreases, more specialized 
equipment will be used in a more continuous flow. 

The choice of a process structure directs the choice of a basic layout. Once the process 
structure is chosen, it is often obvious which basic layout to choose. However, companies 
still may have to decide which basic layout to use for their production process. There may 
be alternative basic layout options for a given process structure. The four basic layouts are 
the fixed-position layout, the process layout, the cell layout, and the product layout. The 
issue we address in this thesis regarding the layout design activity specifically deals with 
how to select a manufacturing layout, what is similar to the choice of a basic layout. 
Therefore, we will discuss this design decision in some more detail below. 

The final layout shop floor design activity is filling-in the detailed design of the layout. 
Here, decisions on the precise location of the equipment in the available space have to be 
made. Further, specific decisions have to be made depending on the basic layout chosen in 
the previous design activity. For example, in a product layout, a specific issue such as line 
balancing is important. 

The second design decision, the selection of the basic layout, has received quite some 
attention in literature. There are many papers dealing with the advantages and 
disadvantages of cell layouts versus process layouts (for overview articles, see e.g. Johnson 
and Wemmerlöv, 1996; Shambu et al., 1996; and Agarwal and Sarkis, 1998). Simulation 
and analytical studies that compare the performance of cell layouts and process (or 
functional) layouts mostly use mean flow time and mean work-in-process (WIP) as 
performance measures. Empirical studies often include a broader set of performance 
measures apart from mean flow time and WIP, such as average materials handling, average 
set-up time, quality, and job satisfaction. 

The paper “Decision support framework for the selection of a manufacturing layout” is our 
contribution to the research on layout. This paper presents a systematic method for the 
basic layout decision problem. The approach is integral, since it considers a broad set of 
performance objectives, including qualitative as well as quantitative aspects, and it shows 
how a decision can be made incorporating all these aspects. We use the AHP (Analytic 
Hierarchy Process) approach, since this approach is useful in multi-criteria situations where 
intuitive, qualitative and quantitative aspects play a role. We include several performance 
objectives and discuss how the basic layout types influence these objectives directly, or 
indirectly through various aspects. The paper thus shows which aspects have to be taken 
into account and presents a systematic method for the decision problem. The proposed 
method is illustrated by means of a practical instance. 

1.2.2. Process technology 

In order to produce products and services, the required transformation processes often use 
some kind of technology, which is called process technology. This should not be confused 
with technology used in the process industry (continuous flow environment), since we 
mean the technology used in all process structures (project, jobbing, batch, mass, and 
continuous processes). Another term that is used in the literature is “operations 
technology”. 

Process technologies are the machines, equipment, and devices which help the operation 
transform materials, information, and/or customers in order to add value and fulfill the 
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operation’s strategic objectives (Slack et al., 2001). In our research, we focus on materials-
processing technologies and specifically on conventional machine technology and 
Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) technology. For operations managers, it is 
important to understand the implications of using (investing in) alternative technologies or 
alternative variants of the same technology. 

The paper “An integrated model for part-operation allocation and investments in CNC 
technology” is our contribution to the research on process technology. In this paper, we 
address the issue of investment appraisal of CNC machines in conjunction with optimal 
allocation of parts and operations as the investments take place. The part-operation 
allocation decision is the decision to allocate the parts and operations either to the 
conventional machines or to the new CNC machines. The aim is to achieve an optimum 
i.e., most profitable selection of part types and operations to be manufactured on current 
and/or new CNC machine types. This is an integral part of the economic justification of 
CNC machine tools. We present a mixed integer programming model to determine (i) 
which part types to manufacture (fully or partially), on new and/or current machines, and in 
what quantities each period, (ii) what new CNC-machine(s) to invest in and when, and (iii), 
which of the current machines to dispose of, and when. The optimality criterion is based on 
a maximization of net present value (NPV) over a specified planning horizon. The main 
message of the paper is that part allocation is an important consideration in the assessment 
of profitability from investments in CNC technology. The investment decision should be 
based upon an integral view on the effect of part allocation on the performance of the 
department. 

1.2.3. Job design 

The job design activity includes task analysis, worker analysis, and environmental analysis 
(Russel et al., 1998). This involves defining and specifying tasks, determining worker 
capabilities and responsibilities, and paying attention to the work environment. Method 
study, work measurement, ergonomics, and several behavioral aspects are all fields of study 
within the job design activity. Developing an effective job design may be beneficial from 
an organizational point of view, to increase productivity or improve product quality, for 
example, but it may also be beneficial from a worker’s point of view. That is, an effective 
job design also pays attention to the safety, satisfaction, and motivation of workers. 

In this thesis, four papers address issues concerning job design. Our focus is on workers 
and their skills, or the tasks they are able to perform. We consider the tasks to be defined 
and specified and further do not address ergonomic issues (not in work environment nor 
workplace design). 

One issue that is dealt with in two papers is cross-training. In previous research, it has been 
shown repeatedly that increases in the number of cross-trainings positively affect system 
performance. Furthermore, research shows that most of the positive effects are achieved 
without going to the extreme of full flexibility. However, even with a fixed number of 
cross-trainings in a system, there are many possible distributions of skills to workers. A 
remaining question that we specifically focus on is how to cross-train the workforce, or 
how to decide which workers should be trained for which tasks or machines. We not only 
consider this question from an operations management viewpoint, but also from a human 
resource management viewpoint. 
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In the paper “Cross-training in a cellular manufacturing environment”, we address the 
question “Who should be cross-trained for which machine?” in a cellular manufacturing 
environment with variations in the demand mix and fluctuations in the labor supply. We 
take into account the training costs as well as the efficiency-levels workers can ultimately 
achieve on machines. We argue that cross-training in cells has to be performed in such a 
way that a balanced workload can be realized. The basic assumption in our approach is that 
training should lead to a situation in which all workers can be equally loaded in various 
circumstances. If this is the case, we argue that there will be no subgroups under any of 
these circumstances and that there will be what is called in literature “chaining” of workers 
and machines. Based on this insight, we have developed an integer programming model 
that can be used to select workers to be cross-trained for particular machines. 

The paper “Development and evaluation of cross-training policies for manufacturing 
teams” is devoted to the question “What is an effective cross-training policy?” A cross-
training policy can be regarded as a set of rules to determine the distribution of workers’ 
skills. In this paper, we discuss which aspects are important in developing a cross-training 
policy, develop several alternative cross-training policies, and evaluate the policies by 
means of a simulation study. The concept of chaining is incorporated in all cross-training 
policies developed. The policies are based on different choices that are made with respect 
to the aspects of multifunctionality, machine coverage, and collective responsibility. 
Multifunctionality refers to the number of machines that can be operated by a worker, 
machine coverage is defined as the number of workers who are able to operate a machine, 
and collective responsibility measures the sum of all overlapping workloads of machines to 
which workers can be assigned. For the evaluation, we use mean flow time from an 
operations management viewpoint, and the standard deviation of the distribution of 
workload among workers from a human resource management viewpoint. Further, three 
routing structures are examined: a parallel routing structure, a serial routing structure, and a 
job shop routing structure. 

The other two papers deal with labor allocation, addressing the question which rules should 
be designed to allocate workers to tasks in order to perform well. In these papers, the 
qualifications of workers or the tasks they are able to perform are fixed, but different labor 
allocation rules are designed that may alter the deployment of these qualifications. Previous 
studies on labor allocation mostly study the “when-rule” and the “where-rule”, which 
decide when a worker is eligible for transfer, and where he/she should be transferred to, 
respectively. Furthermore, most studies consider a homogeneous workforce, or workers 
who have the same characteristics. Our studies include another labor allocation rule (the 
“who-rule”) and investigate systems with worker differences. 

The paper “On the who-rule in Dual Resource Constrained (DRC) manufacturing systems” 
focuses on the “who-rule”, which is a rule that selects one worker out of several workers to 
be transferred to a work center. Previous studies either have not mentioned this rule or have 
treated it as a fixed factor. In the paper, we describe in detail at what decision moments the 
who-rule needs to be applied in simulation. Furthermore, we explore the flow time effects 
of applying different who-rules in several DRC systems where labor flexibility is limited 
and workers differ with respect to task proficiencies, the number of skills they possess, and 
the loads of work centers for which they are responsible. 

The paper “Labour allocation rules in Dual Resource Constrained (DRC) manufacturing 
systems with worker differences” examines the flow time effects of the “when-rule”, the 
“where-rule”, and the “who-rule” in systems with limited labor flexibility with respect to 
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the number of machines workers can operate. We model workers who differ in their task 
proficiency and/or in the number of skills they possess.  

1.3. COHERENCE IN THE PAPERS 

This section focuses on the coherence in the issues addressed in the aforementioned six 
papers (see table 1). As we have seen, the issues are -at a high level- related by their 
process design focus within the field of Operations Management. Other similarities 
between the papers or subsets of the papers will be discussed in this section. 

The papers deal with decisions that have to be made by companies with respect to the 
design of the shop floor. These decisions are at least tactical decisions, and some may even 
have impact on the strategic level. Tactical issues influence the effectiveness of the 
organization for a longer period of time, while they concern resources already available in 
the organization. The cross-training decision is such a tactical, medium term decision. The 
labor allocation decision is a tactical decision as well. That is, the decision which allocation 
rules are used is made for a longer period of time (tactical decision), while the daily 
allocation of workers according these rules is an operational issue. The layout and 
investment decisions may also have implications for the company’s objectives. These 
decisions may affect the organization for an extended period of time and may be made by 
people working at high hierarchical levels in the organization. Furthermore, literature 
indicates that justifying investments in advanced manufacturing technology, such as CNC 
technology, often involves a strategic approach. 

Another similarity in most of the papers is the attention to the human factor. Obviously, in 
dealing with cross-training and labor allocation, workers (and their characteristics) must be 
considered together with machines. These papers consider Dual Resource Constrained 
(DRC) systems, referring to the need for both workers and machines. The paper on the 
layout decision also pays attention to the human factor, since the objective “quality of 
labor” is included in the decision hierarchy. The investments paper is an exception. It 
focuses on machines and their characteristics and assumes the worker as input transforming 
resource to be available in the process. 

An integrated approach is another similarity of the papers on layout, investments, and 
cross-training. These papers attempt to integrate aspects which are usually treated in 
separate research papers. The paper on layout takes a wide range of performance objectives 
into account in the decision which manufacturing layout to choose. The investment paper 
incorporates the part-operation allocation decision into the investments decision, using a 
NPV criterion. Finally, the cross-training papers also draw attention to human resource 
management issues, besides operations management performance measures. 

The four papers dealing with cross-training and labor allocation show most coherence. 
Cross-training and labor allocation are two job design activities that can be related to labor 
flexibility. The extent and distribution of cross-training impacts the flexibility of the 
workforce, as well as do the allocation rules chosen to allocate workers to machines.  
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1.4. OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS 

The first part of this thesis (Chapter two) concerns layout and investment decisions. Here, 
the shop floor design activities of layout and process technology are addressed. The chapter 
starts with the paper “Decision support framework for the selection of a manufacturing 
layout” (Slomp and Bokhorst, 2004), in which we develop a decision support framework 
for the selection of a manufacturing layout. It is followed by the paper “An integrated 
model for part-operation allocation and investments in CNC technology” (Bokhorst et al., 
2002), which includes the issue of part-operation allocation in the investment decision 
process of CNC technology.  

The second part of the thesis (Chapter three) deals with the issue of cross-training, which 
can be regarded as a job design activity. The main research question is who should be 
trained for which machine? For this, we start out with the paper “Cross-training in a cellular 
manufacturing environment” (Slomp et al., 2004), where we develop a model that may help 
in trade-offs between training costs and the workload balance among workers in a 
manufacturing cell. Next, we develop and evaluate several cross-training policies for 
manufacturing teams within a parallel routing structure, a serial routing structure, and a job 
shop routing structure in the paper “Development and evaluation of cross-training policies 
for manufacturing teams” (Bokhorst et al., 2004a). We address this issue from a human 
resource management and operations management viewpoint. 

The third part of the thesis (Chapter four) deals with the design of labor allocation rules as 
part of the job design activity. The first paper “On the who-rule in Dual Resource 
Constrained (DRC) manufacturing systems” (Bokhorst et al., 2004b) focuses on the who-
rule, which is a labor allocation rule that selects one worker out of several workers to be 
transferred to a work centre. We explore the flow time effects of applying different who-
rules in several DRC systems where labor flexibility is limited and workers differ with 
respect to task proficiencies, the number of skills they possess, and the loads of work 
centers for which they are responsible. The paper “Labour allocation rules in Dual 
Resource Constrained (DRC) manufacturing systems with worker differences” (Bokhorst et 
al., 2004c) addresses the design of when-rules, where-rules, and who-rules in DRC systems 
with worker differences. 

The final chapter (Chapter five) gives some concluding remarks and indicates issues for 
further research. 
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Chapter 2 
 

Layout and investments 

DECISION SUPPORT FRAMEWORK FOR THE SELECTION OF A 
MANUFACTURING LAYOUT1 

Jannes Slomp and Jos A.C. Bokhorst 

ABSTRACT 

One of the most important design decisions in a firm is the choice for a manufacturing layout. 
This article shows which aspects have to be taken into account and suggests a systematic 
method for the decision problem. The method can be seen as a decision support framework, 
which links the various aspects. The framework is based on the AHP (Analytic Hierarchy 
Process) approach. A case study, concerning a Dutch firm, illustrates the applicability of the 
framework in a practical instance. Important advantages of applying the framework are: (1) 
the ability to decompose the complex decision problem in smaller problems, (2) the 
possibility of an efficient and effective employee participation, and (3) the detailed 
assessment of the selected layout alternative, which helps to define further improvement 
actions. 

 

1. Introduction 

The layout of a firm concerns the physical grouping of machines and workers. There are 
basically two different design philosophies with respect to the layout. In a product-oriented 
design philosophy, machines and workers are grouped according to manufacturing needs of 
product types. A group of machines and workers is responsible for the complete 
manufacturing of (a set of) product types. The various groups in a product layout are 
relatively independent from each other. In a process-oriented design philosophy, machines 
and workers are grouped according the various functions needed to perform all product 
types. The functionally based groups are highly dependent on each other. Products flow 
from group to group. Figure 1 gives a simplified example of a situation in which a choice 
has to be made between a product layout and a process layout. The products in this example 
move between the processes, or machines, A and B. It is possible to design product-
oriented groups (AAB and ABB) or process-oriented groups (AAA and BBB). 

                                                           
1 This paper is submitted to the International Journal of Production Research. 
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AA B

A BB

Process layout

Product layout

Material flow product layout

Material flow process layout

AA B

A BB

Process layout

Product layout

Material flow product layout

Material flow process layout
 

Figure 1. Product- versus process layout 

The choice between a product- and a process-oriented layout is, many times, not an obvious 
decision. Case studies and survey articles (see e.g. Wemmerlöv and Hyer 1989, Burbidge 
1992) illustrate the enormous advantages of the introduction of a product-oriented, cellular 
manufacturing layout (CML). Other case studies indicate that several firms move from a 
cellular manufacturing layout towards a process-oriented, functional layout (FL) (see e.g. 
Slomp 1998, Molleman et al. 2002). Numerous simulation studies have been performed in 
order to compare the performance of a CML and a FL in various situations (for an 
overview, see Johnson and Wemmerlöv 1996). These studies indicate important factors, 
which have to play a role in the layout choice. Johnson and Wemmerlöv (1996), however, 
state that the simulation studies cannot assist practitioners in making specific choices 
between existing layouts and alternative cell systems. They indicate various mismatches 
between the model world and reality and suggest that decisions to change the existing 
layout should be made on a case-by-case basis for each potential cell application. Reviews 
of simulation- empirical- and analytical studies comparing functional with cellular 
manufacturing layouts can be found in Shambu et al. (1996) and Agarwal and Sarkis 
(1998). 

This paper presents a general decision support framework for the selection of a 
manufacturing layout. The framework is based on the AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) 
approach (Saaty, 1980). This approach is useful in multi-criteria situations where intuitive, 
qualitative and quantitative aspects play a role. The approach includes a hierarchical 
decomposition of the decision problem and a further decomposition of each decision level 
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into pairwise comparisons of decision elements. Next, the “eigenvalue” method is used to 
estimate the relative weights of the decision elements. For a further explanation of the AHP 
method, we refer to Saaty (1980) or Zahedi (1986). The latter gives a brief explanation of 
the method and addresses some of the major extensions and criticism of the method. The 
AHP-approach is used extensively in the area of Operations Management. Davis and 
Williams (1994) use AHP to select a simulation software package. Labib et al. (1998) 
select maintenance rules. Barbarosoglu and Yazgac (1997) apply AHP to select the best 
supplier. Arbel and Seidmann (1984), Mohanty and Venkataraman (1993), Shang and 
Sueyoshi (1995), and Albayrakoglu (1996) use AHP to assess investment alternatives. Abdi 
and Labib (2003) use an AHP model to support management’s strategies on planning and 
(re)designing manufacturing systems over their planning horizons. Our paper concerns the 
selection of a manufacturing layout and illustrates the applicability of AHP for a practical 
situation. 

In section 2 of this paper, we present several performance objectives and discuss how the 
basic layout types influence these objectives. Various aspects of layouts will impact the 
manufacturing performance. The performance objectives and the various aspects are 
presented in the form of a decision hierarchy, according the AHP approach. Section 3 
describes the way in which the decision hierarchy can be used to solve the decision 
problem. In this section, we further specify our AHP approach. Section 4 presents a case 
study. This study indicates the generic value of the decision hierarchy, presented in section 
2. Finally, we reflect on the AHP methodology and draw conclusions in section 5. 

2. Performance objectives 

An essential condition in the selection of a layout is the ability of decision makers to link 
the strengths and weaknesses of each layout alternative with the market demands, or 
performance objectives, with which the firm has to deal. Slack et al. (2001) distinguish five 
major performance objectives: price, quality, speed, flexibility, and dependability. The 
flexibility objective can be further split in product/service flexibility, mix flexibility and 
volume/demand flexibility. These objectives have to play an essential role in the selection 
of a manufacturing layout. We have added the objective “quality of labour” to the set of 
objectives. This criterion is especially important in environments where labour is scarce. In 
the next subsections, we link the various performance objectives with aspects of the 
manufacturing layout. We will refer to the process- and product layout, as depicted in 
Figure 1, in the discussion of the various aspects. Important words in the next subsections 
are written in italics. This means that these words are elements of the summarizing figures 
and/or the summarizing table 1. 

2.1. Price 

From the perspective of a production manager, the price of a product has to be related to the 
manufacturing costs. A reduction of the manufacturing costs can be a reason to lower the 
price of products. Elements of the manufacturing costs are equipment costs, personnel 
costs, material costs and inventory costs. Several aspects of a manufacturing layout will 
have impact on these costs (see Figure 2). More machines and tools may be needed in a 
product-oriented cell layout in order to create independent, autonomous groups of workers 
and machines. A survey of 32 U.S. firms involved with cellular manufacturing, reported in 
Wemmerlöv and Hyer (1989), showed that new equipment and machine duplication was a 
major expense category for cell implementation. Specialization in a process layout may 
lead to a higher production speed, which may reduce equipment and personnel costs. On 
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the other hand, setup times are usually lower in a product layout (see e.g. Flynn and Jacobs 
1986, Wemmerlöv and Hyer 1989, Wemmerlöv and Johnson 1997) and reduce equipment 
and personnel costs in this type of layout. Furthermore, less transport equipment is usually 
required in a product layout because of the shorter transport distances. All these aspects 
have to be considered in order to estimate the impact on the equipment costs by the various 
types of layout. Personnel costs are, as mentioned above, related to the factors that have 
impact on equipment costs. Personnel costs in a product layout can also be lower than in a 
process layout because of a reduced need of middle managers. Farrington and Nazemetz 
(1998) indicate, by means of simulation studies, that a cellular system is easier to manage 
than a job shop. Empirical studies show the reduced need for indirect labour where firms 
convert from a functional layout to a cellular layout (Wemmerlöv and Hyer 1989, Burbidge 
1992, Slomp et al. 1993). On the other hand, the salaries in a product-oriented layout may 
be higher, since more tasks are, probably, decentralized to the autonomous groups and 
workers need higher qualifications. These aspects of personnel costs should be taken into 
account when assessing the various layout alternatives. Material costs can be influenced by 
the layout through the effect of layout choice on waste. It is conceivable that workers in a 
product layout feel more responsibility for the reduction of the amount of waste. On the 
other hand, more advanced equipment and more specialized workers in a process layout 
may also reduce waste. Inventory costs can be lower in a product layout because of the 
smaller lot sizes that can be produced efficiently in this type of layout. This efficiency is 
due to the smaller setup times in a product layout. Further, flow times in a product layout 
are often lower than in a process layout and this reduces the work-in-process inventory. 
Reductions in throughput time and work-in-process inventory have been reported in 
surveys of plants that implemented cellular manufacturing (Wemmerlöv and Hyer 1989, 
Wemmerlöv and Johnson 1997). 
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Figure 2. Impact of layout on manufacturing costs 
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2.2. Quality 

The type of manufacturing layout can also influence the quality of products. In a process 
layout, workers are probably more specialized and will provide for a better product quality. 
In a product layout, experts are divided among the various groups and the best worker will 
not always be assigned to the most complex task. Furthermore, a process layout may apply 
more advanced machinery, which has a positive effect on the quality of products. On the 
other hand, the control loops in a product layout are short and may, in comparison to a 
process layout, have a positive effect on product quality.  

2.3. Speed 

Speed concerns the time needed to fulfil the needs of internal or external customers. The 
throughput time of an average job is a measure for speed. This throughput time consists of 
transport, machining and waiting times (see figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Impact of layout on speed 

A product layout usually involves less transport operations for manufacturing jobs because 
of the proximity of the required machines. It may also be possible to produce in an 
overlapping mode (Shafer and Charnes 1993, Shafer and Meredith 1993), which reduces 
the “lot size” waiting times. This is more easily realized in a product layout. Problematic 
for the waiting times in a product layout may be the lack of pooling synergy (Suresh and 
Meredith 1994). Identical machines are probably split over more than one group and the 
interchangeability of equipment is less than in a process layout. The throughput time will 
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also be influenced by the lot sizes. Reduced setup time, which can be realized in a CM 
environment, may make smaller lot sizes acceptable. This may have a positive impact on 
the throughput time (Suresh, 1991). Production control, finally, plays an important role in 
the ability to realize short throughput times. An inflexible control system, for instance, may 
frustrate the production in an overlapping mode. When assessing the effect of different 
manufacturing layouts on speed, it is important to consider the requirements with respect to 
the production control system. 

2.4. Flexibility 

As mentioned earlier, the flexibility objective can be further split in product/service 
flexibility, mix flexibility and volume/demand flexibility (Slack et al. 2001). The 
importance of these types of flexibility for a particular instance may differ substantially. 
Therefore, these types of flexibility have to be seen as different performance objectives. 
Flexibility, in general, can be defined as the ease (time, effort and/or money) by which 
changes can be realized. Two aspects determine the flexibility of a manufacturing layout: 
(i) range and (ii) response. “Range” refers to the scope of a layout and indicates the variety 
of situations that can be dealt with without a serious change of the production layout. 
“Response” indicates the speed by which the layout can be adapted to changing 
circumstances. Slack (1987) and Upton (1994) have observed that managers think along 
these lines with respect to the term flexibility. 

Product flexibility indicates the ease by which new products can be introduced in a firm. 
This type of flexibility is higher in a product layout if the new product can be assigned to a 
single existing product group (quicker response). If a new product has impact on the design 
of the manufacturing cells, then a process layout is more stable and has more product 
flexibility (larger range). 

Mix flexibility indicates the ease by which a firm can vary the mix of products. Important 
for the assessment of mix flexibility is insight in the effect of mix changes on the need of 
various manufacturing processes. A process layout is more range-flexible if the impact of 
mix changes on the need for manufacturing processes is limited. A product layout is range-
flexible if work can be reallocated between the various groups. An important advantage of 
a product layout concerns the multi-functionality of workers: there are more capabilities at 
the work floor to deal with changes in the product mix.  

Volume/demand flexibility concerns the ease by which the production volume can be 
increased or decreased. Temporary workers and the extension of working time are 
possibilities to increase the production volume. It is conceivable that autonomous teams in 
a product layout can respond more quickly to the need for additional capacity than 
functional groups in a process layout (i.e. response flexibility). The need for additional 
capacity is localized and only one group is involved in the need for more capacity for a 
particular product family. On the other hand, extension of capacity can be realized more 
easily in a process layout, because more workers with the same capabilities are eligible to 
work overtime (i.e. range flexibility). Also, temporary workers can probably best be 
integrated in a process layout. 

2.5. Dependability 

The performance objective “dependability” points to the importance of being dependable 
with respect to delivery times, the quality of the products, and such. To be dependable, it is 
important that the manufacturing activities can be buffered from all kinds of disturbances. 
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Machine breakdowns and unexpected absenteeism of workers may complicate the 
dependability of a manufacturing system. Interchangeability of machines (or the ability to 
subcontract) and the possibility to replace workers (or increase the working times of some 
workers) indicate to what extent a manufacturing system can be reliable in various 
circumstances. The interchangeability and the possibility to replace workers are probably 
higher in a process layout because of the clustering of identical capacities. Another aspect 
of dependability concerns the ability to control the flow of products. It is likely that the 
throughput times in a product layout can be controlled better; the control responsibility can 
be decentralized to autonomous groups which are able to respond quickly to disturbances. 

2.6. Quality of labour 

Quality of labour can be investigated in several ways. A well-known approach concerns the 
job characteristics model of Hackman and Oldham (1980). This model is used by Huber 
and Hyer (1985) and Shafer et al. (1995) to investigate human issues in cellular 
manufacturing. The job characteristics model distinguishes five task characteristics that 
have impact on quality of labour: (i) skill variety, (ii) task identity, (iii) task significance, 
(iv) autonomy, and v) feedback. Skill variety refers to the extent to which the work requires 
a variety of activities involving different skills and talents of the workers. Task identity 
concerns the extent to which the work enables the worker to complete a whole task from 
start to finish. Task significance relates to the impact of the work on other people within or 
outside of the organization. Autonomy indicates to what extent a worker has the freedom to 
plan, to organize, and to perform the tasks in his/her own way. Finally, feedback refers to 
the extent to which the worker receives information on the effectiveness of his/her 
performance. 

A product layout likely supports a higher/better skill variety, more autonomy, and a better 
feedback mechanism: workers can perform a variety of tasks, they are responsible for the 
internal organization of the group, and they get a quick feedback on their activities. The 
task identity and task significance in a process layout is probably better: the tasks to be 
performed are clear for all workers and they will be respected because of their 
specialization. 

3. Decision support framework 

Section 2 presented major performance objectives of a manufacturing system and indicated 
which layout-related aspects play an important role. Table 1 summarizes these aspects. As 
can be seen, the performance objectives price and speed consist of several elements. These 
elements together constitute the related performance indicators. We do not distinguish 
aspects for these two performance objectives. 

The ultimate goal is to select the best layout out of a set of alternative layouts. Based upon 
the scheme of Table 1, the selection problem can be split in three sets of questions: 

1 What are the relative scores of the various alternative layouts on the aspects mentioned 
in Table 1? This question involves a comparison of the alternative layouts with respect 
to the various aspects. Answering this question requires knowledge of operational 
issues on the work floor and the ability to assess the impact of an alternative layout on 
the aspects. The answer to this question determines value ( ),i jπ , see Table 2. 
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2 What is the relative importance of the various aspects for the performance objectives? 
Table 1 gives an overview of all the aspects. The answer to this question determines 
value ( ),j kπ . The sum of the elements, mentioned in column 3 of Table 1, forms an 
indication for the performance of respectively the price and speed objective. 

 

3 What is the relative importance of the various performance objectives for the firm? 
This is basically a strategic question, which has to be answered by the management of 
the firm. It requires knowledge about customers and competitors. The answer to this 
question determines value ( )kπ . 

 
The answers to these sets of questions enable the calculation of the relative performance of 
the alternatives: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), ,
j k

R i i j j k kπ π π=∑∑  

Table 1. Objectives, aspects and elements in the selection of a manufacturing layout 

objectives aspects elements 
price costs equipment costs 

personnel costs 
material costs 
inventory costs 

quality specialization of workers 
advanced machinery 
control loops 

 

speed throughput time transport time 
machining time 
waiting time 

flexibility 
• product/service 
• mix 
• volume/demand 

response 
range 
 

 

dependability interchangeability of workers 
interchangeability of equipment 
control capacity 

quality of labour skill variety 
task identity 
task significance 
autonomy 
feedback 
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Table 2. Notation 

( )kπ   =  relative importance of the various performance objectives ( )k  for the 

firm, ( ) 1
k

kπ =∑ ; 

( ),j kπ   =  relative importance of the various aspects ( )j  for the performance 

objectives ( )k , ( ), 1
j

j kπ =∑ ; 

( ),i jπ    =  relative scores of the various alternative layouts ( )i  on the aspects ( )j , 

( ), 1
i

i jπ =∑ ; 

( )R i   =  relative performance of alternative i , ( ) 1
i

R i =∑ . 

 

The three sets of questions and the way in which the relative performance of the 
alternatives are calculated can be seen as an example of using the weighted-score method 
(see e.g. Slack et al. 2001, p. 166). A major issue is the difficulty to “determine” the values 
of ( )kπ , ( ),j kπ , ( ),i jπ , and ( )R i . It requires the ability to weight different types of 
issues. 

The three sets of questions and the issue of weighting different types of issues fits in the 
AHP-approach of Saaty (1980). AHP forces the decision maker(s) to make all assessments 
explicit. The decomposition of the main problem in several smaller problems also enables 
an effective participation of employees in the decision problem, using their specific 
expertise and responsibilities. In the next section, we will illustrate the use of the AHP-
approach for layout selection on hand of a practical instance. 

4. Case study 

The case study presented here concerns the sheet metal processing department of the firm 
Holec Algemene Toelevering B.V., a supplier of parts, tools, and services for the electro-
mechanical industry. Before the layout study started, the sheet metal processing department 
consisted of four autonomous manufacturing cells with some exchangeability between the 
cells: (i) an automated flexible system for sheet metal working (<3 mm), (ii) numerical 
sheet metal working (>3mm), (iii) sheet metal construction processing (>5 mm), and (iv) 
conventional sheet metal processing. Basic processes to be performed in the cells are 
sawing, punching, cutting, tapping, squaring, welding, and bench work. The firm started to 
produce in manufacturing cells in 1987. This has led to significant improvements in 
manufacturing throughput time and efficiency. In the course of years, however, there were 
several reasons to move back to a more functional layout, such as the complexity and 
productivity of new equipment, the possibility of workers to operate more than one 
machine simultaneously, and the increased variety of part types. Other parts of the 
manufacturing facility of the firm were already transformed to a more process-oriented 
layout (see Molleman et al. 2002). A layout study at the sheet metal processing department 
started in 1997. 
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On the basis of a production flow analysis (Burbidge 1991, Slomp 1998), Posthumus 
(1997) generated four alternative layouts: (i) a group-technology-oriented alternative, (ii) a 
product-type-oriented alternative, (iii) a capability-oriented alternative, and (iv) a process-
oriented alternative. These alternatives are schematically depicted in figure 4. 
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Capability-oriented layout Process-oriented layout
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B

A B A B C

A B

C
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A B
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Figure 4. Layout alternatives 

In the group-technology-oriented alternative, the department is divided in two relatively 
autonomous cells with minimal intercell movements. Some part types can be produced in 
both groups, which simplifies the balancing of the workload. 

The product-type-oriented alternative consists of three manufacturing cells, each 
responsible for a particular type of product. Two cells are responsible for the production of 
repetitive part types, while one cell is mainly focused on the production of quick orders. An 
important advantage of this layout is that the production of repetitive part types is not 
disturbed by quick orders. This may simplify the production control. On the other hand, the 
cell that is responsible for the quick orders may face undesirable fluctuations of demand. 

The capability-oriented alternative consists of three manufacturing cells. Basic viewpoint of 
this alternative is that all assembly work (welding and bench work) needs to be performed 
in one manufacturing cell (C). The other cells (A and B) are autonomous cells, which have 
their own product-oriented capabilities. Therefore, intercell movements are minimal. 

The process-oriented alternative consists of two manufacturing cells. Sawing, punching and 
cutting is performed in cell A, while tapping, squaring, welding, and bench work is done in 
cell B. Each cell consists of small groups of identical machines. 
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The four alternatives are compared by means of the decision framework of Table 1 and by 
using the AHP methodology. We used the software package “Expert Choice”. Figure 5 
presents the results of the comparisons of the four alternatives. The bars in figure 5 indicate 
the relative importance of the various performance objectives. The four lines in the figure 
show the relative scores of each alternative on the performance objectives. The position of 
the alternatives at “total” shows the final judgment of the alternatives. As can be seen, the 
process-oriented layout is preferred because of its positive effect on price, quality, mix 
flexibility and, to less extent, dependability. Especially price and quality are important 
reasons to select the process-oriented layout. 
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Figure 5. Scores of the four alternatives 

It is interesting to see the almost equal end scores of the product-type-oriented and the 
process-oriented layout, despite their completely different orientation. The product-type-
oriented layout performs well with respect to the performance objective “speed”. In the 
assessment, Posthumus (1997), and with him the managers of the firm, assumed that the 
production control in the process-oriented layout is more complex and will perform worse 
than in the product-type-oriented layout. At that moment, the firm did not have a good 
registration system (bar-coding system) on the work floor that is connected with the 
production control system. A better shop floor control system, which was under study at the 
firm and which has been implemented in 2000, would improve the score of the process-
oriented layout on the performance objective “speed”. This kind of “sensitivity analysis” is 
also useful for the assessment of the scores on the performance objectives “quality” and 
“price”. In this particular case, the impact of control loops on the quality of the products is 
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assessed as being minimal. This assessment has a negative impact on the final score of the 
product-type-oriented layout. The software package Expert Choice supports sensitivity 
analysis. It appears that if short control loops do have a major impact on the quality of the 
products, the product-type-oriented layout performs better than the process-oriented 
alternative. 

In 2000, the firm changed the layout of the sheet-metal processing department, in 
conformity with the findings of Posthumus (1997), see also Molleman et al. (2002). The 
systematic approach of the selection problem is seen at the firm as a major help to canalize 
the discussions about the required layout of manufacturing departments. 

5. Conclusions and reflection 

This paper presents a systematic approach for the selection of a manufacturing layout. The 
approach includes the use of the AHP-methodology. Important element of the approach is 
the construction of a decision hierarchy and the pairwise comparisons of decision elements. 
In this section we will first reflect on the AHP methodology and next we will draw 
conclusions on the use of AHP for layout selection. 

As in all Multi-Criteria-Decision-Methods, AHP is sensitive for issues such as the 
specification of the selection problem, its decomposition, and the scales used for the 
pairwise comparisons (see Pöyhönen et al. 1997). The quality of the outcome of an AHP 
analysis is largely determined by the quality of the problem specification. For instance, 
adding aspects or regrouping decision elements may lead to different outcomes. A 
particular problem concerns the issue of “rank reversal”. This means that the priority of 
alternatives may change if alternatives are removed from and/or other alternatives are 
added to the selection problem (see e.g. Belton and Gear 1983). The problem of rank 
reversal plays a role if almost identical alternatives are taken into consideration. Finally, the 
number of pairwise comparisons may be problematic and may lead to unreliable results. 
Employees who have to make the pairwise comparisons may get tired and lose the required 
concentration. Another issue, which has to be taken into consideration when applying the 
AHP approach, is the translation of verbal or graphical assessments in numerical figures. 
Pöyhönen et al. (1997) show that it is not advisable to mix different types of assessment 
within the levels of the AHP hierarchy. 

This paper has presented a decision support framework based on the AHP approach for the 
selection of a manufacturing layout. The value of the framework is illustrated by means of a 
case application. Important advantages of using the AHP approach are (1) the ability to 
decompose the complex decision problem in smaller problems, (2) the possibility of an 
efficient and effective employee participation, and (3) the detailed assessment of the 
selected layout alternative, which helps to define further improvement actions. 

Interesting point in the case study, as presented in this paper, is that opposite alternatives do 
have the best scores. This illustrates the group technology debate, as it takes place in 
practice. Both alternatives appear to be acceptable and have their pros and cons. The 
proposed approach has the advantage that it gives insight in whether the two alternatives do 
have similar scores. A debate about the differences on the scores of the various aspects will 
help the decision process and the acceptability of the final decision. 

The systematic approach is developed in 1997 (see also Slomp et al. 1999a, b) and is 
applied in several practical situations. In our opinion, the content of Table 1 and the use of 
AHP form a robust framework for the selection of a layout in many situations. 
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AN INTEGRATED MODEL FOR PART-OPERATION ALLOCATION 
AND INVESTMENTS IN CNC TECHNOLOGY2 

Jos A.C. Bokhorst, Jannes Slomp and Nallan C. Suresh 

ABSTRACT 

This study addresses the issue of investment appraisal of new technology, specifically 
computer numerical control (CNC) machine tools in conjunction with optimal allocation of 
parts and operations on CNC machines as the investments take place. Part-operation 
allocation is the allocation of parts and operations to either the conventional machines or to 
the new technology as they are acquired. It is shown that part allocation is an important 
consideration in the assessment of profitability from investments in CNC technology. A 
mixed integer programming model is presented to: 1) determine the optimal allocation of 
parts and operations to conventional machines and to new CNC machine tools; and, 2) 
determine the optimal investment sequence and timing of investments in CNC machine tools. 
The optimality criterion is based on a maximization of net present value (NPV) over a 
specified planning horizon. The application of the model is illustrated using a numerical 
example, and the implications for industrial practice are also indicated. 

 

Key words: Economic Justification of CNC, Investment Appraisal, Part Type 
Selection, Advanced Manufacturing Technology 

 

1. Introduction 

The advent of global competition, increased customization of product offerings, shrinking 
product life cycles, increased product complexity, shorter delivery times, greater variety, 
smaller volumes, etc. have required more agility from manufacturing firms. Machine tool 
technology based on computer numerical control (CNC) technology has proved to be of 
significant value for firms in coping with these pressures. Over the years, CNC machine 
tools have also become much more affordable for small and medium-sized firms (Thyer, 
1991; Luggen, 1994). The number of CNC machines sold within the Dutch market by de 
Vereniging van Importeurs van Machines en Gereedschappen voor de Metaalindustrie 
(VIMAG: a society of importers of CNC machines and tools for metal cutting industry) 
increased by 21.5% in 1998 compared to 1997 (MB Productietechniek, 1999). This 
indicates that the issue of economic justification of CNC technology is of importance for a 
growing number of firms. 

Past justification approaches have generally assumed that when a CNC machine tool is 
installed, all existing parts for which the CNC machines are being considered will be 
manufactured in entirety on the new machine tool(s). However, investment in a CNC 
machine tool, or a set of CNC machine tools with varying degrees of system integration, 
presents a combinatorial complexity involving selection of a set of parts and operations to 

                                                           
2 This paper is published in the International Journal of Production Economics, Vol. 75(3), 
267-285, 2002. 
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be transferred to CNC operations. This affects the economics of CNC operations 
significantly. 

Economic justification methods proposed for CNC machine tools have also, for the most 
part, been along the lines of justifying traditional, single machine tools. Given that CNC 
machine tools are often employed as multi-machine systems, and each CNC machine 
typically serves to replace more than one traditional machine, CNC machine tools have to 
be justified as multi-machine systems, involving a strategic approach (Klahorst, 1983; 
Primrose and Leonard, 1985; Suresh and Meredith, 1985; Meredith, 1986; Hamblin and 
Hundy, 1986; Kaplan, 1986; Miltenburg and Krinsky, 1987; Leung and Tanchoco, 1987; 
Suresh, 1990). 

A major objective of the model developed in this paper is to extend past work in this area 
by incorporating the part-operation allocation problem (defined in more detail below) into 
the CNC economic justification problem. This is a key economic question in the context of 
CNC investments which, in practice, still relies on subjective and intuitive decision 
processes to a large extent. The model developed below also captures some unique setup 
and processing characteristics of CNC machines. In essence, the model attempts to 
maximize the net present value (NPV) of the after-tax cash flows over a planning horizon. 
The NPV criterion, in conjunction with consideration of other strategic factors, is now 
generally accepted as the proper criterion for strategic justification of multi-machine 
systems (Hamblin and Hundy, 1986; Kaplan, 1986; Suresh, 1990). In the process of 
maximizing NPV of after-tax cash flows, the model captures relevant aspects of CNC-
based multi-machine systems more comprehensively, and it serves to address the following 
decisions: 

1 Which part types to manufacture (fully or partially), on new and/or current machines, 
and in what quantities, in each period of the planning horizon; 

2 Given a set of candidate CNC machine tools for potential investment, which new CNC-
machine(s) to invest in, and, in which periods during the planning horizon; 

3 Which of the current machines to dispose of, and when should they be disposed of in 
the planning period, in order to maximize NPV as well as to ensure feasible production 
switchovers. 

 

Thus the problem addressed in this paper is important for a number of reasons which 
include:  

• Investment decisions for CNC machine tools are of importance to manufacturing firms 
in order to ensure agility and flexibility in the new dynamic marketplace; 

• Given the high capital costs, it is even more important for the survival of small and 
medium-sized firms; 

• Past economic justification approaches have assumed a single replacement of 
traditional machines with CNC equipment, without considering the combinatorial 
complexity surrounding part-operation transfers to CNC machines, and progressive 
integration. 
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This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a brief literature review of past justification 
approaches is presented. In section 3, the model is developed, describing the problem 
context and the problem definition. Section 4 provides some unique economic 
characteristics of CNC machines over conventional equipment. In section 5, the model 
specifications are presented and a numerical example is given in section 6 to illustrate the 
use of the model, which is followed by the conclusions in section 7. 

2. Literature Review and Background 

The topic of investment appraisal in advanced manufacturing technology (AMT) has been 
addressed extensively in past literature. A wide range of tools and techniques have been 
developed (see Meredith, 1986). It is now generally agreed that a strategic approach, in 
conjunction with traditional financial appraisal methods are warranted for AMT 
investments (Primrose and Leonard, 1985; Suresh and Meredith, 1985; Meredith, 1986; 
Hamblin and Hundy, 1986; Kaplan, 1986; Miltenburg and Krinsky, 1987; Suresh 1990; 
Lefley, 1996; Lefley and Sarkis, 1997; Kakati, 1997). Narrow financial evaluation may lead 
to rejection of an AMT investment, for instance, whereas non-investment in AMT may be 
deemed as highly risky from a business strategy perspective. This is especially true when 
AMT contributes significantly towards closing the competitive and opportunity gaps 
(Kakati, 1997). 

While some researchers have argued that all the potential costs and benefits of new 
technology can be included as a financial evaluation (Kaplan, 1986; Pimrose and Leonard, 
1991), others have attempted to integrate strategic and financial evaluation into multi-
objective decision models such as the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) (e.g., Falkner and 
Benhajla, 1990; Suresh and Kaparthi, 1992; Angelis and Lee, 1996). The work of Sarkis 
(1997) applies data envelopment analysis for this problem. Lotfi (1995) also uses a multi-
objective decision model, addressing financial aspects as well as non-financial and other 
conflicting objectives, such as flexibility, firm disruption, and group homogeneity of new 
modules. Lefley (1996) examined various strategic models and approaches of investment 
appraisal in AMT and concluded that even though there is no single model that has been 
universally accepted, strategic implications should be taken into account in addition to 
financial techniques. Strategic implications include improved flexibility, synergy with other 
operations or technologies, reduced production lead times, improved quality, increased 
sales and other “intangibles”.  

The problem addressed in this paper constitutes an extension of the modeling stream of 
Leung and Tanchoco (1987) and Suresh (1992). For an extended literature review of 
various other tools and techniques developed for this problem context, the reader is referred 
to works such as Meredith (1986), Azzone and Bertele (1989), Falkner and Benhajla 
(1990), Suresh (1990), Proctor and Canada (1992) and Sarkis (1997). In addition, a 
comprehensive bibliography is presented by Son (1992). 

The issue of selecting parts and operations, considered explicitly in this paper, deals with 
the question of which of the parts, and which of their operations, can be manufactured 
using conventional and/or CNC technology. This is a somewhat different issue than what is 
generally known in the literature devoted to flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) as part 
type selection, though there are some similarities. For instance, Stecke (1985) describes 
problems and decisions that have to be addressed during the design, planning, scheduling 
and the control of a FMS. In developing an FMS design, a range of part types to be 
produced must be determined, and a subset of these part types must be identified to be 
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manufactured on the FMS. In this context, part type selection is one of several FMS 
production planning problems, indicating the choice of a subset of part types for immediate 
and simultaneous manufacture from a set of specified part types for which production 
orders exist. This choice can be based on several criteria: meeting due dates and ensuring 
effective use of limited tool magazine capacities (Denizel and Sayin, 1998); due dates and 
������� �	
����	����� ������� 	��� ������������� ������� ����� ����� 	��� ��������� � ����� ���
makespan (Liang and Dutta, 1993); maximization of profits subject to constraints on 
capacity, pallets and fixtures (Chen, Ker and Kleawpatinon, 1995). Often part type 
selection is considered in conjunction with the loading problem (e.g., Nayak and Acharya, 
1998; Guerrero, Lozano and Koltai, 1999). The loading problem is concerned with the 
allocation of operations and required tools to machines. Chen et al. (1995) also include 
outsourcing into their model, so that parts that have a higher profit when outsourced, will 
not be selected for in-house production with an FMS. 

The part-operation selection problem addressed in this paper refers to a different issue 
faced at the investment decision stage, as described earlier. Unlike the FMS part type 
selection, which is a short-term problem, the part-operation allocation problem which is 
considered together with investment decisions, can be seen to be a medium- or long-term 
problem. It results in an optimum i.e., most profitable selection of part types and operations 
to be manufactured on current and/or new CNC machine types. This is an integral part of 
the economic justification of CNC machine tools.  

3. Model Development 

The intent of this section is to describe the problem context and define the problem.  

3.1. Problem Context 

Consider a set of part types { }1,2,...,i I= which are manufactured using a set of current 
machine types { }1, 2,...,m M= , as shown in Figure 1. For each part type, a set of routings 
{ }1 5k = − is shown. These are alternative process plans based on several combinations of 
machine tools, with differing cost implications. For instance, the first routing for part type 
i  involves three operations, to be carried out on current machines 3, 1 and 2, respectively. 
Likewise, the second routing involves current machines 1, 4 and 2, respectively. 

At this juncture, assume that a set of CNC machine tools { }1, 2,...,n N=  is considered 
tentatively for investment. For part type i , the third and the fourth routings involve one of 
these new CNC machine types for performing a subset of the operations. In other words, 
these two routings require partial manufacturing on CNC machines. The fifth routing 
involves complete manufacture on CNC machines. The number of operations is often 
reduced when CNC machine tools are used, given their versatility and multi-functional 
capabilities. The economics of manufacturing according to each of these routings may vary 
significantly based on part and operation characteristics, the capital and operating costs of 
the machines considered.  

The capital costs of CNC machine tools continue to be high, and a progressive 
implementation requiring less capital outlays in each period is often adopted in practice. 
Phased implementation permits a slower transition and learning of CNC technologies, less 
operating risk, etc. A phased-implementation approach is considered here as a general 
solution for implementation sequences, with instantaneous installation of a fully-integrated 
CNC machine tool system forming a special case. A one-time installation of an integrated 
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system, such as flexible manufacturing system (FMS), may certainly be economically and 
strategically justified under certain conditions (Suresh, 1990). 
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m       
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1 - x x x x x 
2 - - x x x x 
..       
n       

Figure 1. CNC Machine Investment Context 

The latter half of Figure 1 shows one example investment sequence for the new machines: 
machine type n  = 1 is installed in the second year and machine type 2 is implemented in 
the third year. This is just one of many combinations of investment sequences possible. 
This investment sequence can dictate the cash flows significantly. The sequence shown in 
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Figure 1 also calls for the salvage of current machine 1 after three years, machine type 2 
after one year, and machine type 3 after two years. This replacement or salvage sequence 
also has a major impact on the cash flows. 

With the investment sequence shown in Figure 1, it may be seen that not all routings for 
part type i  are feasible each year. For instance, routing 5 becomes feasible only in year 3. 
Often, a routing is selected based on the operational costs of producing on various 
machines, and the mix of jobs present in the shop at a given time. However, it may be seen 
that certain seemingly expensive routings, through conventional or CNC machines, may 
actually be preferred as the optimum solution from the larger perspective of maximizing 
cash flows over the planning horizon. In practice, such decisions are often taken 
myopically, based on production economics on an item-by-item basis and shop order status 
at a given time. 

 

Current Machines

A Set of New CNC
Machine Types

Considered

Current Part Type &
New Part Type
Requirements

Optimized:
After-tax Cash Flows & NPV
Part and Operation (process plan) Selection
Production / Capacity Allocations Each Period
Investment Sequence of CNC Machines
Disposal of Current Machines

CNC Economic
Justification

Demand forecast,
Operating costs on current & new machines,
Capital costs of CNC machines,
Salvage value for current machines, etc.

Part & Operation
Selection

 

Figure 2. The Justification Model 

An important aspect in the justification is the fact that CNC machines tend to expand the 
process envelope, permitting new part types to be manufactured in the future, which is 
often referred to as product flexibility. Potential for new revenues is created which has to be 
factored into the justification. For an extended discussion of such issues, the reader is 
referred to works such as those of Smith and Evans (1977), Steffy et al. (1973) and Suresh 
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(1990). At any rate, it is clear that to maximize the NPV, the optimal selection of parts and 
process plans becomes an integral part of the CNC investment decision. The capital costs 
and salvage values resulting from an implementation sequence also have a strong impact on 
the investment decision. In addition, the economics of manufacturing on CNC machine 
tools also play an important role on operating costs and benefits, and resulting cash flows 
during the planning horizon. 

Figure 2 shows the overall inputs and outputs of the model developed, in line with the 
problem context described.  

3.2. Problem Definition 

We now formally define the problem as follows. Consider a set of part types, denoted by 
the index set { }1,2,...,i I= , which are currently produced using a set of machine types 
denoted by index set { }1, 2,...,m M= . A set of new CNC-machines, represented by the 
index set { }1, 2,...,n N=  have been identified to perform one or more of various operations 
required by the part types.  

The planning horizon considered for this investment decision is denoted by the index set 
{ }1,2,...,t T= . During this planning horizon, one or more of the current machines may be 
disposed of. The binary variables ,m ty  and ,n ty  equal 1 if the machine is available for 
production in period t , and zero if not. Thus, these variables specify the investment and 
replacement sequences, for current and new machines, respectively. It is assumed that the 
new CNC-machines are installed at the beginning of a period, and ,n tC  is the capital cost of 
a new machine n  anticipated in time t . Likewise, ,m tS  denotes the salvage value of 
machine type m  if replaced in time t . Thus, both capital costs and the salvage values can 
be made time-dependent. 

Given the part types { }1,2,...,i I= , let { },1, 2,..., i kj J=  be the index set of operations 
needed to produce a part type i . The part type can be produced through various routings 
(process plans) denoted by the index set { }1,2,..., ik K= . The alternative routings may 
include current machines and/or the new CNC-machines considered for investment. As the 
new CNC-machines are installed, the part types may be produced using both the current 
machines and the CNC-machines. The routings are specified such that in a particular 
routing, each operation is performed by a specific machine type. Thus, if an operation can 
be performed on more than one machine, additional routings need to be specified for every 
combination. 

An incidence matrix is used to represent routing capabilities: the matrix element ijknz  is 
equal to 1 if operation j  of part type i , belonging to routing k , can be performed on 
machine type n ; and it is equal to zero otherwise. When part types are produced through 
routings that include CNC-machines, due to redesign or re-process planning, the number of 
operations will often be less than when produced through routings using conventional 
machines (Smith and Evans, 1977; Steffy et al., 1973; Suresh, 1990). The setup and 
operation times are denoted by ijkmA  and ijkmt , respectively, for current machines and by 

ijknA  and ijknt  for CNC-machines. The setup times for CNC-machines are generally 
significantly reduced compared to conventional machines, and operation times may also be 
less at times. 
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Let ,i tD  be the demand forecast for part type i  for period t  of the planning horizon. Given 
these demand requirements, the decision variables also include ,ijkn tX  and ,ijkm tX , which are 
the production quantities for operation j  of part i  through routing k  on machine types n  
and m  respectively, in time t . A quality factor, , ,QFi k t  is considered, given that routings 
that include CNC-machines are generally of significantly higher quality (lower reject rates) 
than routings with conventional machines. Let ,ik tq  be the production lot size for part i  
through routing k  in period t . The notation is summarized in Table 1.  

Table 1. The notation. 

{ }1,2,...,t T=   Index set of periods in the planning horizon 

{ }1,2,...,i I=    Index set of part types 

{ },1, 2,..., i kj J=   Index set of operations for part type i  in routing k  

{ }1,2,..., ik K=   Index set of routings for part type i  

{ }1, 2,...,m M=   Index set of current machine types 

{ }1, 2,...,n N=   Index set of new CNC-machines considered 

 

,i tp   Price of part type i  in period t  

,i tD   Demand forecast for part type i  in time t  

, ,QFi k t   Quality factor for part type i  through routing k  in period t  

, ,MCi k t   Material cost for part type i  through routing k  in period t  

TR t   Tax rate assumed for time t  

, tw r   Discount rate and discount factor ( )( )1/ 1
t

w= +  

, ,DP ,DPn t m t   Depreciation computed for machine types n  and m , respectively, in 
period t  

, ,,m t n ty y   1 if machine m  or n  is available for production, 0 if not 

,m tS   Salvage value of machine m  in time t  

BVT   Book value of the assets at the end of the planning horizon 

, ,n t mC C   Capital costs for machine types n  and m  at the time of installation 

,0mB   Starting value of machine m  (period 0) 

, ,CK i n t   One-off cost that occurs when part type i  is manufactured (partially) 
for the first time on machine n  

, ,CPi k t   Costs per part type i , through routing k  in period t  

, ,CQi k t   Costs per lot of part type i , through routing k  in period t  

, ,MAKEi n t   1 if part type i  is manufactured (partially) for the first time on 
machine n , 0 if not 

,ik tq   Lot size for part type i  through routing k  in period t  
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,i th   Inventory holding costs per part per hour for a period t  

ikO    The transition time between operations per part per route 

,n md d   Straight-line depreciation factors for machine types n  and m  

, ,,ijkn t ijkm tX X   Production quantity of operation j , part type i  in time t  on machine 
types n  and m , respectively, through routing k  

,ijkn ijkmz z   1 if operation j  of part type i  can be performed on machine types n  
and m , respectively, through routing k  

,ijkn ijkmt t   Processing times for operation j  of part type i  on machine types n  
and m , respectively, through routing k  

,ijkn ijkmA A   Setup times per lot for operation j  of part type i  on machine types n  
and m , respectively, through routing k  

γ   Factor for routing flexibility 

, ,,n t m tK K   Capacity for machine types n  and m , respectively, over time 

 
Given the above parameters and variables, the objectives of the model are to maximize the 
overall net present value of the after-tax cash flows and, in the process, to determine:  

1 Which part types to manufacture (fully or partially), on new and/or current machines, 
and in what quantities each period.  

2 What new CNC-machine(s) to invest in and when;  
3 Which of the current machines to dispose of, and when.  

4. CNC Machine Characteristics 

The model developed above may be seen to be consistent with the technical and economic 
characteristics of CNC equipment which are now widely known. Essentially, CNC 
machines contribute to an increase in the three main performance criteria of efficiency, 
flexibility and quality. The most distinct characteristics of CNC machines are that they are 
computer controlled, they integrate several operations and they may also have automatic 
part handling and transportation facilities (Thyer, 1991; Luggen, 1994). These 
characteristics have an inter-related impact on the three performance criteria, as shown in 
Figure 3. 

Computer numerical control results in less direct employees, and thus the operating costs 
(including labor costs) will decrease, resulting in higher efficiency. By programming the 
machines it becomes possible to produce unattended or lightly attended for a period of 
time. This also adds to a higher level of efficiency. Furthermore, tasks can be done quicker 
with computer control. Processing times are reduced due to the fact that higher cutting 
speeds and revolutions per minute can be achieved by means of computer control. Given 
increasing user-friendliness of the NC-programming and increased self-handling of the 
machines, operating times have reduced even more over the years. As production times on 
the machines have decreased, the changing of tools and work pieces take up relatively more 
time. This increases the relative need to speed up the tool and work piece changing and 
reduce the number of set-ups. A development to reduce the number of set-ups is an increase 
in the number of axes. Machines equipped with several axes can tool work pieces 
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multilaterally. The tool changeovers can be done faster, for example, with two-spindle 
machining centers: while one spindle can be used to process the work piece, the other can 
change its tool. 

 

Characteristics Impact Performance 

 
Computer 
Controlled 

 
Integration  

of operations 
 

Automatic part 
handling and 
transportation 

 

 
Shorter processing times 

Less direct employees  
Decreased setup time 

Higher accuracy 
Less WIP 

Smaller lot sizes 
Less scrap/rework 
Less transportation 
Less operating costs 

Reduced throughput times 
 

 
Efficiency 

 
 
 

Flexibility 
 
 
 

Quality 

Figure 3. Characteristics of CNC machines and impact on performance. 

The swift downloading of NC programs reduces the setup time, making it possible to 
produce in smaller lot sizes, which increases flexibility. Smaller lot sizes will also reduce 
WIP costs and thus increase operational efficiency. Other advantages of computer control 
are that repetitive products will be of a consistent quality, so there will be less scrap and 
rework. 

There is also a pronounced tendency to integrate several manufacturing processes into one 
CNC machine. For instance, CNC lathes can perform milling operations, and lately, even 
grinding. The tooling of sheet iron work can be done on single machines that combine 
several operations, like a punching machine with bending and thread cutting possibilities, 
punching nibbling machines equipped with a laser for cutting, welding and marking and 
bending machines with (spot) welding possibilities. 

There are several advantages from such integration, or multi-functional capability of CNC 
machines: reduction in setting time, elimination of floor-to-floor move times, reduction in 
the number of fixtures to be set up, etc. These result in savings in time (efficiency), as well 
as increased precision and thus improved quality. Furthermore, the reduction in setting time 
enhances producing in smaller lot sizes, which increases flexibility. 

The automatic part handling and transportation facilities of CNC machines reduce the 
number of direct employees needed, resulting in higher efficiency. Furthermore, these 
facilities enable the machines to produce unattended or lightly attended for a period of time, 
by providing the system with parts to be processed and carry away finished parts. Other 
advantages of automatic part handling and transportation are less scrap/rework caused by 
transport, resulting in a higher quality of the parts. 

Thus, the performance characteristics of CNC machines are significantly different from that 
of conventional machines. This results in different operating cost functions which need to 
be captured in CNC justification models. 
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5. Model Specifications 

The objective function attempts to maximize the net present value (NPV) of the after-tax 
cash flows over the planning horizon of T  years, as stated above. The cash inflows are 
considered first. 

Table 2. The model. 

( ) ( ), ,

Max

[ ] 1 TR Ai t i t t t
t i

NPV

p D r

=
+ −∑∑

( )n,t m,tDP DP TR Bt t
t n m
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⎝ ⎠

∑ ∑ ∑
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y y S r−+ −∑∑
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t n

y y C r−− −∑∑
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5.1. Objective Function: Cash Inflows 

The present worth of cash flow from revenues generated by the parts can be written as 

( ) ( ), ,[ ] 1 TR , Ai t i t t t
t i

p D r+ −∑∑  

where ,i tp  is the price. The above cash flow is on an after-tax basis, assuming a tax rate of 
TR t , and it is time-weighted using the discount factor of tr  which is equal to ( )1/ 1

t
w+ . 

The after-tax cash inflow due to depreciation charges equal 

( )n,t m,tDP DP TR . Bt t
t n m

r
⎛ ⎞+ +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

∑ ∑ ∑  

The depreciation amounts, n,tDP  and m,tDP , are computed in constraint sets (3) and (4, 5), 
which are explained further below. 

Another cash inflow arises from possible disposal of current machines in each period of the 
planning horizon. This is stated using the variable ,m ty , which represents the current 
machines operated in each period, and the salvage value, ,m tS , as follows: 

( ) ( ), 1 , , . Cm t m t m t t
t m

y y S r−+ −∑∑  
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Finally, the value of the assets at the end of the planning horizon is also treated as a cash 
inflow, and is stated as 

( )BV . DT Tr+  

BVT Tr  is the value of the assets at the end of the planning horizon. We used the book value 
of the assets for this purpose, since this expresses the economic value of the assets for the 
firm. Another indication of the value of the assets would be the total salvage value of these 
assets at the end of the planning horizon. This, however, does not necessarily reflect the 
economic value of the assets as it is experienced by firms at the end of the planning 
horizon.  

5.2. Objective Function: Cash Outflows 

Cash outflows are due to capital expenses and operating costs. The cash outflow due to 
investment in new machines is considered first. The capital costs of the new machines, 

,n tC , may differ from period to period. The variable ,n ty  denotes the operation, and hence, 
investments of machine n  in period t . Thus, for the new machines the capital costs are 
given by 

( ) ( ), , 1 , . En t n t n t t
t n

y y C r−− −∑∑  

The material costs can be stated as follows: 

( ) ( ), , , , , ,QF MC 1 TR . Fi k t i k t i k t t t
t i k

D r
⎡ ⎤− −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

∑∑ ∑  

where , ,MCi k t  is the material cost anticipated for part i  if routing k  is selected in period 
t . This is dependent on the quality factor, , ,QFi k t , mentioned earlier. 

Next, we consider the operating costs. First, there are several costs that are incurred only 
when a part type is manufactured for the first time on machine n  in period t  ( , ,CK i n t ). 
These costs include investments in fixtures and tools, the writing of new CNC-programs, 
and other one-off costs. , ,MAKEi n t  is a binary variable that is 1 in the period t  that part 
type i  is manufactured for the first time on machine n  and zero in all other periods. 

, ,MAKEi n t is computed by the constraint sets (10) and (11) which are explained later in this 
section. These costs can thus be given by 

( ) ( ), , , ,CK MAKE 1 TR . Gi n t i n t t t
t i n

r− −∑∑∑  

Other operating costs can be calculated per product (part type x demand) made through 
routing k  in period t  ( , ,CPi k t ). These costs include the cost of energy, and part of the labor 
costs. These costs concern amongst other things the machine handling costs per product. 
The demand is adjusted by the quality factor, requiring extra production to compensate for 
rejects.  
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Thus, these costs per product can be denoted by 

( ) ( ), , , , , ,CP QF 1 TR . Hi k t i k t i k t t t
t i k

D r− −∑∑∑  

In addition, several other costs are related to the number of lots, such as, setup costs, 
planning costs, inspection costs, and transportation to and from machines. These are stated 
in terms of the costs per lot, , ,CQi k t , as 

( ) ( ), , , , , , ,CQ / QF 1 TR . Ii k t i k t ik t i k t t t
t i k

D q r− −∑∑∑  

where ,ik tq  is the typical lot size of part type i  produced through routing k  in period t . 

The last part of the objective deals with the inventory carrying costs. These costs are given 
by 

( ) ( ), , , , , , ,QF 1 TR , Ji t i k t i k t ik t ijkn ik t ijkm ik t t
t i k j n j m

h D q t q t O r
⎡ ⎤

− + + −⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

∑∑∑ ∑∑ ∑∑  

where ,i th  is the inventory holding cost per hour for one unit of part type i  in year t , , ,i k tD  
is the customer demand of part type i  through route k  in period t , , ,QFi k t  is the quality 
factor, ijknt  and ijkmt  are the processing times for operation j  of part type i  on machine 
types n  and m , and ikO  is the transition time between operations per part per route. Year-
end inventory and year-to-year backlogging have not been taken into account. The impact 
of investments in CNC machinery on this type of inventory and on the year-to-year 
backlogging is likely negligible. Year-end inventory, furthermore, is low in case of a make-
to-order situation, which is assumed here. 

5.3. Model Constraints 

The first two constraints deal with current and new machines to be operated. For current 
machines, only current machine types which existed in the last period can be disposed of, 
and after disposal, they do not reappear within the planning horizon. This is stated as 

( ), , 1 , . 1m t m ty y m t−≤ ∀  

Likewise, for new investments, the following constraint applies: 

( ), , 1 , . 2n t n ty y n t−≥ ∀  

Next, depreciation values for the new machines, using a straight-line depreciation method, 
can be computed as 

( ) ( )n,t n,t-1 , , 1 ,DP DP , . 3n t n t n t ny y C d n t−= + − ∀  
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Note that the amount is based on the capital cost ( ,n tC ) at the time of installation. For the 
current machines, the depreciation amount can be written as 

( )

( )

m,t , ,0
1

m,t ,0
1

DP if 0 , , 4

DP 0 if 0 , , 5

t

m t m m m m m
t

t

m m m
t

y C d B C d m t

B C d m t

=

=

⎡ ⎤= − > ∀⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
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∑

∑
 

where ,0mB   is the initial value of machine m  and mC  the capital costs of machine m  when 
acquired. If a machine is amortized ( ,0

1

0
t

m m m
t

B C d
=

− ≤∑ ), or salvaged ( ,m ty  = 0), the 
bookvalue will turn zero. 

We next consider the assignment of production quantities. A production quantity can only 
be assigned to machine n  in routing k  if the machine is capable of performing the 
operation. This necessitates the following sets of constraints: 

( )
( )

, ,

, ,

, , , , , 6

, , , , . 7

ijkn t ijkn ik t

ijkm t ijkm ik t

X z D i j k n t

X z D i j k m t

≤ ∀
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The total production quantity for a given part-operation produced through routing k  should 
equal the demand for the part type produced through k : 

( ), , , , , , . 8ijkn t ijkm t ik t
n m

X X D i j k t+ = ∀∑ ∑  

The sum of the demands for part type i  per period for the routings k  should equal the total 
customer demand per period for part type i : 

( ), , , . 9ik t i t
k

D D i t= ∀∑  

The , ,MAKEi n t  variable should be 1 only in period t  in which part type i  is manufactured 
(partially) on machine n  for the first time. This can be expressed by the following sets of 
constraints, where Ω  represents a large value: 

( )* *

* *
, , ,

1 1

MAKE , , , 10
t t

ijkn t i n t
j k t t

X i n t
= =
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The capacity constraints take into account the processing and setup times at each machine 
type 

( )

( )

, , , , , , , , ,

, , , , , , , , ,

QF / QF , , 12

QF / QF , . 13
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γ
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+ ≤ ∀

∑∑∑ ∑∑∑
∑∑∑ ∑∑∑

 

The book value of the assets is computed using the last four constraint sets. The book value 
of the conventional machines equals the starting value less the sum of the depreciation 
amounts, for all machines. If a current machine is disposed of during the planning horizon, 
the variable mTy  will be 0, so that the book value of that machine will be zero. The book 
value of all assets at the end of the planning horizon equals the sum of the book value of 
current and new machines at the end of the planning horizon. 
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6. An Illustrative Example 

The following numerical example is designed to illustrate various elements and features of 
the model, and to present the results in an intuitive manner. Consider two part types to be 
manufactured, one of which is currently outsourced, while the other can be manufactured 
on three conventional machine types. Two new CNC machines are considered to either add 
to the set of current machines, or to replace them. 

Table 3. Characteristics of current (m) and new (n) machines. 

Type Avail. Capital 
cost (000s) 

Starting 
value(000s) 

Deprn. 
factor 

Salvage Value (000s) 

,m tS  in year 
Net Capacity 

m  
,0mY  mC  ,0mB  md  1 2  

mK  

1 1 150 93.75 0.125 80 60  4000 
2 1 250 187.5 0.125 162 130  4000 
3 1 120 105 0.125 97 80  4000 
4 (sub-
contract.) 

- - - - - -  Unlimited 

Type Deprn. 
Factor 

 Capital costs (000s)  

,n tC  in year 
Capacity (Hours) 

n  
nd   1 2  

nK    

1 0.125  800 775  4000   
2 0.125  750 735  4000   
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The characteristics of the current and new machines are given in Table 3. This data 
includes, for the current machines, the availability of the machines before the first period, 
the initial capital costs (at the time of the purchase of the machine), the current value of the 
machines, the depreciation factor, the salvage values and the net available capacity. 
Similarly, for the two CNC machines considered, the depreciation factor, the capital costs 
estimated at the various periods of introduction, and the net capacity available are provided. 
We assume the net capacity available of the machines to be constant over time. One could 
argue, however, that machines over time will have less capacity available, due to the fact 
that older machines often require more repair time.  

The incidence matrices consisting of the ijkmz  and ijknz  elements are given in Table 4. These 
matrices show the operations to be performed for each routing, and by which machines. 
Since there are two CNC machines considered to be invested in, we included, in this 
example, routings for both parts making use of the first CNC machine, of the second CNC 
machine and of both CNC machines. Data on setup times per lot and processing times is 
followed in Table 5. For example, for part one, the first operation in the second routing can 
be performed by the current conventional machine number two (Table 4). The setup time 
per lot is then 2.2 hours and the processing time equals 0.24 hour (Table 5). 

Table 4. Incidence matrices 

Part Routing Operation Current machines    CNC machines 
i  k  j  

ijkmz      
ijknz   

   1 2 3 Sub-
con-
tract 

 1 2 

1 1 1 - - - 1  - - 
  2 - - - 1  - - 
  3 - - - 1  - - 
  4 - - - 1  - - 
  5 - - - 1  - - 
           2 1 - 1 - -  - - 
  2 1 - - -  - - 
  3 - - - -  1 - 
  4 - - - -  1 - 
           3 1 - - - -  - 1 
  2 - - - -  - 1 
  3 - - 1 -  - - 
  4 - 1 - -  - - 
           4 1 - - - -  - 1 
  2 - - - -  1 - 
  3 - - - -  1 - 
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Table 4. Incidence matrices (continued) 

 

Part 

Routing Operation Current machines    CNC machines 

i  k  j  
ijkmz      

ijknz   

   1 2 3 Sub-
con-
tract 

 1 2 

2 1 1 - - 1 -  - - 
  2 1 - - -  - - 
  3 1 - - -  - - 
  4 - 1 - -  - - 
  5 - - 1 -  - - 
           2 1 - - 1 -  - - 
  2 1 - - -  - - 
  3 - - 1 -  - - 
  4 - 1 - -  - - 
  5 - - 1 -  - - 
           3 1 - - - -  1 - 
  2 - - 1 -  - - 
  3 - 1 - -  - - 
  4 - - 1 -  - - 
           4 1 - - 1 -  - - 
  2 1 - - -  - - 
  3 1 - - -  - - 
  4 - - - -  - 1 
           5 1 - - - -  1 - 
  2 - - 1 -  - - 
  3 - - - -  - 1 
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Table 5. Incidence matrices with setup times and processing times 

Part Routing Operation Current machines    CNC machines 
i  k  j  ;ijkm ijkmA t     ;ijkn ijknA t  

   1 2 3 Sub-
con-
tract 

 1 2 

1 1 1 - - - -  - - 
  2 - - - -  - - 
  3 - - - -  - - 
  4 - - - -  - - 
  5 - - - -  - - 
           2 1 - 2.2; 0.24 - -  - - 
  2 2.5; 0.18 - - -  - - 
  3 - - - -  0.25; 0.22 - 
  4 - - - -  0.75; 0.17 - 
           3 1 - - - -  - 0.5; 0.21 
  2 - - - -  - 0.25; 0.17 
  3 - - 2.0; 0.24 -  - - 
  4 - 3.5; 0.20 - -  - - 
           4 1 - - - -  - 0.5; 0.30 
  2 - - - -  0.75; 0.26 - 
  3 - - - -  0.5; 0.22 - 
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Table 5. Incidence matrices with setup times and processing times (continued) 

Part Routing Operation Current machines    CNC machines 
i  k  j  ;ijkm ijkmA t     ;ijkn ijknA t  

   1 2 3 Sub-
con-
tract 

 1 2 

2 1 1 - - 2.0; 0.16 -  - - 
  2 2.5; 0.25 - - -  - - 
  3 3.0; 0.22 - - -  - - 
  4 - 2.5; 0.19 - -  - - 
  5 - - 2.0; 0.20 -  - - 
           2 1 - - 2.0; 0.16 -  - - 
  2 2.5; 0.25 - - -  - - 
  3 - - 2.5; 0.24 -  - - 
  4 - 2.5; 0.19 - -  - - 
  5 - - 2.0; 0.20 -  - - 
           3 1 - - - -  0.5; 0.36 - 
  2 - - 2.5; 0.24 -  - - 
  3 - 2.5; 0.19 - -  - - 
  4 - - 2.0; 0.20 -  - - 
           4 1 - - 2.0; 0.16 -  - - 
  2 2.5; 0.25 - - -  - - 
  3 3.0; 0.22 - - -  - - 
  4 - - - -  - 0.25; 0.35 
           5 1 - - - -  0.5; 0.36 - 
  2 - - 2.5; 0.24 -  - - 
  3 - - - -  - 0.25; 0.35 
 

A part can only make use of a routing, when all the machines required for the routing are 
present. Without investments in CNC machines, the first part type can only be outsourced. 
This is indicated by the first routing of that part, consisting of five operations (see Table 4). 
It will then make use of a fictitious outsourcing machine with unlimited capacity (M4), and 
the material costs will equal the price of the part, so that no monetary gain is involved (see 
Table 6).  
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Table 6. Characteristics of the two part types over two periods. 

Type 1  Type 2  
Routing Period 1 Period 2  Routing Period 1 Period 2 

Prices ,( )i tP  1,2,3,4 (all) 120 117.6  1,2,3,4,5 (all) 99 94.54 

1 120 117.6  all 28 28.84 Material Costs 

, ,(MC )i k t  2,3,4 36 37.08     

1 1.00 1.00  1 1.10 1.10 Quality factor 

, ,(QF )i k t  2 1.06 1.06  2 1.09 1.09 

 3 1.05 1.05  3 1.06 1.06 
 4 1.02 1.02  4 1.05 1.05 
     5 1.03 1.03 
        Demand ,i tD  - 6000 6500  - 4000 4500 

 

When investments are made in either one or both CNC machines, the first part type can be 
produced in-house through at most three routings ( k  = 2, 3, 4). We use this construction to 
simulate the likely increase in sales volume when investments in CNC technology are 
made. In the second routing, the first CNC machine takes over the last three operations, 
combining them into two operations (integration) while conventional machines perform the 
first two operations. In the third routing, the first three operations are taken over by the 
second CNC machine, which combines them in two operations, while the last two 
operations are done conventionally. The fourth routing includes both CNC machines and 
then only three operations are needed to manufacture the part.  

The second part can be produced through two conventional routings ( k  = 1, 2) with five 
operations and three routings that combine conventional and CNC machines ( k  = 3, 4, 5). 
In the third routing, the first CNC machine takes over the first two operations (compared to 
the second routing), integrating them into one operation. In the fourth routing, the second 
CNC machine takes over the last two operations (compared to the first routing), integrating 
them into one operation. Finally, the fifth routing makes use of both CNC machines and 
integrates all operations to just three. The second operation still needs to be performed on a 
conventional machine. 

Each routing of the two parts will be given a quality factor that represents the extra demand 
that has to be produced through the routing because of rejects. The prices are assumed to go 
down and the material costs are expected to increase over the years, as shown in Table 6. 
We assume the quality factor in this example to be constant over time. The demand for both 
parts increases over time. 

Data on costs per part per routing, costs per lot per routing, transition times between 
operations per part per routing, and one-off costs per part per CNC machine are given in 
Table 7. We assume these costs to be constant over the two years. We will fix the lot size in 
this example to be 25, even though it can be argued that routings that include CNC 
machines can produce with smaller lot sizes. Further, we assume for all periods the tax rate 
( TR t ) to be 15%, the discount rate ( w ) 5% and the inventory holding costs ( ,i th ) 0.001 
dollar per product per hour. 
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Table 7. Different costs and the transition times 

Part Routing Costs per 
product 

Costs per 
lot 

Transition 
times 

Part CNC 
machine 

One-off 
costs 

i  k  , ,CPi k t  , ,CQi k t  ikO  i  n  
, ,CK i n t  

1 1 0 0 0 1 1 2200 
 2 25 110 6  2 1800 
 3 24 90 6    
 4 21 50 2    
2 1 28 200 24 2 1 1500 
 2 26 210 24  2 1950 
 3 23 150 15    
 4 24 135 15    
 5 21 85 8    

 

For convenience in working with large problem formulations, a modeling language is 
particularly useful. For this example, the modeling language LINGO was used to solve the 
model presented in Section 5. It took about 5 seconds for LINGO to solve the problem, 
using a personal computer equipped with a MMX Pentium 200 MHz processor. 

Table 8 shows three feasible solutions, and the optimal solution. In the first feasible 
solution, it is seen that part type 1 is to be produced using routing 4 in both periods, and 
also routing 1, to a small extent, in period 2. Part type 2 is to be produced using routings 4 
and 5 in both periods. This provides some stability in terms of production processes 
employed. In terms of machine requirements, this solution calls for salvaging machine 2 at 
the beginning of period 1 itself, and keeping M1 and M3 for both periods. A small amount 
of outsourcing (M4) is called for in period 2. More importantly, this solution also calls for 
investment in both CNC1 and CNC2 in the first period itself. Thus, this represents an 
accelerated introduction of CNC technology. The NPV for this decision solution amounts 
to a profitable $ 740,488. 

The second feasible solution calls for a slower implementation of CNC machines, requiring 
investment in CNC1 in the first year, and CNC2 in the second year. No outsourcing (M4) is 
required in both periods. However, the two part types need to be produced using six 
different routings together during the two years, which may present some operational 
complexity. But the NPV is increased marginally to $ 765,730. 

The third feasible solution represents a slower implementation of CNC machines, requiring 
investments in CNC1 and CNC2 only in the second year, when machine type 1 is to be 
salvaged. Again, six different process plans are utilized for both parts during the two years. 
The NPV is seen to drop, however, to $ 613,626. 
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Table 8. Three feasible solutions, and optimal solution. 

 Period 1 Period 2 
Solution 1,  
NPV = $740,488 
Part 1 < k =4: 6000> < k =1: 52>; < k =4: 6448> 
Part 2 < k =4: 2578>; < k =5: 1422> < k =4: 3698>; < k =5: 802> 
M1 X X 
M2 - - 
M3 X X 
M4 - X 
CNC1 X X 
CNC2 X X 
 
Solution 2,  
NPV = $765,730 
Part 1 < k =2: 6000> < k =3: 2745>; < k =4: 3755> 
Part 2 < k =2: 1356>; < k =3: 2644> < k =3: 744>; < k =5: 3756> 
M1 X - 
M2 X X 
M3 X X 
M4 - - 
CNC1 X X 
CNC2 - X 
 
Solution 3,  
NPV = $613,626 
Part 1 < k =1: 6000> < k =3: 2745>; < k =4: 3755> 
Part 2 < k =2: 4000> < k =3: 744>; < k =5: 3756> 
M1 X - 
M2 X X 
M3 X X 
M4 X - 
CNC1 - X 
CNC2 - X 
 
Optimal solution,  
NPV = $812,705 
Part 1 < k =3: 6000> < k =1: 157>; < k =3: 6343> 
Part 2 < k =2: 780>; < k =4: 3220> < k =1: 1671>; < k =4: 2829> 
M1 X X 
M2 X X 
M3 X X 
M4 - X 
CNC1 - - 
CNC2 X X 
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Finally, the optimal solution, with a NPV of $ 812,705 is seen to require acquiring CNC2 in 
the first year and not acquiring CNC1 at all. Part type 1 is to be produced using routing 3 
primarily, and part type 2, using routing 4. Thus, this solution calls for only a limited use of 
CNC machine tools overall.  

This example is purely illustrative, to illustrate the full range of decisions involved in the 
context of investing CNC machines. With the rapid growth in computing power over the 
years, such mathematical programming problems are becoming solvable with personal 
computers. In larger, realistic problem contexts, many pragmatic factors can also be utilized 
to limit the solution space. Pragmatic factors to reduce the problem are, for instance, the 
combination of non-bottleneck machines with equal hourly costs, the combination of part 
types which will likely be produced at the same (combined) machines, and a limitation of 
the number of investment scenarios (i.e. at what time which CNC machine has to be 
purchased) to be studied. 

7. Conclusions 

In this paper, an integrated decision method was presented for investments in CNC machine 
tools. The objectives of the model are to maximize the overall net present value of the after-
tax cash flows and, in the process, to determine: (1) which part types to manufacture (fully 
or partially), on new and/or current machines, and in what quantities each period; (2) what 
new CNC-machine(s) to invest in and when; and, (3) which of the current machines to 
dispose of, and when. 

The model developed captures the relationship between investment appraisal for flexible 
automation technologies, and the optimal selection of parts and operations to be transferred 
to CNC operations. This is a key decision that impacts the economics of CNC machine use 
in most manufacturing firms. 

From a practical point of view, one may regard the model as being large and complex. The 
concept however (i.e., exploring the NPV approach) is simple and we believe that sufficient 
transparency is gained by the clarification of the elements of the objective function and the 
various constraints in Section 5. In a practical situation, one may select the elements of the 
model, which are most dominant in the particular situation. Computer technology is 
evolving in such a way that it will be possible to solve reasonably sized problems. 

Next to the application of the model for a practical situation, the model provides a useful 
reference for assessing the investment procedures applied in practice. In order to illustrate 
this, we studied the investment procedure used in a firm in the Netherlands and referred it 
to our model approach. In this firm, it was decided intuitively that there was a need to 
replace some old machines and/or to invest in new machines. The NPV criterion was used 
in the investment procedure, but only to calculate the expected profit of a single machine, at 
the time of investment. In our opinion and in line with our model, a more grounded 
decision would be taken if the investment procedure would encompass a time horizon of 
several years, by considering numerous new machines to invest in. The influence of part 
allocation on the performance of the firm was also minimally addressed in the investment 
procedure. Parts were intuitively assigned to the potential new machine and the impact of 
the part allocation on the load of the various other machines in the manufacturing 
department was not taken into account in the investment appraisal. In our opinion and in 
line with our model, the investment decision should be based upon an integral view on the 
effect of part allocation on the performance of the department. 
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Although the model provides a useful framework for investment appraisal, there are some 
limitations. The model presented in this paper is primarily based on a financial analysis of 
investments in CNC technology. Intangibles such as the learning of the organization and 
the image of the firm and characteristics of the various suppliers of CNC technology need 
to be factored into the final decision, and incorporated into a multi-objective decision 
framework proposed by other researchers in the past. 

The model approach presented in this paper provides several opportunities for future 
research. The model can be seen, for instance, as the basis to study the impact of 
investments on the importance of the part allocation decision in firms. Also, empirical 
studies can be done as a follow up of this study. Keeping the basic general formulation as a 
foundation, it may be worthwhile to conduct empirical investigations in order to develop 
solid investment procedures that can be used in practice. An empirical investigation will 
also make clear what intangible aspects should be taken into account, and in what ways. 
The practical utility of such an investment is evident when one considers the amount of 
capital investment involved for such machine tool systems. 
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Chapter 3 
 

Cross-training 

CROSS-TRAINING IN A CELLULAR MANUFACTURING 
ENVIRONMENT3 

Jannes Slomp, Jos A.C. Bokhorst and Eric Molleman 

ABSTRACT 

This study addresses the need for cross-training in a cellular manufacturing environment. It is 
demonstrated that an effective cross-training situation results if workers and machines are 
connected, directly or indirectly, by task assignment decisions. The connections between 
workers and machines (i.e. the qualifications of workers) form “chains” that can be used to 
reallocate work from heavily loaded workers to less loaded workers. This provides the 
possibility of a balanced workload situation among workers, something that is desirable from 
a social as well as an economic viewpoint. Based on this insight, we have developed an 
integer programming (IP) model that can be used to select workers to be cross-trained for 
particular machines. The model may help in trade-offs between training costs and the 
workload balance among workers in a manufacturing cell. The workload balance indicates the 
usefulness of labor flexibility in a particular situation. A numerical example is presented to 
illustrate various elements and features of the model. It also provides further insight into the 
role of “chaining” workers and machines. The industrial applicability of the model and 
directions for future research are also indicated. 

 

Key words: Cellular Manufacturing, Teams, Labor Flexibility, Training Costs 

 

1. Introduction 

A manufacturing cell may be defined as the grouping of people and processes, or machines, 
into specific areas dedicated to the production of a family of parts. A manufacturing cell 
requires a cross-trained workforce in order to deal with variations in the demand mix and/or 
fluctuations in the supply of labor (see e.g. Molleman and Slomp, 1999). Cross-training 
also implies labor flexibility that, on condition that there are appropriate operating rules, 
has a positive effect on operational performance indicators, such as the throughput time and 
the delivery performance of jobs (see e.g., Treleven, 1989). Cross-training also increases 
the possibility that workers may help each other and share their workloads, thus enhancing 
feelings of interpersonal justice and equity (e.g. Austin, 1977). This paper concentrates on 
the question “to what extent should the labor force in a manufacturing cell be cross-
trained?” and, more specifically, on the question “who should be cross-trained for which 
machine?” The relevance of these questions will be explained in this introductory section. 

                                                           
3 This paper is in press for Computers & Industrial Engineering. 
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Several authors have studied the topic of labor flexibility over the years. It has been shown 
repeatedly that increases in labor flexibility positively affect system performance. Most of 
the positive effects are achieved without going to the extreme of total flexibility. Several 
authors have noted in recent years that limited amounts of cross-training are sufficient to 
gain near optimal performance results (see e.g. Park and Bobrowski, 1989, Fry et al. 1995, 
and Molleman and Slomp, 1999). Total flexibility of the workforce is not needed nor is it 
desirable in practical situations. That would require training all workers for all machines, 
which would be very costly. A high level of labor flexibility may also involve considerable 
productivity loss due to the shift of workers between machines. Among other losses, this 
productivity loss concerns the required orientation time at new work stations, the time 
needed to access information about processing jobs at the new machine and the time needed 
to learn or relearn the setup procedures. Kher and Malhotra (1994) have shown that a 
higher level of labor flexibility will lead to more labor shifts. This is especially the case if 
the firm applies a centralized assignment rule (i.e., a worker shift is considered after 
completion of each job). The effect is less in the case of a decentralized rule, i.e., where a 
worker shift is considered only when the job queue is empty. In both cases, however, 
productivity loss due to an increase in the number of worker shifts is an argument to limit 
the level of labor flexibility. 

There are also several social arguments for limiting labor flexibility in manufacturing cells 
(see e.g. Van den Beukel and Molleman, 1998). High levels of labor flexibility may impair 
social identity because the different jobs in a team/cell will be more similar. This may cause 
motivational deficits (Fazakerley, 1976). With respect to their abilities, people may prefer 
diversity within the team/cell. Being a specialist enhances feelings of being unique and 
indispensable and makes the contribution to group performance visible (Clark, 1993). In 
addition, studies pertaining to diversity reveal that creativity and motivation are greater in 
teams whose members have different −but somewhat overlapping− skills (e.g., Jackson, 
1996). High levels of labor flexibility may also cause social loafing and, for example, cause 
a situation in which no one is willing to do the dirty work (Wilke and Meertens, 1994). 
Cross-training may also lead to perceived lowering of status differentials within teams, 
which may result in negative attitudes, particularly among the higher-status team members 
who oppose learning and performing the lower status jobs (Carnall, 1982; Cordery, 
Sevastos, Mueller and Parker, 1993; Hut and Molleman, 1998). 

The above arguments against striving for full flexibility in a manufacturing cell raise the 
questions as to what extent the labor force should be cross-trained and, more precisely, who 
should be cross-trained for which machine. These questions are as yet unresolved (see e.g. 
Treleven, 1989 and Pennathur et al., 1999). Few analytical studies that help to answer these 
questions have been performed. Stewart et al. (1994) presented four integer programming 
models for developing a flexible workforce. These models attempted to minimize the total 
cost of training, to maximize the flexibility of the workforce, to minimize the total time 
required for training, and to optimize the trade-off between training costs and workforce 
flexibility. The model formulations force an optimal assignment of tasks (hours) to 
workers. Important constraints in the models are the production hours available, the 
production requirements, and the budget for training. Although the models of Stewart et al. 
(1994) provide a valuable reference for developing a mathematical formulation, there are 
some significant pitfalls in them. One of their assumptions is that it is not necessary to 
balance assignments among workers. In section 2 of this paper we will show that this 
assumption may lead to a situation in which one or more workers depress the performance 
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of the manufacturing cell. The models of Stewart et al. (1994) also do not incorporate the 
issue of fluctuations in the demand and or supply of labor.  

Brusco and Johns (1998) presented a linear programming model that minimizes workforce 
staffing costs subject to the satisfaction of minimum labor requirements across a planning 
horizon. They used the model to evaluate eight cross-training structures across various 
labor requirement patterns. An important result of their study concerned the conclusion that 
“chaining of employee skill classes across work activity categories” is a basic element of 
successful cross-training structures. Chaining enables work to be shifted from a heavily 
loaded worker to a less loaded worker, directly or indirectly, leading to a more balanced 
workload. This supports the efficient use of labor capacity. Further, workers may perceive a 
balanced workload as fair. Our model builds further on this result. Molleman and Slomp 
(1999) presented a mathematical model to assign multi-skilled workers to the various tasks 
(or machines) in a team. They studied the effect of labor flexibility on team performance. 
Team performance is measured as the shortage of labor capacity (i.e. no capable worker is 
present to perform a particular task), the minimum time needed to perform all tasks (i.e. the 
load of the bottleneck worker), and the cumulative time needed to perform all tasks. 
Important conditions that affect the required level of labor flexibility include demand 
variation and worker absenteeism. Molleman and Slomp (1999) showed that a uniform 
distribution of multifunctionality among the workers provides the best team performance. 
They also indicated that absenteeism should be regarded as a major reason to invest in labor 
flexibility. As a general statement, they suggested that each task should be mastered by at 
least two workers in order to reduce the negative impact of low to moderate levels of 
absenteeism. Above this minimal level of flexibility, labor flexibility needs to covary with 
the demands on capacity for each task. Although the model of Molleman and Slomp (1999) 
provides some general guidelines, it does not give detailed suggestions with respect to 
cross-training. The model presented in this paper may be regarded as a useful extension of 
their model. 

Some authors propose that labor issues should be taken into account at the cell design stage. 
Min and Shin (1993) and Suresh and Slomp (2001) propose cell design procedures in which 
the complex cell formation problem is solved in two or more phases. The last phase in both 
procedures concerns labor issues. A basic assumption in the problem formulation of Min and 
Shin (1993) is that operators are linked with the various parts by means of so-called “skill 
matching factors”. A skill matching factor indicates to what extent a worker is able to produce 
a part. These factors are used for the optimization of the operator assignment problem. Cross-
training issues were not considered in this work. Suresh and Slomp (2001), in the last phase of 
their procedure, address various labor issues such as the partitioning of functionally specialized 
labor pools and the required additional training of workers. The need for cross-training is 
predetermined in their approach by setting minimum and maximum levels for the 
multifunctionality of workers and the redundancy of machines. They do not analytically 
determine the need for cross-training. Süer (1996) presented a two-phase hierarchical 
methodology for operator assignment and cell loading in labor-intensive manufacturing cells. 
Here, the major concern is the determination of the number of workers in each cell and the 
assignment of workers to specific operations in such a way that worker productivity is 
maximal. A functional arrangement of tasks was assumed in each cell without considering 
training and multifunctionality problems. Askin and Huang (2001) focused on the relocation of 
workers into cells and the training needed for effective cellular manufacturing. They proposed 
a mixed integer, goal-programming model for guiding the worker assignment and training 
process. The model integrates psychological, organizational, and technical factors. They 
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presented greedy heuristics as a means to solve the problem. Askin and Huang (2001) assumed 
that the required skills are cell dependent and that workers may need some additional training, 
again without considering cross-training issues. Norman et al. (2002) presented a mixed 
integer programming formulation for the assignment of workers to operations in a 
manufacturing cell. Their formulation permits the ability to change the skill levels of 
workers by providing them with additional training. Training decisions are taken in order to 
balance the productivity and output quality of a manufacturing cell and the training costs. 
Norman et al. (2002) did not deal with the need for cross-training either. Our approach, 
presented in this paper, is explicitly focused on gaining sufficient cross-training in a 
manufacturing cell in order to be able to deal effectively with all kinds of fluctuations. It 
covers an additional aspect of the design of human arrangements in cellular manufacturing 
systems, in comparison with other contributions. Our approach fits in the last phase of 
integrated cell formation procedures, as do the formulations of Askin and Huang (2001) 
and Norman et al. (2002). It should, however, be noted that the methodology is also useful 
during the life cycle of a manufacturing cell. Manufacturing cells are subject to change over 
the course of years due to new technology, market changes and worker attrition (see 
Molleman et al., 2002). These changes may lead to new training programs for workers.  

Our study concerns the need for cross-training of workers in manufacturing cells. In order 
to select workers to be trained for certain machines, we will take into account the training 
costs as well as the efficiency that a worker can realize while operating a particular machine 
after training. Efficiency is defined in our study as the relative speed by which tasks can be 
performed by workers. This definition conforms with several other studies (e.g. Brusco et 
al., 1998, and Bobrowski and Park, 1993). The efficiency of a worker at a machine depends 
on the speed that the worker can perform manual tasks such as machine setups and quality 
checks. The variety of efficiency levels of the various workers at a particular machine 
depends on the labor intensiveness of the tasks involved. Highly automated machines may 
result in less variety in the efficiency levels of operators. We assume in this paper that 
additional training cannot further influence the efficiency level of a worker at a particular 
machine; the efficiency level is already at the end of the worker’s learning curve. An 
Integer Programming Model has been formulated to solve the selection problem. The result 
of this exercise may be a useful input for developing a training program for workers in 
teams or manufacturing cells.  

In the next section we describe the problem in more detail and explore ways of solving it. 
In section 3, we give a problem definition, where the parameters and variables we use in 
our model are explained. In section 4 the model itself is presented. Section 5 explains the 
working of the model by means of an illustrative example. Section 6 discusses the 
applicability of the model and makes suggestions for further research. 
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2. Basic considerations 

Figure 1a presents an example of a worker-machine matrix. The figure reveals which 
workers can operate which machines, denoted by an X. Multifunctionality is defined as the 
number of different machines that a worker is able to cope with, and redundancy is defined 
as the number of workers that can operate a specific machine (Molleman and Slomp, 1999). 

 

M\W A B C D Dm  M\W A B C D Dm 

1 X(12) X(0)   12  1 X (6) X (6)   12 

2 X(0) X(14)   14  2 X (7) X (7)   14 

3 X(6) X(4)   10  3 X (2)  X(8)  10 

4   X(10) X(0) 10  4  X(2)  X (8) 10 

5   X(0) X(6) 6  5   X (3) X (3) 6 

6   X(2) X(6) 8  6   X (4) X (4) 8 

WL 18 18 12 12   WL 15 15 15 15  

    (a)    (b) 

(M = machine; W = worker; an X means that worker W is qualified to operate machine M; 
WL = workload; Dm = demand) 

Fig.1. Examples of machine-worker matrices 

The multifunctionality of each worker in the example in figure 1a is three, while the 
redundancy of each machine is two. As can be seen, the manufacturing cell team consists of 
two independent subgroups, each with two workers. Figure 1a illustrates how the demand 
for each machine can be assigned to the various workers. As shown, the workloads of the 
subgroups differ substantially due to the distribution of skills among the workers. In the 
example in figure 1a, it is not possible to shift work from the first subgroup to the second, 
thus balancing the workload. In the event of a set of dependent tasks, the subgroups cannot 
be treated as independent and the most heavily loaded subgroup will be the bottleneck and 
thus determine the output of the whole team. The distribution of skills in figure 1a, 
therefore, is not optimal. To be better able to balance the workload, the skills should be 
distributed differently, eliminating subgroups. An example is presented in figure 1b. Here, 
although the redundancy of the machines is still two and the multifunctionality of the 
workers is still three, the workload can be balanced among the workers. This is due to the 
fact that a possibility to shift work between the workers of the manufacturing cell has been 
created. Workers and machines are “chained” in the situation in figure 1b by means of their 
qualifications. Jordan and Graves (1995) stress the importance of chaining in the case of 
limited flexibility. They have studied the effect of process flexibility, which in their study is 
the ability of plants to produce different types of products. This type of flexibility is 
conceptually equivalent to labor flexibility, that is, the ability of workers to operate 
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different machines. Brusco and Johns (1998) have recognized this and use the term 
“chaining” to explain the preference of some of their cross-training patterns. Chaining 
eliminates the existence of the subgroups. Chaining will also prevent the emergence of 
subgroups that may cause inter-group conflicts and lead to the disintegration of a team (see 
Wilke and Meertens, 1994). In terms used by Lau and Murnighan (1998), a distribution of 
skills as depicted in figure 1a will be a potential “faultline” in the team. 

It is now clear that the distribution of redundancy and multifunctionality is important when 
developing a training program. Cross-training in teams/cells has to be performed in such a 
way that a balanced workload can be realized. Seen the other way around, a balanced 
workload requires a certain level and distribution of skills. This observation has been used 
to develop the integer programming (IP) model presented in this paper. 

It should be noted that the situation in figure 1 assumes a certain number of workers and a 
particular demand situation. As mentioned earlier, labor flexibility is needed to cope with 
variations in the demand mix and fluctuations in the labor supply. This means that the 
mathematical model to be developed should cope with the cross-training problem under 
various circumstances. 

3. Problem definition 

Notation 

Index sets: 

{ }0,...,k K=  = Index set of demand situations 

{ }0,...,l L=   = Index set of labor supply situations 

{ }1,...,i I=   = Index set of machines 

{ }1,...,j J=   = Index set of workers 

 

Parameters:  

{ }lA    = Set of absent workers in labor supply situation l  

ijTC    = Training costs for operator j  for machine i  

ijMC    = Maintenance costs for operator j  for machine i  

ikD     = Demand for machine i  in demand situation k  

klc     = Factor to translate the workload of the bottleneck 
worker in each situation ( ),k l  into periodic 
costs 

ijc     = Factor to translate the training costs of worker j  
for machine i  into periodic costs  

ije     = Inefficiency factor for machine i  when 
performed by worker j  

iR+     = Maximal redundancy for machine i  

iR−     = Minimal redundancy for machine i  
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jM +    = Maximal multifunctionality for worker j  

jM −    = Minimal multifunctionality for worker j  

1, 2π π     = Weight factors 

Ω     = Constant (large value) 

 

Variables: 

klWB    = Load of the bottleneck worker for situation 
( ),k l  

ijklx            = Normalized time assigned to worker j  to 
operate machine i  in situation ( ),k l  

ijy     = 1, if worker j  has to be trained for machine i ; 
0, if not 

The basic assumption in our approach is that training should lead to a situation in which all 
workers can be equally loaded in various circumstances. If that is the case, then there will 
be no subgroups under any of these circumstances or, in other words, there is always the 
possibility of “chaining”. Within an integer programming (IP) formulation, equally loaded 
workers can be realized through minimizing the load of the bottleneck worker, thus forcing 
one or more workers to be trained for particular machines. The load of the bottleneck 
worker is defined as the minimal time needed by the workers to finish all the work. The 
worker with the heaviest workload determines this time. In a completely balanced situation, 
all workers are bottleneck workers. 

The machines in the manufacturing cell are denoted by the index set { }1,...,i I= , and the 
workers are denoted by the index set { }1,...,j J= . We specify a number of situations to 
model the variations in demand for each machine and the fluctuations in the labor supply. 
In each demand situation, given by the index set of { }0,...,k K= , the demand for machine 
i  equals ikD . In each labor supply situation, given by the index set of { }0,...,l L= , one or 
more persons may be absent. In situation l , the workers of set { }lA are absent. All 
situations L  and K  cover what management regards as situations that need to be dealt 
with by the particular team/cell, without considering interventions such as working 
overtime and subcontracting certain tasks. klWB  denotes the load of the bottleneck worker 
for situation ( ),k l . In a balanced situation, klWB  equals the workload of all workers in 
situation ( ),k l . 

The training costs of worker j  for machine i  are denoted by ijTC . It will be clear that the 
training costs are zero for a worker who is already qualified to operate the particular 
machine. Each worker can be given an inefficiency factor for each machine, denoted by ije . 
If 2,1e  equals 1.05, for example, then worker 1 will operate machine 2 five percent slower 
than the normalized time for operating machine 2, after training. The factor ije  enables us 
to distinguish workers who are not equally efficient in performing the various tasks. This is 
especially relevant in human paced task environments.  
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In the model we have set boundaries on the redundancy per machine and the 
multifunctionality per worker. The maximum redundancy of machine i  is given by iR+  and 
the minimum redundancy by iR− . These boundaries enable redundancy constraints to be set 
for particular machines. Critical machines that are needed for each customer and/or 
product, for instance, may demand a high minimum redundancy in order to anticipate the 
departure of workers from the team. A maximum redundancy may be set for machines that 
are sensitive to change and will be altered in the course of time. Boundaries for the 
multifunctionality of workers are given by jM +  for the maximum multifunctionality and 

jM −  for the minimum multifunctionality of worker j . Some people are more ambitious 
than others and like to be able to operate many machines. They may “fly” over the shop 
floor and stand in wherever they are needed. Others feel most comfortable when they are 
operating their favorite machine.  

Let ijy  be a binary variable that equals 1 if worker j  has to be trained to perform machine 
i , and 0 otherwise. The normalized time assigned to worker j  to operate machine i  in 
situation ( ),k l  is denoted by ijklx . The objective of the model presented in the next section 
is to determine which workers should be trained for which machines. 

4. The Model 

The Integer Programming Model presented below calculates which workers have to be 
trained for which machines so that absenteeism becomes manageable, fluctuations in 
demand can be dealt with, and the available skills can be applied as efficiently as possible. 
Further, training costs can be minimized and constraints concerning a maximum and 
minimum amount of multifunctionality and redundancy can be formulated. This has 
resulted in the following integer programming model: 

 Minimize 1 2kl kl ij ij ij
k l i j

c WB c TC yπ π+∑∑ ∑∑  

subject to: 

( )0 , , 1ik ijkl
j

D x i k l− ≤ ∀∑  

( ), , 2ij ijkl kl
i

e x WB j k l≤ ∀∑  

( ), , , 3ijkl ijx y i j k l≤ Ω ∀  

( )4ij i
j

y R i+≤ ∀∑  

( )5ij i
j

y R i−≥ ∀∑  

( )6ij j
i

y M j+≤ ∀∑  

( )7ij j
i

y M j−≥ ∀∑  
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[ ] ( )0 , , , 8ijkl lx if j A i j k l= ∈ ∀  

( )0 , , 9ijklx i j k≥ ∀  

( )0 1 , 10ijy or i j= ∀  

The objective function concerns a tradeoff between the operating costs of the 
manufacturing cell and the costs of cross-training. The first part of the objective function 
concentrates on the minimization of the periodic (e.g. annual) operating costs of the system. 
We assume that the operating costs incurred in each period are linearly related to the 
workload of the bottleneck worker. This assumption is based on the idea that the bottleneck 
worker determines the efficiency of the manufacturing cell. That is, the load of the 
bottleneck worker may be seen as a lower bound on the makespan of all jobs included in 
the model. If the bottleneck load can be decreased, the manufacturing cell will be able to 
deliver the same set of jobs within a shorter amount of time. This creates the possibility to 
attract more work and decrease unit operating costs. Because of job interaction and labor 
blocking, the minimal makespan for which a feasible schedule can be realized will often be 
greater than the lower bound (see e.g. Raaymakers and Fransoo, 2000). A minimal lower 
bound, however, is positively related to the minimum makespan that can be realized, since 
both the lower bound and the minimum makespan depend on the flexibility gained by 
chaining workers and machines and the utilization of workers at their highest efficiency. 

klWB  is the workload of the bottleneck worker in situation ( ),k l , assuming that all the 
demand has to be performed in this situation. The parameter klc  transfers klWB  into the 
periodic (e.g. annual) production costs due to the temporal existence of situation ( ),k l . The 
value of klc  equals the multiplication of the costs per “bottleneck hour” in situation ( ),k l  
times the relative presence of this situation.  

The second part of the objective function is focused on minimizing the training costs for the 
workers. The parameter ijc  converts the training costs into periodic (annual) costs. The 
value of ijc  depends on the desired payback period for the training costs spent on teaching 
machine i  to worker j . The desired payback period is obviously short for machines that 
will change in the near future. It is also conceivable that the desired payback period may 
vary per worker. The use of the concept of “payback period” for training costs is based on 
the consideration that cross-training is only valuable for a certain period of time, because of 
the risk of workers leaving the company and the need for new skills due to new 
manufacturing technology. 

There are two weight factors in the objective function, 1π  and 2π . If these factors have the 
value 1, the objective function will minimize total costs per period. Other arguments may 
lead to other settings for the weight parameters 1π  and 2π . It is, for instance, likely that 
the load of the bottleneck worker ( klWB ) is related to performance factors such as due date 
performance and manufacturing flexibility. We expect that the lower the load of the 
bottleneck worker is, the better the performance on non-cost performance indicators will 
be. This expectation may lead to higher values for 1π . Limitations to the training budget 
may lead to higher settings for the values for 2π . 
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The objective function may also be seen as a tradeoff between flexibility advantages and 
training costs. The value of the first part of the objective function may be seen as a measure 
of inflexibility. This conforms with the flexibility measure developed by Jordan and Graves 
(1995). Their (in)flexibility measure may be interpreted as the probability of having 
workers who are fully loaded while simultaneously having underutilized workers. If the 
workload is balanced in all situations the inflexibility is zero, according to Jordan and 
Graves (1995), and the value of the first part of our objective function is minimal. In our 
model, the value of the first part of the objective function is also determined by the 
efficiency of the workers. The more that workers are deployed at their most efficient task, 
the better the flexibility will be, i.e., the lower the value of the first term of the objective 
function. The inclusion of efficiency considerations may be seen as an extension of the 
work of Jordan and Graves (1995). 

Constraint (1) in the IP model forces the demand for the various machines to be assigned to 
the workers in all situations ( ),k l . Constraint (2) forces all operators to be equally or less 
loaded than the bottleneck worker. The workload of a worker depends on the normalized 
times assigned to that worker and his efficiency at performing the tasks. Constraint (3) 
forces workers to be or become trained for the machines that they have to operate. 
Constraints (4) and (5) concern the desired minimum and maximum redundancy of each 
task. Constraints (6) and (7) concern the boundaries of the multifunctionality of each 
worker. Constraint (8) forces no work to be assigned to absent workers. Constraints (9) and 
(10) show the domains of variables ijklx  and ijy . 
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5. An illustrative example 

This section presents a small example to illustrate the various elements and features of the 
model. The example concerns a small manufacturing cell consisting of 4 workers and 5 
machines. Workers I, II, and III are the fixed staff in the cell. Worker IV is only assigned to 
the cell in periods of high demand. The periods of low and high demand may follow a 
seasonal pattern. We assume that both periods involve 6 months. The demand mix is 
different in each period. Table 1 provides information about the estimated demand in terms 
of machine utilization for each period. Table 1 also provides information about the current 
cross-training level of the operators, and the training costs involved in learning how to 
operate a machine. As can be seen, no training costs are involved for workers who are 
already qualified for operating a particular machine. In this illustrative example, we have 
also included some of the costs for maintenance of skills for a particular machine ( ijMC ). 
We assume here that these costs are needed to keep qualifications at a certain level. In 
practice, these costs occur after modifications to machines or changes to the products to be 
produced. As will be seen, the inclusion of these costs only necessitates a small change in 
the IP model, indicating some adaptability of the model to real situations. Table 1 also 
provides information about the efficiency that a worker can realize at a particular machine 
and the desired payback period for cross-training effort. As mentioned before, the variety of 
efficiency levels at a particular machine depends on the labor intensity of the tasks 
involved. The cross-training payback period depends on machine as well as worker 
characteristics, as described in section 4. 

The information provided in table 1 may be regarded as the starting situation for the 
management of the firm for developing a cross-training program. We assume that a basic 
objective of the management is that the team of workers has to be able to answer the 
demand, in both demand situations, without additional help. The total annual working time 
of a worker is assumed to be 1650 hours. This means that the total workload of the 
bottleneck worker for each period should be less than 1650/2. It is easy to check that this 
will be the case if the workload is balanced over the operators who are present, assuming an 
efficiency factor of 1. In both periods, the workers are then loaded for 701.25 hours (= 85% 
utilization x 1650/2). Achieving a balanced workload, however, requires some cross-
training. In the current situation (see table 1), for instance, operator II will be the bottleneck 
in the high demand period and a balanced workload is not possible. The workload of 
operator II in the high demand period, expressed in required labor utilization, will be 152% 
(=1.0x80 + 0.9x80) since he is the only employee who is able to operate machines 2 and 5. 
We assume an average rate ( klc ) of EUR 50 per bottleneck hour. These costs are linear to 
the load of the bottleneck worker. Labor and machine costs, fixed in the firm in our case 
study, are not included in the rate. Depending on the situation ( ),k l , other rate values can 
be considered. In the first instance, however, we assume the average rate for both 
situations. We also assume that the management of the firm has not set boundaries on the 
levels of multifunctionality and redundancy. 
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Table 1 Starting situation for developing a cross-training program. 

 Mach. 1 Mach. 2 Mach. 3 Mach. 4 Mach. 5 

,i highD *  70% 80% 60% 50% 80% 

,i lowD ** 55% 30% 50% 80% 40% 
      
Operator I      
Cross-training 
situation*** 

X - - X - 

Training costs**** 0 5000 7500 0 10000 
Maintenance costs***** 1000 750 500 1000 750 
Efficiency factor ( 1ie ) 0.8 1.0 0.6 0.9 0.8 

Cross-training payback 
period ( 11/ ic ) 

2 2 1 2 2 

      
Operator II      
Cross-training 
situation***  

- X - - X 

Training costs**** 10000 0 7500 7500 0 
Maintenance costs***** 1000 750 500 1000 750 
Efficiency factor ( 2ie ) 0.9 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.9 

Cross-training payback 
period ( 21/ ic ) 

2 4 1 3 2 

      
Operator III      
Cross-training 
situation***  

- - X X - 

Training costs**** 10000 5000 0 0 10000 
Maintenance costs***** 1000 750 500 1000 750 
Efficiency factor ( 3ie ) 1.1 1.0 1.2 1.0 1.1 

Cross-training payback 
period ( 31/ ic ) 

2 3 1 3 2 

      
Operator IV      
Cross-training 
situation***  

- - X X - 

Training costs**** 10000 5000 0 0 10000 
Maintenance costs***** 1000 750 500 1000 750 
Efficiency factor ( 4ie ) 1.4 1.0 1.8 1.2 1.4 

Cross-training payback 
period ( 41/ ic ) 

 

1 1 1 1 1 
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(*) ,i highD  is the demand expressed by average machine utilization, assuming an 
efficiency of 1, in the 6-month period of high demand. It has to be multiplied by 1650/2 
in order to get the demand in normalized hours. 

(**) ,i lowD is the demand expressed by average machine utilization, assuming an 
efficiency of 1, in the 6-month period of low demand. It has to be multiplied by 1650/2 in 
order to get the demand in normalized hours. 

(***) – means that the operator is not able to operate a particular machine; X means that 
the operator is trained for the machine. 

(****) Training costs, ijTC , in EUR 

(*****) Maintenance costs, ijMC , in EUR 

 

Given the above information, the IP model for this particular case can be filled in. There are 
basically two situations ( ),k l  that need to be considered in the model: the high and low 
demand periods, or the 4 and 3 workers’ periods. We have denoted these situations as A 
and B respectively. The model can now be described as follows: 

 

( ) ( )1 50 50 2A B ij ij ij ij
i j

Minimize WB WB c TC MC yπ π+ + +∑∑  

subject to: 

0iA ijA
j

D x i− ≤ ∀∑  

0iB ijB
j

D x i− ≤ ∀∑  

ij ijA A
i

e x WB j≤ ∀∑  

ij ijB B
i

e x WB j≤ ∀∑  

,ijA ijx y i j≤ Ω ∀  

,ijB ijx y i j≤ Ω ∀  

4 0i Bx =  

and 0 , ,ijA ijBx x i j k≥ ∀  

0 or 1 ,ijy i j= ∀  
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The first term of the objective function, ( )50 50A BWB WB+ , concerns the annual 

operating costs. The second term, ( )ij ij ij ij
i j

c TC MC y+∑∑ , concerns the annual training 

plus maintenance costs. The constraints are more or less similar to the ones presented in the 
general model in section 4. We used LINGO 5.0 to solve the above model, using the data in 
Table 1. It took only a few seconds to solve the problem, using a MMX Pentium 200 MHz 
with 64 MB RAM. 

Table 2 shows the distribution of required skills in order to get an optimal result (with 
1π =1 and 2π =1). As can be seen, workers II and III need additional cross-training for 

machines 4 and 2, respectively. The qualifications of workers III and IV for machine 4 are 
superfluous and some maintenance costs can be saved by not assigning these workers to 
this machine. Table 2 also shows that the workload can be evenly distributed among the 
present workers in both situations. This indicates the presence of effective chains (worker 
qualifications) through which work can be shifted from heavily loaded workers to less 
loaded workers. As can be seen, some machines (1 and 5) are only chained to one worker, 
indicating the risk of a bottleneck worker (or: subgroup of one worker) in the event of a 
very high demand for machines 1 and 5. However, the given demand situations exclude this 
risk. In this particular situation, therefore, a complete chaining of workers and machines is 
not needed to realize an optimal situation. 

Table 2 Qualifications needed or superfluous in the case situation  

Machine\Worker I II III IV 

1 X    

2  X A  

3   X X 

4 X A O O 

5  X   

workload situation A 734.25 734.25 734.25 734.25 

workload situation B 675.91 675.91 675.91 0 

 

X means that the qualification is needed and that the operator was already trained for the 
machine; A means that the qualification is needed and that cross-training of the worker is 
required; O means that the operator is qualified to operate the machine but that this 
qualification is not required. 

 

In the situation in table 2, the workload of all workers is higher in demand situation A (the 
high demand situation) than in demand situation B, which means that the slack in period A, 
available for coping with job interaction, is less and a more effective scheduling of jobs is 
needed. The slack in period A equals 825-734.25=90.75 hours. A more evenly distributed 
workload among both periods can be realized by increasing the hourly rate for period A, 
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relative to the hourly rate for period B, in the IP model. This relative increase is reasonable 
if the hourly rate also includes the costs of coordination and scheduling. The annual 
training plus maintenance costs in the situation in table 2 (i.e. 1/ 2π π =1) are EUR 4,167. 
Figure 2 depicts the costs in various ( 1/ 2π π ) situations. If the management of the firm is 
concerned about the limited amount of slack in the situation in table 2, then they may 
consider more cross-training effort. In terms of the model, a higher value for 1π  can be 
chosen. Table 3 shows the cross-training result should 1π =10 and 2π =1. As can be seen, 
this situation requires five additional qualifications and five existing qualifications are 
superfluous. The annual training plus maintenance costs in this situation are EUR 21,667. 

A major objective of management may be to minimize total costs. Figure 2 illustrates the 
total costs for various 1/ 2π π  ratios. There is a relatively broad range of 1/ 2π π  ratios 
(between 1/2 and 1/8) which lead to an optimal cost result. This indicates the robustness of 
the model solution. Between the 1/ 2π π  values of 1/2 to 1/8, the cross-training situation is 
equal. Table 4 depicts this cross-training situation. The relatively low training + 
maintenance costs in this situation has the drawback that the workload of the bottleneck 
worker is relatively high and the workload is not balanced in situation B. As mentioned 
earlier, an unbalanced workload indicates the presence of heavily loaded workers who 
cannot be released by shifting work to less loaded workers. In this particular case, the load 
of workers I and III, in workload situation B, cannot be shifted to worker II. All the work 
for machine 2 in workload situation B is already assigned to worker II and cannot be further 
used as a chain to release the other workers. This shows the limited capacity of a chain (or 
qualification). As mentioned before, a relatively high load on the bottleneck worker will be 
likely to have a negative effect on the performance of the manufacturing cell. Unbalance 
may also give rise to feelings of inequity in a team. 

Table 3 Qualifications needed or superfluous in the case situation ( 1π =10, 2π =1) 

Machine\Worker I II III IV 

1 X  A  

2  O A A 

3 A  O O 

4 O A X O 

5  X   

workload situation A 619.46 619.46 619.46 619.46 

workload situation B 605.61 605.61 605.61 0 

X means that the qualification is needed and that the operator was already trained for the 
machine; A means that the qualification is needed and that cross-training of the worker is 
required; O means that the operator is qualified to operate the machine but that this 
qualification is not required. 
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Table 4 Qualifications needed or superfluous in the case situation ( 1π =1, 2π =2, ... ,8) 

Machine\Worker I II III IV 

1 X    

2  X A  

3   X X 

4 X  X O 

5  X   

workload situation A 734.25 734.25 734.25 734.25 

workload situation B 738.18 544.50 738.18 0 

 

X means that the qualification is needed and that the operator was already 
trained for the machine; A means that the qualification is needed and that cross-
training of the worker is required; O means that the operator is qualified to 
operate the machine but that this qualification is not required. 
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The example in this section distinguishes only two demand/supply situations. A practical 
case probably contains many situations. The demand for and the presence of workers may 
be different for each day or week. We think that it is sufficient to integrate only the major 
demand/supply situations that differ significantly from each other in the model. It is likely 
that the resulting ideal cross-training situation will satisfy the needs in many other 
scenarios. This assumption is based on the “chaining” situation gained after running the 
model (see section 3). The major chains in the cross-training situation are likely to absorb 
the variations in minor demand/supply situations. Further, the outcome of the model may 
be regarded as a starting point for the developer of a cross-training program. The manager 
may decide to add cross-training based on his knowledge of the presence of specific 
situations. 

6. Conclusions 

This study has shown that cross-training decisions in a cellular manufacturing environment 
should support the forming of effective “chains” between workers and machines through 
which work can be shifted, directly or indirectly, from a heavily loaded worker to a less 
loaded worker. By doing so, a balanced workload situation can be realized that has a 
positive effect on operational performance and, probably, also on the social climate within 
a team of workers. Based on this insight, we have developed an IP model to support 
decision-making with respect to cross-training in a manufacturing cell. The model is 
helpful when making a trade-off between training costs and the workload balance among 
workers in a manufacturing cell. The workload balance indicates the usefulness of labor 
flexibility in a particular situation. 

The example given in section 5 is purely illustrative, designed to show the various elements 
and features of the model. The example problem was solved in a few seconds on a personal 
computer. With the recent rapid growth in computing power, larger mathematical 
programming problems are also becoming solvable within acceptable time limits. Further, 
in larger problem contexts, several pragmatic factors can be utilized to limit the solution 
space. These factors include the exclusion of simple work that can be performed by 
temporary workers if need be, and the limitation of the demand and labor situations to only 
the extreme ones. 

The example in section 5 provides some important insights into the complexity of 
“chaining”. First, a complete chaining of all workers and machines (i.e. one chain of 
qualifications links all workers and machines) may not be needed to realize an optimal 
result. This depends on the various demand situations incorporated in the study. Second, 
each chain has a limited capacity and may not be able to release a bottleneck worker 
completely in order to get a balanced situation. The capacity of the chain equals the demand 
for the particular machine. These complexities of “chaining” stress the need for an 
analytical model to solve the cross-training problem.  

We realize that several aspects encountered in practice have not been included in our study. 
Issues such as power and personal interests are not dealt with by our study either. We also 
realize that the number of variables taken into account in our study is limited. We assumed, 
for example, that training cannot be applied to increase the efficiency of a worker at a 
particular machine. We also assumed that workers are not able to deal with two or more 
machines simultaneously. These assumptions may not be true in many situations. Further, 
in reality there may be some overlap in training needs for the various tasks that suggest a 
logical sequence in a training program for a worker. This will have an impact on the total 
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training costs. All of these elements deserve to be incorporated into future investigations 
(see also Pennathur et al. 1999). The study presented in this paper should be regarded as an 
initial probe to determine an optimal cross-training situation for a team of workers. 

Another major issue that requires further investigation concerns our belief that the load on 
the bottleneck worker is an important indicator of the operational performance of a team. 
As made clear in the example in figure 1, a low workload for the bottleneck worker 
indicates a balanced workload situation in which there are useful “chains” through which 
work can be transferred from heavily loaded workers to less loaded workers. Further, a low 
workload for the bottleneck worker is important for creating the necessary slack to deal 
with job interaction in real situations (see e.g. Raaymakers and Fransoo, 2000). It would be 
interesting to study which circumstances and to what extent a low workload on the 
bottleneck worker supports the operational performance of a manufacturing cell, such as 
short throughput times of jobs and a high delivery performance of jobs. 
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DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF CROSS-TRAINING 
POLICIES FOR MANUFACTURING TEAMS4 

Jos A.C. Bokhorst, Jannes Slomp and Eric Molleman 

ABSTRACT 

This study addresses the problem of developing and evaluating cross-training policies for 
manufacturing teams from a human resource management (HRM) and operations 
management (OM) viewpoint. A cross-training policy can be regarded as a set of rules to 
determine the distribution of workers’ skills. The specific way in which workers and 
machines are connected determines the agility of the workforce. In this article, we develop an 
Integer Goal Programming (IGP) model to support a consequent application of alternative 
cross-training policies. A simulation study is performed to assess the performance of the 
resulting cross-training configurations within three routing structures: a parallel structure, a 
serial structure, and a job shop structure. Results indicate that within all routing structures, the 
focus of cross-training policies depends on whether a HRM or an OM viewpoint is 
considered. Within the parallel and the serial structures, however, HRM and OM goals are 
compatible and can be integrated within a single cross-training policy. Within the job shop 
structure, the integration of both OM and HRM goals within one cross-training policy is more 
difficult. 

 

1. Introduction 

A manufacturing team can be defined as a group of workers responsible for manufacturing 
a family of various part-types. The team makes use of a set of different machines required 
to manufacture the various part-types. Each part-type must visit one or more machines 
according to its routing structure. In many manufacturing systems, the number of machines 
is larger than the number of workers in a team. Such systems are known as “Dual Resource 
Constrained” (hereafter, DRC) systems, referring to the need for both workers and 
machines (see, e.g., Treleven, 1989). Labor flexibility is a major research topic related to 
DRC systems. Cross-training, which is a particular specification of labor flexibility, 
concerns the training of multiple workers for certain tasks or machines. This paper is 
devoted to the question of which workers should be trained for which machines. In more 
general terms, it asks, “What is an effective cross-training policy?” This is an important 
question, since the specific way in which workers and machines are connected determines 
the agility of the workforce with respect to changes in the demand for and the supply of 
labor. In order to answer this question, we must first consider which aspects are important 
in developing a cross-training policy. Second, once alternative cross-training policies have 
been developed, the effectiveness of the various cross-training configurations resulting 
from the application of these policies should be evaluated. Figure 1 presents an overview of 
the theoretical model upon which this paper is based. 

                                                           
4 This paper is published in IIE Transactions, Vol. 36(10), 969-984, 2004. 
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Figure 1. Development, application, and evaluation of cross-training policies. 

A cross-training policy can be regarded as a set of rules for determining the distribution of 
workers’ skills. These rules specify what decisions are made concerning aspects that are 
considered important in the development of a cross-training policy. Developing cross-
training policies thus involves deciding which aspects are important to include, and also 
defining decision rules to specify how these aspects will be addressed. Applying a cross-
training policy to a manufacturing team results in a skill matrix indicating which workers 
should be cross-trained for which machine. We call this resulting skill matrix a “cross-
training configuration.” In this paper, we use simple aggregated data from a generic 
manufacturing team applying cross-training policies to create cross-training configurations. 
We use information concerning the workloads of various machines and the current skill 
matrix of workers as a starting point. To evaluate alternative cross-training policies, we use 
simulation to study the performance of the resulting cross-training configurations in more 
detail. Our focus is on minimizing mean flow time from an Operations Management (OM) 
viewpoint, and on minimizing the standard deviation of the distribution of workload among 
workers (SDworkload) from a human resource management (HRM) viewpoint. More 
detailed contextual information, including details on the routing of jobs and other modeling 
assumptions, is required for the simulation. Routing structure is studied as a contextual 
variable. 

Section 2 deals with the theoretical model by first discussing important aspects to consider 
in the development of a cross-training policy. Following a review of the cross-training 
literature, we define eight alternative cross-training policies based on different choices with 
respect to these aspects. To support a consequent application of these cross-training 
policies, we develop an Integer Goal Programming (IGP) model. Finally, we present the 
eight resulting cross-training configurations and discuss routing structure as a contextual 
variable. Section 3 describes the design of a simulation study comparing the performance of 
the eight cross-training configurations, the results of which are presented in Section 4. 
Section 5 gives the conclusions of our study, indicates the practical relevance of the 
outcomes, and suggests topics for further research. 
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2. Theoretical model 

2.1. Development of cross-training policies 

The following are five important aspects to consider when developing a cross-training 
policy: the extent of cross-training, the concept of “chaining”, multi-functionality, machine 
coverage, and collective responsibility. These aspects will be discussed consecutively, 
followed by a description of eight alternative cross-training policies based on different 
choices concerning these aspects. 

2.1.1. Extent of cross-training 

By the extent of cross-training, we mean the number of (additional) cross-trainings that are 
needed in the manufacturing team. Although increases in cross-training can positively 
affect system performance, several papers have shown a diminishing positive effect of a 
stepwise increase of the level of labor flexibility (Park and Bobrowski, 1989; Malhotra et 
al., 1993; Fry et al., 1995; Campbell, 1999; Molleman and Slomp, 1999). Most of the 
positive effects can be achieved without going to the extreme of total flexibility. Total 
flexibility requires training of all workers for all machines, which can be costly. Further, 
Kher and Malhotra (1994) showed that higher levels of labor flexibility lead to more labor 
transfers, resulting in considerable losses in productivity. This productivity loss results 
from, among other factors, the time required for orientation at new work stations, to access 
information about the job to be performed at the new machine and to (re-)learn the setup 
procedures. The risk of productivity losses due to increased worker transfers is an argument 
for limiting labor flexibility. 

The above arguments against full flexibility in a manufacturing cell raise questions 
concerning the extent to which the labor force should be cross-trained and, more precisely, 
of which workers should be cross-trained for which machines. Until these questions are 
addressed, research within the field of labor flexibility cannot progress (see Treleven, 1989; 
Pennathur et al., 1999). 

2.1.2. Chaining 

Jordan and Graves (1995) stressed the importance of chaining in the case of limited 
flexibility. They studied the effect of process flexibility, which they define as the ability of 
plants to produce different types of products. This type of flexibility is conceptually 
equivalent to labor flexibility, which refers to the ability of workers to operate different 
machines. Brusco and Johns (1998) recognized this and used the term “chaining” to explain 
the preference of some of their cross-training patterns. They presented a linear 
programming model that minimizes costs associated with workforce staffing, subject to the 
satisfaction of minimum labor requirements across a planning horizon. They used their 
model to evaluate eight cross-training structures across various patterns of labor 
requirements, reaching the important conclusion that “chaining of employee skill classes 
across work activity categories” is a basic element of successful cross-training structures. 

Hopp et al. (2002) studied two cross-training strategies for serial production systems with 
flexible servers. They stated that the two primary benefits of workforce agility in this 
environment are “capacity balancing,” which is needed if lines are unbalanced with respect 
to the average workload of each station, and “variability buffering,” which provides a 
solution for worker idleness caused by variability in processing times. The number of 
workers is equal to the number of stations, but it is possible for more than one worker to 
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work at a given station. Assuming that each station is attended initially by one worker, the 
“cherry picking” strategy adds a minimum number of additional skills in such a way that 
workers with excess capacity are assigned to one or more stations that require help in order 
to balance the line. In this way, underutilized workers can directly help over-utilized 
stations. In contrast, the “D-skill chaining” strategy enables workers to help over-utilized 
stations indirectly by means of paths through other workers. Under the D-skill chaining 
strategy, each worker is cross-trained for an initial station and for the next D-1 stations in 
the line. Hopp et al. (2002) showed that the 2-skill chaining strategy is potentially robust 
and efficient in obtaining workforce agility in serial production lines. 

Chaining provides the ability to shift work from a worker with a heavy workload to a 
worker with a lighter workload, leading – directly or indirectly – to a more balanced 
workload. Chaining therefore supports the efficient use of labor capacity and provides 
sufficient agility to respond to changes in demand, thus enabling fluctuations in the mix of 
work to be absorbed. Chaining also reduces the likelihood that subgroups may emerge and 
cause inter-group conflicts, leading to the disintegration of a team (see Wilke and Meertens, 
1994). Chaining is therefore an important aspect to include in developing cross-training 
policies. 

2.1.3. Multi-functionality 

A worker’s multi-functionality refers to the number of machines that can be operated by 
that worker. Demand variation and worker absenteeism are important conditions affecting 
the required level of labor flexibility. In a study concerning the effects of labor flexibility 
on team performance, Molleman and Slomp (1999) presented a mathematical model for 
assigning multi-skilled workers to the various tasks (or machines) in a team. Team 
performance was measured as the shortage of labor capacity, the minimum time needed to 
perform all tasks (the workload of the bottleneck worker), and the cumulative time needed 
to perform all tasks. An application of this model showed that a uniform distribution of 
worker multi-functionality provided the best team performance under conditions of 
absenteeism with little or no fluctuation in demand. They indicated that absenteeism should 
be considered a major reason for investing in labor flexibility. Assuming uniform 
absenteeism among workers, this can be explained by the fact that the absenteeism of 
highly multi-functional workers causes the performance of a team to deteriorate much more 
than does the absenteeism of less multi-functional workers. An equal distribution of worker 
skills is also better from a social viewpoint, since feelings of interpersonal justice and 
equity are enhanced when workers in a team help each other and share their workloads (see 
for example Austin, 1977). 

Most prior studies on DRC systems focus on single-level labor flexibility, in which workers 
receive the same degree of cross-training and are thus equal in terms of multi-functionality. 
Little is known about the effects of unequal multi-functionality. One exception is a study by 
Felan and Fry (2001), who focus on multi-level flexibility, where workers are trained to 
work in a different number of departments. They found that cross-training configurations 
with unequal levels of cross-training lead to better flow times. Because labor learning was 
included as a factor in the model, their results may be explained by the fact that workers 
with few skills are able to maximize the task proficiency of those skills, while the few 
workers with many skills are able to respond to temporary overloads. Felan and Fry (2001) 
did not consider absenteeism. As a result, the relative benefits of choosing to pursue either 
equal or unequal multi-functionality remain unclear. In a situation with absenteeism and 
without labor learning, however, we expect equal multi-functionality to be the best option. 
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2.1.4. Machine coverage 

Machine coverage is defined as the number of workers who are able to operate a machine. 
Molleman and Slomp (1999) suggested that, as a general training policy, each task should 
be mastered by at least two workers in order to reduce the negative impact of absenteeism. 
Above this minimal level of flexibility, the demand of work should dictate training 
decisions. For example, workers should be trained for the task with the highest demand. 

Whether the level of coverage should be as equal as possible for all machines or if some 
differentiation should be allowed remains an open question. If many workers are able to 
perform a particular operation, it is likely that some workers will never operate the machine 
in question. Equal machine coverage is therefore likely to minimize the number of 
unnecessary worker skills. On the other hand, equalizing machine coverage neglects 
differences in the utilization of machines. A relatively high level of machine coverage for 
heavily utilized machines may reduce unnecessary idle time due to lack of workers having 
the necessary skills to operate those machines. Additionally, the unequal division of 
machine coverage takes the variety of machines in a team into account. Because the 
required level of learning effort is likely to vary among machines, higher coverage may be 
more efficient for machines for which workers can be easily trained. Although the question 
of equalizing or differentiating machine coverage is worthwhile to address when 
developing cross-training policies, prior studies have not, to the best of our knowledge, paid 
much attention to this question.  

2.1.5. Collective responsibility 

Collective responsibility refers to the distribution of responsibilities within a team. Social 
comparison theory (as discussed by Jellison and Arkin, 1977, for example) argues that team 
members prefer complementarity in skill distribution, because they expect this to enhance 
both their own identity and the performance of the group as a whole. Being a specialist 
enhances an individual’s sense of uniqueness and irreplaceability and draws attention to a 
worker’s contribution to group performance (Clark, 1993). Cross-training may therefore 
inhibit motivation (Fazakerley, 1976). Furthermore, studies pertaining to diversity show 
that creativity and motivation are more prevalent in teams whose members have different – 
but somewhat overlapping – skills (for example, see Jackson, 1996). Ashkenas et al. (1995) 
argue that cross-training can diminish job boundaries. When more workers are responsible 
for the same task, the situation may arise in which none of them feels exclusively 
responsible for that task. This phenomenon is known as social loafing (see Latané, 
Williams and Harkins, 1979; Wilke and Meertens, 1994). 

In its turn, social loafing may give rise to feelings of inequity and lead to conflicts (Kerr 
and Bruun, 1983). When cross-training workers, therefore, there are reasons to minimize 
the overlap of responsibilities. Additional cross-trainings should thus focus on machines for 
which the workload is as low as possible. The total workload of the machines to which a 
worker can be assigned can be regarded as a measure of that worker’s responsibility, which 
may be (partly) shared by other workers who can also be assigned to one or more of these 
machines. 

Responsibility for an equal amount of a (partially) shared workload supports equity among 
workers. We define collective responsibility as the sum of all worker responsibilities minus 
the total workload of the machines. In other words, collective responsibility measures the 
sum of all overlapping responsibilities. Minimizing collective responsibility leads to a 
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situation where workers are most unique and give a specialized contribution to the 
performance of a team. 

On the other hand, policies that minimize the overlap of responsibilities may also minimize 
the workload that can be assigned to individual workers and thereby the assignment 
possibilities during working hours. This may lead to situations in which some workers are 
idle, even as some machines wait for qualified workers. Such a situation is likely to have 
negative consequences for the flow times of jobs. Moreover, when one or more workers are 
idle, feelings of inequity may develop among team members. As more responsibilities are 
shared, more opportunities arise for workers to help each other and to equalize workloads. 
The foregoing points out that the decision of minimizing or maximizing collective 
responsibility comprises another non-obvious choice for managers in developing a cross-
training policy. 

2.1.6. Alternative cross-training policies 

A cross-training policy can be regarded as a set of rules to specify which decisions are 
made with respect to the aforementioned aspects in order to determine how the skills of 
workers should be distributed. As we have seen, research has failed to provide 
unambiguous rules for addressing multi-functionality, machine coverage, and collective 
responsibility. In our experience, managers recognize the need for more insight into the 
effects of alternative cross-training policies in order to create an agile workforce able to 
respond efficiently and effectively to unplanned changes. We therefore consider eight 
alternative cross-training policies, based on two different choices that can be made with 
respect to each of the following aspects: multi-functionality, machine coverage, and 
collective responsibility (see Table 1). Within each of these cross-training policies, the 
same rules are included to deal with the other aspects discussed in this subsection. Further 
discussion follows. 

Table 1. Alternative cross-training policies 

Cross-training policies Choices 
I II III IV V VI VII VIII 

equal multi-
functionality 

NO NO YES YES NO NO YES YES 

equal machine 
coverage 

YES YES NO NO NO NO YES YES 

collective 
responsibility 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

 

2.2. Application of cross-training policies 

The Integer Goal Programming model presented here formalizes the various rules for 
specifying how important aspects should be addressed, and can subsequently be used to 
support the application of a cross-training policy. In the IGP model, rules are expressed in 
terms of goals and constraints. Each cross-training policy requires small alterations in either 
the goals or constraints (or both) of the IGP model. Further, we present eight cross-training 
configurations derived from an application of the eight cross-training policies defined in the 
previous subsection, using the IGP model with aggregated data from a generic 
manufacturing team. 
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2.2.1. An Integer Goal Programming model 

Table 2 summarizes the important aspects to be considered in the development of a cross-
training policy and shows which goals and constraints in the IGP model address these 
aspects. 

Table 2. Important aspects to consider when developing a cross-training policy and 
the goals and constraints by which these aspects are expressed in the Integer Goal 
Programming model. 

Aspect Description (and alternative 
rules with aspects 3, 4 and 5) 

Expression in the IGP model 

1 Chaining 
Enable an equal workload 
division among the workers to 
encourage “chaining”. 

Constraint (3) 

2 Extent of cross-training 
Minimize the number of 
additional cross-trainings. 

First goal in the objective function;  
setting AddCT to zero in constraint (7) 

3 Multi-functionality 
Rule 1: equal multi-
functionality per worker 
Rule 2: unequal multi-
functionality per worker 

Second goal in the objective function;  
constraint (8) supports the realization of an 
equal distribution. An unequal distribution 
can probably be realized by neglecting the 
second goal and constraint (8). An alternative 
we use is to give one or more operators more 
skills than average, before applying the 
model. 

4 Machine coverage 
Rule 1: equal machine 
coverage 
Rule 2: unequal machine 
coverage 

Third goal in the objective function; 
constraint (9) supports the realization of an 
equal distribution. We realize an unequal 
distribution by neglecting the third goal and 
constraint (9). An alternative is to cross-train 
a higher-than-average number of workers for 
particular machines.  

5 Collective responsibility 
Rule 1: minimize collective 
responsibility 
Rule 2: maximize collective 
responsibility 
  

Fourth goal in the objective function;  
constraint (10) supports the minimization of 
collective responsibility. We maximize 
collective responsibility (or the ease of 
worker assignment) by giving Φ4 a negative 
value.  

6 Equal worker responsibility 
Responsibility for an equal 
amount of (partly) shared 
workload will support the 
equity of workers. 

Fifth goal in the objective function;  
constraint (11) supports the realization of an 
equal worker responsibility  
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Notation: 

Index sets: 

{ }1,...,i I=   = Index set of machines 

{ }1,...,j J=   = Index set of workers 

 

Parameters: 

iL      = Workload of machine i , expressed as the percentage of time that the 
machine will be occupied. 

WL    = Workload limit of the workers (the workload that needs to be assigned 
to a worker) 

MinMF   = Minimal multi-functionality 

MinMC   = Minimal machine coverage 

AddCT   = Goal with respect to the number of additional cross-trainings 

ijTr     = 0, if worker j  is already trained for machine i , 1 if not 

M    = Constant (large value) 

 

Variables: 

ijX     = Time assigned to worker j  to operate machine i  

ijY     = 1, if worker j  needs to be qualified for machine i ; 0, if not 

 

Minimize 

( )1 2 3 4 5 1training equalMF equalMC CR WRd d d d d+ + + + +Φ + Φ + Φ + Φ + Φ  

 
subject to:  
 

( )2ij i
j

X L i≥ ∀∑

( )/ 3ij i
i i

X WL WL L J j
⎡ ⎤≤ = ∀⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

∑ ∑
( ), 4ij ijX M Y i j≤ ∀

( )5ij
i

Y MinMF j≥ ∀∑
( )6ij

j

Y MinMC i≥ ∀∑
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( )7ij ij training
i j

Y Tr d AddCT+− =∑∑
( )/ 8ij equalMF ij

i i j

Y d Y J j+− = ∀∑ ∑∑
( )/ 9ij equalMC ij

j i j

Y d Y I i+− = ∀∑ ∑∑
( )10ij i CR i

i j i

Y L d L+− =∑∑ ∑
( )/ 11ij i WR ij i

i i j

Y L d Y L J j+− = ∀∑ ∑∑
( )0 1 , 12ijY or i j= ∀  

The objective function (1) minimizes deviation from an optimal cross-training 
configuration. Constraint (2) demands that all the work be assigned to the various workers. 
The IGP model is likely to realize a chained graph by means of constraint (3). This 
constraint demands a cross-training configuration in which all workers can have equal 
workloads. Constraint (4) forces workers to be or become trained for the machines they 
must operate. Constraints (5) and (6) concern the minimum levels of multi-functionality 
and machine coverage, respectively. These two constraints indicate basic choices facing the 
manager responsible for cross-training workers. 

To what extent is a minimal level of multi-functionality and machine coverage needed? A 
certain level of multi-functionality and machine coverage is needed in order to deal with 
fluctuations. When there is too much multi-functionality and machine coverage, worker 
skills may remain unused and workers may begin to feel that their contributions to team 
performance are less unique. 

Constraints (7) to (11) are the goal constraints and indicate other cross-training choices 
within manufacturing teams. The first goal of the objective function is to minimize the 
deviation from the desired number of additional cross-trainings (AddCT). A chained graph 
is easily obtained by fully cross-training the team. As mentioned before, however, full 
cross-training is not the ideal situation in many cases. Constraint (7) calculates the 
deviation from the desired number of additional cross-trainings (AddCT). In reality, 
however, the training budget may also be an important factor. This is easily expressed by 
means of constraint (7), using the following procedure: AddCT and ijTr  must be redefined 
as the training budget and the training costs of cross-training worker j  for machine i , 
respectively. We assume that minimizing the number of additional worker skills is a major 
objective. In practice, managers strive to balance the positive performance effects of cross-
training with the integral costs of additional worker skills. 

The second goal of the objective function concerns balancing multi-functionality among 
workers by minimizing the maximal deviation ( equalMFd + ) from optimal multi-functionality. 
Constraint (8) calculates this deviation. Optimal multi-functionality is expressed as the 
configuration in which all workers are skilled for an equal number of machines. The third 
goal in the objective function minimizes the maximal deviation ( equalMCd + ) from optimal 
machine coverage. Constraint (9) calculates this deviation. Optimal machine coverage is 
expressed as the configuration in which all machines can be operated by the same number 
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of workers. To reduce the overlap of responsibilities, additional cross-trainings should 
concentrate on machines whose workloads are as low as possible. 

The fourth goal in the objective function focuses on minimizing deviation ( CRd + ) from the 
optimal situation where each worker has a clear and unique responsibility, or in other 
words, where collective responsibility is minimized. Constraint (10) is the related goal 
constraint. The fifth goal of the objective function concerns the equalization of worker 
responsibility (defined as the sum of the workloads of the machines to which a worker can 
be assigned) among all workers. This goal supports equity among workers. Constraint (11) 
calculates the maximum deviation ( WRd + ) from the optimal situation in which all workers 
are responsible for an equal amount of the (shared) workload. 

As presented here the IGP model can be seen either as a weighted or a lexicographic integer 
goal programming model. The weighted IGP model minimizes a weighted sum of 
undesirable deviations from the decision-maker’s set of targets. All goals are considered 
simultaneously. The weights in the above model are indicated as 1 2 3 4 5, , , , andΦ Φ Φ Φ Φ . 
In the lexicographic IGP model, the symbols 1 2 3 4 5, , , , andΦ Φ Φ Φ Φ  indicate a priority 
sequence among the various goals. The solution is gained by demanding that higher priority 
goals are first satisfied as closely as possible. Only then are lower priority goals considered. 
Many managerial problems have a lexicographic character. In the following section, we use 
a lexicographic approach to solve a cross-training problem. 

2.2.2. Cross-training configurations 

Using the IGP model, we formally applied the eight cross-training policies of Table 1 to a 
system with 5 workers and 10 machines with specific machine workloads (defined as the 
percentage of the time that the machine is occupied during the presence of the five 
workers). We began with the following assumptions: First, we assumed that none of the 
workers is trained initially. Further, we assumed the final number of worker skills in each 
configuration to be 29. In the comparison of the various configurations, a fixed number of 
cross-trainings ensures that performance differences cannot be attributed to differences in 
the number of cross-trainings per configuration. 

We did not specify a minimal level of worker multi-functionality (see constraint 5). In our 
case situation, workers be minimally trained for two machines because of constraint (3), 
which demands the possibility of an equally utilized workforce. Finally, we chose a 
minimal machine coverage of 2 (constraint 6), in order to enable a team to perform all 
operations in case of absenteeism of one worker. This does not ensure coverage if two or 
more workers are absent, but this also occurs less often than the absence of a single worker. 
The average labor utilization in the system is 88% (= / 5i

i

L∑ ). This percentage is in 
conformity with other literature on DRC systems, where labor utilization is often set at 
approximately 90 percent (see Treleven, 1989). 

To create an unequal distribution of machine coverage, we neglected the third goal of the 
IGP model. To create an unequal distribution of worker skills, we fully cross-trained two 
workers before applying the IGP model. The eight resulting cross-training configurations 
are shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Eight cross-training configurations 

 I II 
Worker Worker Machine 

(load) W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 
M1 (79.1) 1 1    1 1   1 
M2 (72.8) 1 1 1   1 1  1  
M3 (64.7) 1 1   1 1 1   1 
M4 (55.4) 1 1   1 1 1  1  
M5 (47.5) 1 1 1   1 1 1   
M6 (40.4) 1 1  1  1 1 1   
M7 (30.3) 1 1  1  1 1 1   
M8 (25.8) 1 1  1  1 1 1   
M9 (17.9) 1 1  1  1 1  1  
M10 (6.1) 1 1  1  1 1    

 
 III IV 

Worker Worker Machine 
(load) W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 

M1 (79.1) 1 1    1 1 1 1 1 
M2 (72.8) 1   1  1 1 1 1 1 
M3 (64.7)   1  1 1 1 1 1 1 
M4 (55.4)    1 1  1 1   
M5 (47.5)  1 1      1 1 
M6 (40.4)   1  1 1    1 
M7 (30.3)  1  1  1 1    
M8 (25.8) 1 1 1 1 1   1 1  
M9 (17.9) 1 1 1 1 1 1   1  
M10 (6.1) 1 1 1 1 1  1 1   

 

 V VI 
Worker Worker Machine 

(load) W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 
M1 (79.1) 1 1    1 1 1 1 1 
M2 (72.8) 1 1    1 1 1 1 1 
M3 (64.7) 1 1 1   1 1 1  1 
M4 (55.4) 1 1  1  1 1  1  
M5 (47.5) 1 1   1 1 1    
M6 (40.4) 1 1   1 1 1    
M7 (30.3) 1 1  1  1 1    
M8 (25.8) 1 1 1   1 1    
M9 (17.9) 1 1    1 1    
M10 (6.1) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1    
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 VII VIII 

Worker Worker Machine 
(load) W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 

M1 (79.1)   1  1 1  1  1 
M2 (72.8) 1 1  1  1  1 1  
M3 (64.7) 1 1  1   1 1  1 
M4 (55.4)   1 1 1  1  1 1 
M5 (47.5) 1 1  1  1 1  1  
M6 (40.4) 1  1  1  1  1 1 
M7 (30.3)  1 1  1 1 1  1  
M8 (25.8)  1 1  1 1 1 1   
M9 (17.9) 1  1  1   1 1 1 
M10 (6.1) 1 1  1  1    1 

 

2.3. Routing structure 

As previously stated, this study addresses routing structure as a contextual variable. We 
define three different routing structures: parallel, serial and job shop. With a parallel 
structure, part-types (or customers) must visit only one machine (server) out of a set of non-
identical machines (servers) with different processing times. Each machine has its own 
queue of part-types, independent of other machines. In this way, routings do not contribute 
to interdependencies among machines. This situation can be found in many functional 
departments of manufacturing firms, as in a firm that produces plastic bottle tops using a 
number of different plastic molding machines. Parallel structures may also be easily 
identified among service systems, such as in call centers with multiple customer classes. 
Customers within each class arrive independently from one another and may be served by a 
dedicated (group of) server(s), while service times per class differ.  

In a serial structure, part-types must visit all machines in a fixed order (machine 1, 2, … 
n ), representing an asynchronous flow line. The routing of the jobs creates 
interdependency among the machines. Since the routing is fixed, however, arrivals at 
machines other than the first are less variable than in a parallel structure. Finally, with a job 
shop structure, the number of machines that a part-type must visit and the order in which 
they must be visited will differ across part–types. 

3. Simulation study 

This section describes the simulation study used to evaluate the various configurations. As 
in all simulations, we have made a number of modeling assumptions concerning 
operational rules and stochastic behavior. First, we explain the experimental design by 
distinguishing parameters (fixed factors) and experimental factors. We then discuss the 
performance measures and provide details on how the simulation experiments were 
performed. 
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3.1. Experimental design 

3.1.1. Fixed factors: 

Design of the system, generation of job arrivals, and processing times 

System size was already determined in the previous section: The DRC system consists of 
ten machines and five workers. Jobs arrive according to a Poisson distribution. We model 
differences in the utilization of machines (see Table 3) by specifying a different average 
processing time for each machine. The processing times at machines are distributed 
according to a 2-erlang distribution. Since mean and variability of processing times vary 
across machines, an unbalanced system is represented. In such a system, variability 
buffering becomes an important objective of cross-training. How well each configuration 
performs in simulation is determined partly by how well the configuration enables 
variability buffering. 

Control of the shop 

Because the system is dual-resource constrained, labor allocation rules must be specified. 
Traditional labor allocation rules in DRC systems are the “when” labor assignment rule, 
which determines when a worker is eligible for transfer, and the “where” labor assignment 
rule, which determines where a worker should be transferred to once he or she is eligible 
for transfer. Additionally, we specified a “who” labor allocation rule, which is often 
neglected in prior literature, but is necessary for proper operation of the system. The who-
rule decides which worker should be transferred to a machine when multiple workers are 
available to perform an operation at a machine, and no other machines are waiting for (one 
of) these workers. 

In simulating the various configurations, we assume a centralized when-rule, meaning that 
workers are allowed to transfer to another machine after they have finished a job at a 
machine. By contrast, a decentralized when-rule requires that workers finish all jobs in 
front of the machine before they are allowed to transfer to another machine. Further, a 
First-In-System-First-Served (FISFS) where-rule is used to assign workers who are eligible 
for transfer to the machine with the “oldest” job in the queue. Jobs are also dispatched 
according to the FISFS rule, meaning that the oldest job at a machine is processed first. In 
this way, the where-rule collaborates with the dispatching rule, in that the where-rule sends 
the worker to the machine with the oldest job in the queue, while the dispatching rules 
picks the oldest job from that queue to be processed first. We used the “longest idle time” 
who-rule, which assigns the worker who has been idle the longest time when more workers 
are available for a job. This rule attempts to equalize the workloads of workers, and was 
also employed by Rochette and Sadowski (1976).  

It is conceivable that the labor allocation rules we have chosen perform differently within 
each routing structure, or even within each cross-training configuration. For instance, 
within the serial structure, the FISFS where-rule is likely to transfer a worker from a job 
processed on the bottleneck machine to the next machine, possibly leaving the bottleneck 
machine unstaffed. Instead, it may be advantageous to make sure that the bottleneck is 
staffed, if necessary, by giving it priority over the other machines in the line. Ideally, 
optimal labor allocation rules should be designed for each cross-training configuration. For 
example, in their comparison of the cherry picking and D-skill chaining skill pattern 
strategies within a serial environment, Hopp et al. (2002) designed optimal allocation 
policies, and chose the best heuristic for each strategy. Since the focus of this study is not 
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on operating rules, however, we choose simple worker allocation rules which have been 
used previously –in both research and practice – and did not allow them to vary over 
configurations or routing structures. 

Absenteeism 

Harrison and Price (2003) define absenteeism as the lack of an individual’s physical 
presence in a behavioral setting where that individual is expected to be. Defined in this 
way, vacation and other planned absences are excluded from the absenteeism rate. We 
model only short, temporary absenteeism (1-5 days), since the consequences of this type of 
absence are much more disruptive than are those of medium, long-term or planned 
absenteeism. This is so, because companies often compensate for absences of more than 
one week – or of scheduled absences – by such actions as hiring temporary replacements. 
Short temporary absenteeism is modeled such that a worker is absent during fractions (an 
average of four percent) of the simulation time and resumes work after each absence. For 
this, both duration and frequency of absences must be specified. The duration of 
absenteeism for each worker is distributed according to a discrete uniform distribution with 
values from one to five days. The frequency of absenteeism per worker is distributed 
according to a negative exponential distribution with an average time between absences of 
75 working days. In one year (207.5 days), each worker is therefore absent an average of 
2.76 times with an average duration of three days, resulting in an absenteeism rate of four 
percent. 

3.1.2. Experimental factors 

For the simulation, two experimental factors with different levels are examined: cross-
training configuration (eight levels) and routing structure (three levels). 

Cross-training configuration 

The eight cross-training configurations depicted in Table 3 result from a 2x2x2 full 
factorial design of multi-functionality, machine coverage, and collective responsibility (see 
Table 1). 

Routing structure 

Within the parallel structure, each part-type visits one of the ten machines randomly. 
Within the serial structure, all part-types must visit all machines in a fixed order (Machine 
1, 2, … 10). Finally, within the job shop structure, the routing length of part-types is 
uniformly distributed between one and ten machines, while the order of the routing steps is 
random. 

3.2. Performance measures and simulation details 

Performance is measured as the mean flow time of jobs through the system (MFT) and 
standard deviation of the workload distribution of the five workers (SDworkload). MFT can be 
seen as a measure of the operational performance of the system, and relates to the speed 
and delivery performance of manufacturing teams. Almost all simulation studies include 
MFT as a major performance measure. SDworkload relates to the social dimension of a 
manufacturing team. The higher the standard deviation, the more variation there will be in 
the workloads of the various workers. Because of the pressure toward equity, workers in a 
manufacturing team will attempt to ensure as little variation as possible in the distribution 
of the workload. The chained graph (as described in Section 2) allows for such strategies. A 
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highly varied workload, however, can be the result of specific labor allocation rules that 
focus on minimizing queuing times. In these situations, workers’ attempts to equalize the 
workload through social interaction will tend to have a negative influence on MFT. A 
management decision to accept a highly variable workload carries with it the risk of future 
dissatisfaction among workers with regard to the workload.  

The simulation models were written in the object-oriented simulation software package 
EM-Plant Version 5.5 (Stuttgart: Technomatix). The simulation models used are stochastic, 
steady-state, and non-terminating. We used the replication-deletion approach (Law and 
Kelton 2000: 525) to estimate the steady-state means of the output parameters. We 
employed Welch’s method in order to determine the warm-up period. Other graphical 
approaches were used to gain insight into the number of replications and the run length 
required. Each experiment consisted of 35 replications with a run length of 70,000 time 
units and a warm-up period of 10,000 time units. Different seeds were used for each 
replication to maximize sampling independence. 

4. Results 

The data were analyzed by means of Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). We analyzed each 
routing structure independently, as the results of these contexts are not directly comparable. 
It is likely that the mean flow time of jobs depends on the length of the routings, which is 
different in each structure. We do, however, compare the relative performance of cross-
training policies across the three routing structures, in order to indicate the extent to which 
good cross-training policies are robust within different routing structures. 

We consider the dependent variables, mean flow time and standard deviation of the 
workload distribution, separately. Since the eight cross-training configurations used in the 
simulation are the result of a 2x2x2 full factorial design of the aspects multi-functionality, 
machine coverage and collective responsibility, we treat each of these aspects as an 
independent variable having two levels. This is preferable to treating the experimental 
variable “cross-training configuration” as a single independent variable having eight levels, 
as it allows for the consideration of interaction effects. The following section discusses the 
simulation results within each of the three routing structures.  

4.1. The parallel structure 

Table 4. ANOVA results for the parallel structure 

PARALLEL STRUCTURE 
 Mean Flow Time SD workload 
Source F p-value F p-value 
MF 419.85 p < 0.001 17085.24 p < 0.001 
MC 331.09 p < 0.001 772.26 p < 0.001 
CR 3.37 p = 0.001 581.84 p < 0.001 
MF x MC 269.02 p < 0.001 1454.72 p < 0.001 
MF x CR 6.07 p < 0.001 119.61 p < 0.001 
MC x CR 0.89 p = 0.087 45.73 p < 0.001 
MF x MC x CR 2.095 p = 0.009 8.66 p = 0.004 
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Table 4 shows the ANOVA results for MFT and SDworkload. For both MFT and SDworkload, the 
homogeneity of variance assumption does not hold (Levene test, p < 0.05). The F statistic, 
however, is robust against heterogeneous variances, as long as the group sizes are equal 
(Glass et al. 1972) or approximately equal (Stevens 1996: 249). Because between-subjects 
ANOVAs are conducted with equal cell sizes, we continue the analyses. Table 4 shows the 
main effects and most of the interaction effects to be significant (p < 0.05) for both MFT 
and SDworkload. 

4.1.1. Mean flow time within the parallel structure 

The significant main effect of multi-functionality in Table 4 indicates that the difference in 
MFT between equal and unequal multi-functionality is significant. The mean flow times for 
equal and unequal multi-functionality are 6.29 and 8.73, respectively. As expected, in a 
situation without learning effects and with absenteeism, equal multi-functionality is 
preferable to unequal multi-functionality. 

The significant main effect of machine coverage indicates that configurations with equal 
machine coverage perform better (MFT=6.42) than do configurations with unequal 
machine coverage (MFT=8.60). Finally, the main effect of collective responsibility 
indicates that maximizing collective responsibility results in better performance 
(MFT=7.40) than does minimizing collective responsibility (MFT=7.62). 
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Figure 2. Interaction effect of multi-functionality and machine coverage (MF x MC) 
with respect to mean flow time (MFT) within the parallel structure 
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The relatively large interaction effect of multi-functionality with machine coverage (MF x 
MC) indicates that the MFT performance effect of multi-functionality depends on the level 
of machine coverage, as shown in Figure 2. Although the simple main effects of multi-
functionality show its effect on MFT to be significant (p < 0.05) within both levels of 
machine coverage, the effect is much stronger under the condition of unequal than of equal 
machine coverage. There seems to be a substitute effect between multi-functionality and 
machine coverage. The worst performance is observed when both multi-functionality and 
machine coverage are unequal (MFT=10.81). With unequal multi-functionality, skills are 
concentrated at two workers, and with unequal machine coverage, skills are concentrated at 
a few machines. The combination of unequal multi-functionality and unequal machine 
coverage seems to result in cross-training configurations in which a few machines can be 
operated by all workers (the result of unequal MC), while the remaining machines can be 
operated by only two workers (the result of unequal MF). In such a situation, the workloads 
of the two highly multi-functional workers will thus be heavy, especially if they are also 
assigned to the machines with high machine coverage, thus blocking these machines for 
workers with few other skills. If one of these two independent variables is equalized, MFT 
performance improves drastically (equal MF: MFT=6.39; equal MC: MFT=6.67). 

When machine coverage is equalized and multi-functionality remains unequal, most skills 
are concentrated on two workers, but the remaining skills are divided equally among 
machines. This means that tasks of the three least multi-functional workers do not overlap. 
When multi-functionality is equalized and machine coverage remains unequal, most skills 
are concentrated on a few machines, but the remaining skills are equally divided among 
workers. Equalizing both multi-functionality and machine coverage results in the best 
performance (MFT=6.18), but the improvement is small compared to equalizing only one 
of these variables. 

For the interaction effect of multi-functionality with collective responsibility (MF x CR), 
the simple main effects of multi-functionality show a significant effect on MFT (p < 0.05) 
within both levels of collective responsibility. The effect seems to be stronger, however, in 
the case of minimum collective responsibility, as illustrated in Figure 3. When collective 
responsibility is at a minimum, overlapping skills tend to be placed at machines with low 
workloads. If multi-functionality is unequal, the remaining skills for the three least multi-
functional workers will thus be placed at machines with low workloads, thus increasing the 
workload for the two highly multi-functional workers. Equalizing multi-functionality in this 
case will result in more improvement than will equalizing multi-functionality in a situation 
where the remaining skills are divided among heavily utilized machines. The simple main 
effects of collective responsibility reveal no significant effect on MFT (p = 0.419) under the 
condition of equal multi-functionality. 
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Figure 3. Interaction effect of multi-functionality and collective responsibility (MF x 
CR) with respect to mean flow time (MFT) within the parallel structure 

The three-way interaction effect is significant as well (see Table 4). Table 5 shows the full 
factorial results of multi-functionality, machine coverage, and collective responsibility (MF 
x MC x CR) on MFT and SD workload. Each combination of the three independent 
variables represents a cross-training configuration. The mean flow time of the worst 
performing configuration (V) is 81.5 percent higher than that of the best performing 
configuration (VII). These results suggest that the selection of the most appropriate 
configuration is an important task for a manager who is responsible for cross-training the 
workforce. 

Table 5. Full factorial results for MFT and SD workload within the parallel structure 

MF MC CR Configuration MFT SD workload 
not equal not equal min V 11.20 0.0693 
  max VI 10.40 0.0586 
 equal min I 6.78 0.0480 
  max II 6.55 0.0346 
equal  not equal min III 6.32 0.00649 
  max IV 6.45 0.00529 
 equal min VII 6.17 0.0134 
  max VIII 6.19 0.00551 
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The simple-simple main effects of machine coverage reveal no significant effect on MFT (p 
= 0.241) under the condition of equal multi-functionality and minimum collective 
responsibility. A significant effect (p = 0.037) does exist, however, under conditions of 
equal multi-functionality and maximum collective responsibility. In other words, equalizing 
machine coverage when multi-functionality is already equal results in better MFT only if 
the skills with unequal machine coverage are concentrated on heavily utilized machines (as 
in Configuration IV), instead of on machines with low workloads (as in Configuration III). 
The simple-simple main effects of collective responsibility show a significant effect on 
MFT (p < 0.05) only under conditions of unequal multi-functionality and unequal machine 
coverage. Configurations V and VI, which clearly show the worst performance, represent 
this situation. In other words, within the parallel structure, collective responsibility matters 
only in the choice between the two configurations having the worst overall performance 
(Configurations V and VI). 

When either multi-functionality or machine coverage (or both) are unequal, there is no 
reason for concern about collective responsibility. Under conditions of equal multi-
functionality and machine coverage, Configurations VII and VIII show the best MFT 
results. 

4.1.2. SD workload within the parallel structure 

From a human resource management perspective, multi-functionality appears to be the 
most important aspect to consider. With respect to the standard deviation of workload 
distribution, the F-value for multi-functionality (main effect MF, see Table 4) is relatively 
large compared to that of the other effects. The significant main effect of multi-
functionality indicates that equal multi-functionality is better (SDworkload = 0.00767) than 
unequal multi-functionality (SDworkload = 0.0526). The main effect of machine coverage (MC) 
indicates that configurations with equal machine coverage perform better (SDworkload = 0.025) 
than do configurations with unequal machine coverage (SDworkload = 0.035). Finally, the main 
effect of collective responsibility indicates that maximizing CR results in better 
performance (SDworkload = 0.026) than does minimizing CR (SDworkload = 0.034). The results of 
the main effects for SDworkload are thus similar to those of MFT. 

As shown in Figure 4, the significant interaction effect of multi-functionality with machine 
coverage (MF x MC) indicates that the effect of multi-functionality differs for each level of 
machine coverage. The simple main effect of multi-functionality on SDworkload is significant 
(p < 0.05) for both levels of machine coverage, but the effects seems stronger under the 
condition of unequal machine coverage. The simple main effect of machine coverage on 
SDworkload is significant (p < 0.05) for both levels of multi-functionality. 

Equal machine coverage improves SDworkload under the condition of unequal multi-
functionality. Equalizing machine coverage helps Workers 1 and 2 to share their workload 
more efficiently with the other workers. In contrast, unequal machine coverage is preferable 
under the condition of equal multi-functionality. In this condition, each worker is skilled for 
five or six machines. Workload imbalances are apparently better addressed by connecting 
each worker with the other workers through a few machines that they can all operate. 
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Figure 4. Interaction effect of multi-functionality and machine coverage (MF x MC) 
with respect to SD workload within the parallel structure 

For the interaction effect of multi-functionality with collective responsibility (MF x CR), 
the simple main effect of multi-functionality on SDworkload (equal multi-functionality 
decreases SD workload in comparison with unequal multi-functionality) is significant (p < 
0.05) for both levels of collective responsibility, but is stronger under the condition of 
minimum collective responsibility. For the interaction effect of machine coverage with 
collective responsibility (MC x CR), the simple main effect of machine coverage on 
SDworkload (equal machine coverage decreases SDworkload values in comparison with unequal 
machine coverage) is significant (p < 0.05) for both levels of collective responsibility, but is 
stronger under the condition of maximum collective responsibility. 

Configuration III performs better than configuration VII. The simple-simple main effects of 
machine coverage show that unequal machine coverage performs better (p < 0.05) than 
does equal machine coverage only under conditions of equal multi-functionality and 
minimum collective responsibility. These results suggest that workload imbalances are 
better addressed by connecting workers through a few machines that they can all operate 
and which have low workloads. Since workload differences among machines are based on 
differences in service times, only relatively small jobs are performed by lightly utilized 
machines. These small jobs help to balance the workload among workers. Under conditions 
of equal multi-functionality and maximum collective responsibility (Configurations IV and 
VIII), the effect of machine coverage is not significant (p = 0.747). The simple-simple main 
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effects of collective responsibility are not significant (p=0.083), under conditions of equal 
multi-functionality and unequal machine coverage (Configurations III and IV). 

With respect to SDworkload, Configurations IV, VIII, and III perform best, as shown in Table 5. 
In these configurations, workers are able to divide the workload equally, which is perceived 
as being fair. Equal multi-functionality apparently contributes to such equitable workload 
distributions. The higher SDworkload of Configuration VII can be explained by the fact that this 
configuration has too little team responsibility in order to equalize the utilization of the 
workers. Workers 3 and 5 have utilizations of 90 percent, while the others have utilizations 
of approximately 86.8 percent. These two workers are the only ones able to operate the 
most heavily utilized machine.  

Configurations V, VI, I and II perform the worst with respect to SDworkload. These 
configurations all reflect conditions of unequal multi-functionality. Feelings of equity and 
interpersonal justice may be reduced by the fact that some workers possess more skills than 
others. Further, in these configurations, only two workers (Workers 1 and 2) have heavy 
workloads. These workers face a large number of requests from the various machines, 
resulting in utilizations of 95.5 percent in Configuration V, 94.4 percent in Configuration 
VI, 93.2 percent in Configuration I, and 91.7 percent in Configuration II. The inability to 
divide the workload equally may be perceived as unfair. Worker utilizations are much more 
balanced (around 88 percent) in the other configurations. Configurations V and VI, with 
both unequal multi-functionality and unequal machine coverage, perform the worst. The 
results of SDworkload are, for the most part, similar to those of MFT. 

4.2. The serial structure 

Within the serial structure, Configurations I and V are excluded from the ANOVA analysis, 
since these configurations become unstable in simulation. This can be explained by the 
problematic combination of unequal multi-functionality and minimum collective 
responsibility within this structure. That is, in these configurations, the highly multi-
functional Workers 1 and 2 are mainly responsible for heavily utilized machines (M1, for 
example, which is both the first machine in the line and the bottleneck machine), while also 
sharing responsibility for all the other machines. The other (much less multi-functional) 
workers predominantly share responsibility for machines with lower workloads. The result 
is that the workloads of Worker 1 and 2 become too high and Machine 1 is not able to 
process all arriving jobs due to the unavailability of appropriately skilled labor. This, in 
turn, results in an increasing queue and infinite flow times for Machine 1 in the long run. 

Since Configurations I and V are excluded from further analysis, we cannot perform a full 
factorial analysis. Instead, we analyze the other combinations of factors with two designs. 
The first design includes Configurations III, IV, VII, and VIII, with equal multi-
functionality. Machine coverage and collective responsibility are the independent variables 
in this design. The second design includes Configurations II and VI, under conditions of 
unequal multi-functionality and maximum collective responsibility. Machine coverage is 
the only independent variable remaining in this design. 

Table 6 shows the ANOVA results for MFT and SDworkload for both designs. Again, the 
homogeneity of variance assumption does not hold (Levene test, p < 0.05). Since we 
conduct between-subjects ANOVAs with equal cell sizes, however, the analysis may 
continue. 
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Table 6. ANOVA results for the serial structure 

SERIAL STRUCTURE 
 Mean Flow Time SD workload 
Source F p-value F p-value 
DESIGN 1     
   MC 0.14 p = 0.713 814.36 p < 0.001 
   CR 71.52 p < 0.001 1198.15 p < 0.001 
   MC x CR 1.89 p = 0.172 991.10 p < 0.001 
     
DESIGN 2     
   MC 55.60 p < 0.001 5.33 p = 0.024 

 

4.2.1. Mean flow time within the serial structure 

Within the first design, which considers configurations with equal multi-functionality, only 
the main effect of collective responsibility is significant (p < 0.05). Minimum collective 
responsibility results in much larger mean flow times (MFT=231.63) than does maximum 
collective responsibility (MFT=93.24). Configurations III and VII perform worst with 
respect to MFT, as only a few workers can operate the bottleneck machines. The choice to 
minimize collective responsibility results in higher coverage for machines with lower 
workloads. If collective responsibility is maximized (as in Configurations IV and VIII), 
more workers are able to operate the bottleneck machines and MFT performance is 
maximized. 

Within the second design, with unequal multi-functionality and maximum collective 
responsibility, the effect of machine coverage is significant. Unequal machine coverage 
apparently leads to much better results (Configuration VI: MFT=65.58) than does equal 
machine coverage (Configuration II: MFT=256.44). In Configuration VI, all workers have 
the skills necessary to operate the most heavily utilized machines (Machines 1 and 2). 
Configuration II performs much worse, as only a few workers can operate the bottleneck 
machines, a result of striving for equal machine coverage. The primary substantive 
conclusion that can be drawn from these results is that, within the serial structure, managers 
should focus their cross-training policies on bottleneck machines. This can be realized by 
unequal machine coverage and maximum collective responsibility. 

4.2.2. SDworkload within the serial structure 

Within the first design, which considers configurations with equal multi-functionality, the 
main effects of machine coverage and collective responsibility and the interaction effect are 
significant (p < 0.05). The significant main effect of machine coverage shows unequal 
machine coverage to be better (SDworkload = 0.00670) than equal machine coverage (SDworkload = 
0.0172). The significant main effect of collective responsibility shows that maximizing 
collective responsibility is preferable (SDworkload = 0.00558) to minimizing collective 
responsibility (SDworkload = 0.0183). 
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Figure 5. Interaction effect of machine coverage and collective responsibility (MC x 
CR) with respect to SD workload within the first design of the serial structure. The 
four points represent the four cross-training configurations III, IV, VII, and VIII. 

 

Figure 5 shows the significant interaction effect of machine coverage and collective 
responsibility (MC x CR). The simple main effects of machine coverage show that the 
effect of machine coverage on SDworkload is significant under the conditions of both minimum 
collective responsibility (p < 0.05) and maximum collective responsibility (p = 0.039), but 
larger for minimum collective responsibility. Within this first design, where multi-
functionality is equal, maximizing collective responsibility is thus important for SDworkload, 
especially in case of equal machine coverage. If realizing maximum responsibility is 
problematic, unequal machine coverage should be sought in order to balance the 
distribution of the workload. Workers can then cope with workload imbalances, as they are 
connected through a few machines they can all operate. Within the first design of the serial 
structure, Configurations IV and VIII are best with respect to SDworkload. These configurations 
allow a balanced workload. 

Within the second design, with unequal multi-functionality and maximum collective 
responsibility, the effect of machine coverage is significant (p=0.024) at a 0.05 level of 
significance. Unequal machine coverage is preferable (SDworkload = 0.0578) to equal machine 
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coverage (SDworkload 0.0598). Configuration VI thus performs better with respect to SDworkload 
than does Configuration II. 

A comparison of the configurations within Design 2 with those within Design 1 reveals that 
the configurations in Design 1 perform better with respect to SDworkload. Substantively, within 
the serial structure, equal multi-functionality is important for balancing workload 
distribution. Further, under conditions of equal multi-functionality, it is best to strive for 
maximum collective responsibility. 

4.3. The job shop structure 

Within the job shop structure, Configurations V and VI perform much worse than do the 
other configurations, as was also observed within the parallel structure. Within the job shop 
structure, they even cause the system to become unstable. These Configurations represent 
unequal multi-functionality and unequal machine coverage. Further, collective 
responsibility is minimized in Configuration V, while it is maximized in Configuration VI. 
Workers 1 and 2 are fully cross-trained, while the other workers have few skills, which 
overlap for machines with either low (as in Configuration V) or high workloads (as in 
Configuration VI). For Configuration V, the flow times of jobs through the first two 
machines are very high, while for Configuration VI, the flow times of jobs through 
Machines 5 to 10 are very high. This means that, in both configurations, Workers 1 and 2 
cannot deal with their extremely high workloads. In order to improve performance, at least 
one of these two factors – multi-functionality or machine coverage – must be equal. 

When Configurations V and VI are excluded, two designs can be created to analyze the 
other combinations of factors. The first design includes Configurations III, IV, VII, and 
VIII, all of which reflect equal multi-functionality. Machine coverage and collective 
responsibility are the independent variables in this design. The second design includes 
Configurations I and II, which reflect unequal multi-functionality and equal machine 
coverage. In this design, collective responsibility is the only remaining independent 
variable. 

Table 7. ANOVA results for the job shop structure 

JOB SHOP STRUCTURE 
 Mean Flow Time SD workload 
Source F p-value F p-value 
DESIGN 1     
   MC 14.39 p < 0.001 130.79 p < 0.001 
   CR 6.25 p = 0.014 275.13 p < 0.001 
   MC x CR 0.06 p = 0.807 137.24 p < 0.001 
     
DESIGN 2     
   CR 102.32 p < 0.001 214.16 p < 0.001 
 

Table 7 shows the ANOVA results for MFT and SDworkload for both designs. The 
homogeneity of variance assumption is met for SDworkload (Levene test, p ≥  0.05) in both 
designs, and for MFT within the first design. 
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4.3.1. Mean flow time within the job shop structure 

Within the first design, which considers configurations with equal multi-functionality, the 
main effects of machine coverage and collective responsibility are significant (p < 0.05) but 
the interaction effect is not significant (p = 0.807). The significant main effect of machine 
coverage indicates that equal machine coverage is preferable (MFT = 24.90) to unequal 
machine coverage (MFT = 25.85). The significant main effect of collective responsibility 
indicates that minimizing collective responsibility is preferable (MFT = 25.06) to 
maximizing collective responsibility (MFT = 25.68). Minimizing collective responsibility 
reduces the overlap among the tasks of workers. The implication for this design, in which 
all workers possess the same number of skills (equal MF), is that workers who are able to 
operate bottleneck machines are less distracted by other tasks. Configuration VII performs 
best, therefore, with respect to MFT. 

Within the second design, with unequal multifunctionality and equal machine coverage, the 
effect of collective responsibility is significant. In this situation, it is better to maximize 
collective responsibility (Configuration II: MFT = 27.13) than to minimize collective 
responsibility (Configuration I: MFT = 31.79). The performance of Configurations I and II, 
however, are inferior to that of the configurations within the first design. These results 
suggest the substantive conclusion that, within the job shop structure, equal multi-
functionality, equal machine coverage and minimum collective responsibility are all 
important with respect to MFT. 

4.3.2. SD workload within the job shop structure 

Within the first design, both the main effects and the interaction effect of machine coverage 
and collective responsibility are significant (p < 0.05). The significant main effect of 
machine coverage indicates that unequal machine coverage (SDworkload = 0.00594) is 
preferable to equal machine coverage (SDworkload = 0.0100). A similar effect is found within 
the parallel structure. Under the condition of equal multi-functionality, workers appear 
better able to balance their workloads when there are a few machines that every worker can 
operate. The main effect of collective responsibility indicates that it is better to maximize 
collective responsibility (SDworkload = 0.00502) than to minimize collective responsibility 
(SDworkload = 0.0109). The interaction effect of machine coverage and collective 
responsibility (MC x CR) shows the same pattern as depicted in Figure 5. 

Configurations IV and VIII perform best with respect to SDworkload. The simple main effects 
of machine coverage show that the effect of machine coverage on SDworkload is significant (p 
< 0.05) only in case of minimum collective responsibility. As within the parallel structure, 
workload imbalances are more appropriately addressed by connecting all workers by means 
of a few machines whose workloads are light. Under the condition of maximum collective 
responsibility, the effect is not significant (p = 0.844). These results lead to the substantive 
conclusion that, under conditions of equal multi-functionality, maximum collective 
responsibility should be sought. When this is not possible, unequal machine coverage 
should be sought as a means of balancing the distribution of the workload.  

Within the second design, the effect of collective responsibility is significant (p < 0.05), 
suggesting that it is better to maximize collective responsibility (SDworkload = 0.0416) than to 
minimize collective responsibility (SDworkload = 0.0549). The performance of both 
Configurations I and II with regard to SDworkload, however, are inferior to those of the 
configurations within the first design. 
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4.4. Discussion 

Within the parallel structure, it is important for MFT that either multi-functionality or 
machine coverage be equal. Configurations in which both of these components are equal 
(as in Configurations VII and VIII) perform the best. With respect to SDworkload, it is best to 
have equal multi-functionality and maximum collective responsibility (as in Configurations 
IV and VIII). Further, Configuration III, representing equal multifunctionality, unequal 
machine coverage and minimum collective responsibility also performs well in this respect. 
In this configuration, a few machines with low workloads connect all workers, enabling an 
effective management of workload imbalances. The goals of Operations Management and 
of Human Resource Management are integrated in Configuration VIII, which is the result 
of applying the cross-training policy of equal multifunctionality, equal machine coverage, 
and maximal collective responsibility. 

Within the serial structure, reaching an optimal MFT requires a focus on bottleneck 
machines. Heavily utilized machines should receive much coverage. This is enabled by the 
combination of unequal machine coverage and maximum collective responsibility. Within 
the serial structure, therefore, Configurations IV and VI perform well with regard to MFT. 
With respect to SDworkload, equal multi-functionality is important and maximum collective 
responsibility is desirable. 

The cross-training policy of equal multifunctionality, unequal machine coverage, and 
maximum collective responsibility, which is applied to create configuration IV, integrates 
the goals of both OM and HRM within the serial routing structure. Interestingly, although 
Configuration VI, representing unequal multifunctionality, unequal machine coverage, and 
maximum collective responsibility performs very well with regard to MFT, its performance 
with respect to SDworkload is among the worst. For this cross-training policy, the goals of OM 
come into conflict with those of HRM.  

Within the job shop structure, equal multi-functionality, equal machine coverage, and 
minimum collective responsibility appear important for MFT. For SDworkload, equal multi-
functionality and maximum collective responsibility should be the norm. If maximum 
collective responsibility is not possible, achieving an optimal degree of SDworkload requires 
unequal machine coverage, as this allows for balancing workloads among workers. In this 
routing structure, therefore, the goals of OM and those of HRM apparently cannot be 
integrated.  

5. Conclusions 

An important contribution of this paper is the identification of important aspects to be 
considered when developing a cross-training policy. These aspects are as follows: extent of 
cross-training, chaining, multi-functionality, machine coverage, and collective 
responsibility. A cross-training policy can be regarded as a set of rules dealing with these 
important aspects in order to determine how the skills of workers should be distributed. We 
developed an Integer Goal Programming (IGP) model to support a consequent application 
of alternative cross-training policies to manufacturing teams. It is conceivable that the IGP 
model forms a useful starting point for developing a decision support tool for cross-training 
policies in new situations. The IGP model can be solved using a weighted or a 
lexicographic approach. In this paper, we applied the lexicographic approach and applied 
one particular sequence of priorities. Further research is needed to explore the effect of 
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applying different sequences. Additionally, the effect of using the IGP model in different 
starting situations requires further investigation. 

To evaluate the cross-training configurations within different routing structures, we 
performed a simulation study. The results give insight into the way in which a manager 
should address the aforementioned aspects in the development of cross-training policies 
within various routing structures. The results of the parallel and job shop structure point in 
the same direction. Within these routing structures, equal multi-functionality and equal 
machine coverage are important for achieving an optimal mean flow time. Within the serial 
structure, more attention should be paid to bottleneck machines. Here, the combination of 
unequal machine coverage and maximum collective responsibility results in good MFT 
performance. Within all routing structures, equal multi-functionality combined with 
maximum collective responsibility seems to enable a fair distribution of workload among 
workers. A good alternative within the parallel and job shop structure is equal multi-
functionality combined with unequal machine coverage and minimum collective 
responsibility. 

The results of this paper are based on a simulated setting with five workers and ten 
machines having different processing times (and thus different variability) and equal arrival 
rates of jobs per machine. Despite the limitations of this setting, we believe that the general 
conclusions as presented in this section hold for a broader spectrum of situations, although 
this should obviously be investigated in future research. Further, in the study presented 
here, labor allocation rules are not varied. It would therefore be worthwhile to study the 
effect of specific labor allocation rules, since tailor-made rules for each routing structure – 
or even for each configuration within each routing structure – may be able to redistribute 
workloads of workers and reduce flow time. All of the configurations that were excluded 
from the serial and job shop structures resulted in excessive workloads for Workers 1 and 2. 
Different rules for labor assignment could have possibly prevented this. Further, future 
research may pay attention to possible effects of varying system size, workload distribution 
on machines (including differences in processing time or differences in arrival rates of jobs 
to machines, or both), and variability of processing times per machine, on cross-training 
policy decisions.  

This paper is a conceptual paper. It would be useful, therefore, to compare the alternative 
rules with respect to important aspects in a cross-training policy we have studied here with 
the rules that are made in actual practice. Also of interest would be an investigation of the 
degree to which the cross-training policies determined to be attractive by our model are 
consistent with current management practice. 

Finally, this paper has approached the issue of cross-training from an operations 
management (OM) and a human resource management (HRM) viewpoint. Even though the 
focus of cross-training policies depends on the viewpoint considered, cross-training policies 
can be found that integrate both sets of goals within parallel and serial structures. Such 
integration within a single cross-training policy is more difficult within the job shop 
structure.  
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Labor allocation 

ON THE WHO-RULE IN DUAL RESOURCE CONSTRAINED (DRC) 
MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS5 

Jos A.C. Bokhorst, Jannes Slomp, Gerard J.C. Gaalman 

ABSTRACT 

The who-rule is a labour allocation rule used in labour and machine limited Dual Resource 
Constrained (DRC) systems. A who-rule selects one worker out of several workers to be 
transferred to a work centre. By means of a practical instance, the paper shows that the who-
rule plays a role in the daily practice of worker assignment. Previous simulation studies, 
however, either have not mentioned the who-rule or have treated it as a fixed factor. The 
present study will explore the need of including the who-rule in simulation studies. It will 
describe in detail at what decision moments the who-rule needs to be applied in simulation. 
Further, it will explore the flow time effects of applying different who-rules in several DRC 
systems where labour flexibility is limited and workers differ with respect to task 
proficiencies, the number of skills they possess, and the loads of work centres for which they 
are responsible. As with other labour allocation rules, the impact of the who-rule depends on 
the specific DRC shop modelled. The paper will show that the average labour utilisation, and 
the types and extent of worker differences, determine the impact of the who-rule on shop 
performance. 

 

Key words: Dual Resource Constrained systems, labour allocation rules, who-rule, 
labour flexibility, disparity in work centre loads 

 

1. Introduction 

In Dual Resource Constrained (DRC) systems, two resources are considered to be 
constraining factors for the level of output. This paper considers labour and machines to be 
the two constraining resources of our concern. This type of DRC system is also called a 
labour and machine limited system, as opposed to a machine-limited system in which only 
machines are the constraining factor. In a labour and machine-limited system, jobs can only 
be processed if both a machine and a skilled worker are available. A key characteristic of 
labour and machine limited systems is that the number of workers is less than the number 
of machines, which implies that (some) workers need to be multifunctional and worker 
transfers between machines are necessary. For smooth operation of these systems, attention 
should thus be given to cross-training and labour allocation rules. 

                                                           
5 This paper is published in the International Journal of Production Research, Vol. 42(23), 
5049-5074, 2004. 
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From the early 1960s on, the issues of cross-training and labour allocation have received 
quite some attention in the literature. In a review paper of DRC system research, Treleven 
(1989) distinguishes design issues from operating issues. He considers labour flexibility, or 
cross-training, to be the single most important design factor. Operating issues concern 
decisions on dispatching rules as well as due date assignment methods, which also have to 
be made in machine limited systems, and decisions on labour allocation rules, which are 
specific for DRC systems. As for labour allocation rules, “when” and “where” rules are 
explicitly expressed in the literature. The when-rule determines when to consider 
transferring a worker from the work centre which he/she works in to another work centre. 
The where-rule determines to which work centre a worker needs to be transferred. 

This paper focusses on the who-rule, which, besides the when-rule and the where-rule, can 
be regarded as another labour allocation rule. In the situation where a work centre requires 
a worker, and more than one skilled worker is available, only one worker can be assigned to 
that work centre. The who-rule then determines which worker should be transferred to the 
work centre and thus allocates that worker to it. In almost all DRC systems, choosing 
between workers is necessary at a certain point. A who-rule may affect flow time 
performance only in those systems where workers are not equal. Worker differences can be 
modelled in several ways, for example through differences in task proficiency, or 
differences in the number of skills of workers. This study will describe the role and explore 
the impact of the who-rule in DRC simulation systems with worker differences. 

Section 2 describes the practical instance that motivates this study and will briefly review 
the literature with respect to worker differences in DRC systems and the application of the 
who-rule. Section 3 describes in detail at which decision moments the who-rule needs to be 
applied in simulation. Further, it will discuss what characteristics of DRC systems are 
likely to influence the decision processes at the decision moments, thereby possibly 
influencing the extent of the effect of the who-rule on system performance. Section 4 
describes the modelling of the DRC systems studied and presents an experimental design 
for the simulation studies. We propose several alternative who-rules and include as 
experimental factors characteristics which are likely to influence the extent of the effect of 
the who-rule. Section 5 discusses the simulation modelling and performance measures. We 
present the results of the simulation experiments in section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper 
and identifies areas of future research. 

2. Problem context and literature review  

The problem addressed in this paper was motivated by the confrontation between labour 
assignment rules used in a practical instance and the rules studied in various theoretical 
papers. Besides highlighting the general elements of the problem, the practical instance 
described in subsection 2.1 serves as the empirical driver of the experimental factors chosen 
in our simulation experiments. Subsection 2.2 will briefly review the literature with respect 
to worker differences in DRC systems and the application of the who-rule.  
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2.1. Problem Context and Motivation 

The practical instance concerns a firm that manufactures parts and small sub-assemblies 
used in the electro-mechanical industry. Over six weeks, worker flexibility issues in the 
machining and turning department of this firm were recorded (Slomp, 2000). The 
department operates in two shifts. Table 1 presents some basic data indicating the labour 
situation. 

Table 1. Basic data indicating the labour situation in the machining and turning 
department 

Number of workers per shift 14-17 
Number of machines 24 
Utilisation of machines 20%-80% 
Variation in utilisation of each machine during the observation weeks  about 10% 
Percentage of workers which have a main machine to work on 90% 
Average percentage of time which a worker spends on his/her main 
machine  

77% 

Number of different machines to which workers are being assigned 1-7 
Proficiency levels of workers 50%-100% 

 

The machining and turning department is a typical DRC system. In the department, labour 
capacity and machine capacity are the major constraints and labour flexibility is a major 
design issue. The department operates in two shifts with 14-17 workers per shift and 24 
machines. During a shift, (some) workers need to transfer to other machines. During the 
observation weeks, all machines differed in load varying by about 10%. The majority of the 
workers (90%) have a main machine on which they usually work (on average 77% of their 
time). The number of machines to which workers are assigned ranges from one to seven. 
Only few workers do not have a main machine and are assigned to machines according to 
job priorities. Task proficiencies of workers range from 50 to 100%, indicating their 
efficiency on the various machines. The foreman of the machining and turning department, 
who works in day-shift, is responsible for the assignment of workers to machines. Roughly, 
he applies the following rules. He will assign the workers to their main machines if there is 
sufficient work for these machines. Workers who do not have a main machine and the 
workers for whom there is not enough work on their main machines are assigned to 
machines and jobs in such a way that all jobs are performed in time, as efficiently as 
possible. Individual differences between workers play an important role in this assignment. 
These differences concern (i) the proficiency of workers to perform operations on the 
various machines, (ii) the level of multifunctionality of workers, and (iii) the load on the 
various machines which can be assigned to them. Basically, jobs and machines will be 
assigned to the most proficient worker. It may happen, however, that this worker is more 
urgently needed for other machines which he/she can handle. This urgency is a derivative 
of the particular qualifications of the worker and the amount of work that needs to be done 
on the other machines that can be handled by the worker. The choice which worker will 
perform a particular job on a machine can be seen as a result of the application of a who-
rule. Of several available workers, the best worker is selected based on worker differences. 

The foreman of the department is concerned with the who-issue in all his assignment 
decisions. These decisions are made during the working day, but particularly after the so-
called “morning prayer” in which the foreman of the department, the planning manager and 
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a process planner discuss the job priorities and problems of the department. Based on this 
information, the foreman makes basic assignment decisions. These decisions can be seen as 
a mix of who-, where- and when-rules. During the day decisions are adapted, depending on 
the situation. 

The who-rule is different from the when- and where-rule mentioned in the literature (see 
e.g. Treleven 1989, Hottenstein and Bowman 1998). The latter rules do not include 
comparisons between workers with individual differences. These rules are focussed on 
individual workers and decide when a worker needs to be transferred to which machine. 
Based on worker differences, the who-rule determines which worker should be transferred 
to a work centre if more than one skilled worker is available. As indicated here, in practice 
a production manager, or foreman, will include the who-rule in the assignment decision. 

This paper focusses on the role of the who-rule in simulation studies on labour flexibility. 
As will be indicated below, the who-rule is not systematically dealt with in simulation 
studies presented in the current literature. This forms the starting point for a descriptive 
study on the role of the who-rule in simulation studies in section 3. Based upon this 
descriptive study, simulations are performed to indicate the possible impact of who-rules in 
simulation studies. The final section relates the findings to the practice in manufacturing 
firms, as described in this section. 

2.2. Literature review and discussion on worker differences 

We expect that the who-rule may have an effect on performance only in DRC systems in 
which it is required to select one out of several different workers to be transferred to a work 
centre. Based upon the practical instance described in subsection 2.1, we will focus on 
worker differences with respect to (1) their task proficiencies, (2) the number of skills they 
possess, and (3) the loads of work centres in which they can operate. In the literature, 
attention has been given to the first two factors. Therefore, it is interesting to see what has 
been done there with respect to the who-rule. The third factor has not yet been dealt with in 
previous research and will be discussed in the third sub subsection. 

2.2.1. A difference in task proficiency 

Relatively few studies model heterogeneous labour with respect to task proficiencies, 
meaning that workers differ in their level of proficiency when performing their assigned 
tasks (e.g. Rochette and Sadowski 1976, Hogg et al. 1977, Bobrowski and Park 1993, 
Malhotra et al. 1993, Malhotra and Kher 1994, Fry et al. 1995). Although the who-rule can 
be of importance in this type of DRC system, most of the studies do not explicate how a 
choice is made between workers if more than one worker is available. 

Bobrowski and Park (1993) and Malhotra and Kher (1994) study when and where labour 
allocation rules in a shop with task proficiency differences between workers, but do not 
mention a who-rule. The studies of Malhotra et al. (1993) and Fry et al. (1995) include, 
amongst other factors, worker learning and worker flexibility. Over time, workers will thus 
differ in their task proficiencies, and a who-rule may have an effect. However, these studies 
neither explicate a who-rule. Only the studies of Rochette and Sadowski (1976) and Hogg 
et al. (1977) provide a procedure for those situations which require a choice between 
workers and thus address the who-rule, without actually calling it a “who-rule”. Rochette 
and Sadowski (1976) use a rule that assigns that worker who has been idle for the longest 
period of time. Hogg et al. (1977) assign the most efficient worker if more than one worker 
is available. Both studies regard the who-rule as a fixed factor. The effect of applying 
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different who-rules in systems where workers have different task proficiencies is thus 
unknown. 

2.2.2. A difference in the number of skills 

Felan and Fry (2001) distinguish single-level flexibility from multilevel flexibility. To 
obtain single-level flexibility, workers receive the same degree of cross-training, while with 
respect to multilevel flexibility, workers are trained to work in a different number of 
departments. Instead of connecting skills of workers to departments, skills can also be 
connected to work centres (see e.g. Nelson 1967, 1970, Hogg et al. 1977, Bobrowski and 
Park 1993). Single-level flexibility can then be regarded as the situation in which all 
workers have the same level of multifunctionality, where multifunctionality can be defined 
as the number of different work centres in which a worker can operate. In contrast, 
multilevel flexibility can be regarded as the situation in which workers are trained for 
different numbers of work centres.  

In systems with multilevel flexibility, workers can differ from one another with respect to 
the number of work centres in which they are able to operate, and here the who-rule may 
have an effect. In contrast to prior DRC studies, Felan and Fry (2001), in their study on the 
subject, focus on multilevel flexibility and heterogeneous labour with respect to task 
proficiencies. However, they do not mention a who-rule, although the who-rule may be 
important in multilevel flexibility DRC systems with either homogeneous or heterogeneous 
labour with respect to task proficiencies. Research is needed to indicate the possible impact 
of the who-rule on flow time performance. 

2.2.3. A difference in the loads of work centres in which workers can operate 

A third factor causing differences between workers is the difference with respect to the 
loads of work centres in which they are able to operate. In practice, this difference is a 
reason to prefer one worker above another for assignment to a machine or job. To the best 
of our knowledge, this worker difference has not been dealt with before in DRC research. It 
may occur in shops with limited flexibility and a disparity in work centre loads. Or, in other 
words, in systems where not all workers are able to operate in all work centres and where a 
noticeable difference between the loads of work centres can be found. In these systems, 
some workers in a team may receive a larger workload than other workers, due to the fact 
that they are solely responsible for a number of heavily loaded work centres. Note that a 
workload difference between workers is thus also possible in systems where all workers 
have the same level of multifunctionality (i.e. single-level flexibility). Preventing heavily 
loaded workers from being allocated an equal share of the workload of all the work centres 
in which they can operate may be advantageous. In other words, it is probably more 
beneficial if the workload of work centres which are shared by heavily loaded and less 
loaded workers is allocated to a larger degree to the less loaded workers. Since the who-rule 
can −to a certain extent− influence the allocation of the load of shared work centres, the 
choice of a who-rule may have an effect on the flow time performance of the system. 

To sum up, the literature thus far has only paid limited attention to the who-rule. Based 
upon industrial practice (see subsection 2.1), we believe that a study on the impact of the 
who-rule on flow time performance is needed and can be helpful in the identification of 
settings where a who-rule should be selected carefully. 
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3. The who-rule 

This section explains at what decision moments labour allocation rules (i.e. the when-, 
where-, and who-rule) need to be applied in simulation studies. It further describes in detail 
the who-rule within these decision moments. In essence, the who-rule chooses one worker 
to be transferred to a work centre in case there are several workers available to choose 
from. As seen above, the who-rule is a labour allocation rule which has not received much 
attention in the literature. In contrast, the when and where labour allocation rules have 
received ample attention. The when-rule determines when to consider transferring a worker 
from the work centre which he/she has been working to another work centre. The most 
commonly used when-rules in literature are (1) the centralised when-rule, which means that 
a worker is eligible for transfer after each job which he/she has finished in a work centre, 
and (2) the decentralised when-rule, which means that after finishing a job, a worker is only 
eligible for transfer if the work centre should become idle. The where-rule determines to 
which work centre a worker needs to be transferred. Examples of where-rules often used in 
research are the First in System, First Served (FISFS) rule and the Longest Queue (LNQ) 
rule. 

In general, labour allocation rules need to be applied during three specific decision 
moments: A) when a job arrives at an empty work centre, B) when a job is finished at a 
work centre, and C) when a worker becomes available for transfer. At decision moment A, 
when a job comes in at an empty work centre, the when- and where-rules do not apply (see 
table 2). Therefore, the only remaining question could be “who should be transferred to the 
work centre” in case more than one skilled worker is available. A who-rule will then decide 
which worker to transfer to the work centre. At decision moment B, when a job is finished 
at a work centre, the when-rule decides whether or not the worker who finished the job will 
become eligible for transfer. The where- and who-rule do not apply to this decision 
moment. Finally, at decision moment C, a worker working in a specific work centre 
becomes available for reassignment. This is actually one of the two possible outcomes of 
decision moment B, meaning that decision moment C is always preceded by decision 
moment B. Here, the where-rule and, possibly, the who-rule need to be applied. 

Table 2. Three decision moments and the labour allocation rules which (may) have to 
be used at those moments 

 Decision moment when-rule where-rule who-rule 
A A job arrives at an empty work centre no no possible 
B A job is finished at a work centre yes no no 
C A worker becomes available for transfer no yes possible 

 

The who-rule may thus be part of the decision process at decision moments A and C. What 
decisions are actually made during these decision moments depends on the specific state of 
the system at that particular decision moment as well as on the characteristics of the DRC 
system. This will be described in detail below. 
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3.1. The who-rule applied in decision moment A 

At decision moment A, a job comes in at an empty work centre. If more than one skilled 
idle worker is available, which is a specific state of the system at the decision moment, a 
who-rule will be applied in order to decide which of those workers will be sent to the work 
centre. Figure 1 shows a decision tree for decision moment A and clarifies where a who-
rule needs to be applied within the decision tree. 

 

A job arrives at an empty 
work centre, WCx 

Skilled idle 
worker(s) 
for WCx?

WCx has to wait for skilled labour to 
become available

Transfer the worker to WCx, if more 
than one worker is available, choose 
according to the who-rule .

no

yes

A job arrives at an empty 
work centre, WCx 

Skilled idle 
worker(s) 
for WCx?

WCx has to wait for skilled labour to 
become available

Transfer the worker to WCx, if more 
than one worker is available, choose 
according to the who-rule .

no

yes

 

Figure 1. The who-rule (bold in shaded box) in a decision tree applied in decision 
moment A. 

3.2. Decision moment C 

In contrast to decision moment A, decision moment C is quite complex. This decision 
moment occurs if a worker working in a specific work centre becomes available for 
reassignment. In our further explanation, we will refer to this worker as “worker Y” and to 
this specific work centre as “Work Centre x” or “WCx”. Here, a who-rule should generally 
be applied in case there is still work in the queue in WCx, and if more than one skilled 
worker is available for assignment to WCx. Figure 2 shows the decision tree for decision 
moment C. With respect to this decision moment, we distinguish a team-based assignment 
approach from an individual-based assignment approach. This will first be described in sub 
subsection 3.2.1. The who-rule may be involved in the decision process at three different 
places (see box1, box2 and box3 in figure 2). This will be explained in sub subsection 
3.2.2. 
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Skilled idle
worker(s) for 
WCx besides

Y?

Can worker Y 
be assigned
elsewhere?

Choose a worker to transfer 
to WCx according to a 
who-rule and include 
worker Y in the choice.

no

no

yes

yes

yes

BOX 2

Send worker Y to the 2nd

best work centre according 
to a where-rule and transfer 
the other worker to WCx. 
If more than one skilled 
worker is available for 
WCx, choose according to 
a who-rule .

BOX 3

Send worker Y, who is 
at this moment the only 
one qualified and 
available for WCx,  to 
WCx.

Worker Y, working  on 
WCx, becomes available 

for reassignment 
according to a when-rule.

Apply a where-rule to 
find out if reassignment 
is possible and if so, 
what would be the best  
work centre for worker 
Y to be transferred to.

Is the best  
work centre 

equal to 
WCx?

Skilled idle
worker(s) and 

a queue for 
WCx?

no no

yes yes

Transfer the skilled idle 
worker to WCx. If more 
than one skilled idle worker 
is available, choose 
according to a who-rule.

Send worker Y to the 
best work centre, since 
he/she is the only worker 
qualified and available 
for this work centre at 
this moment.

No further assignments.

BOX 1

At least one 
work centre 
in need of 
worker Y?

no

yes

Worker Y
becomes idle.

Team-based assignment approach Individual-based assignment approach

Send worker Y to WCx 
without checking for the 
availability of other
skilled workers for
WCx.

Skilled idle
worker(s) for 
WCx besides

Y?

Can worker Y 
be assigned
elsewhere?

Choose a worker to transfer 
to WCx according to a 
who-rule and include 
worker Y in the choice.

no

no

yes

yes

yes

BOX 2

Send worker Y to the 2nd

best work centre according 
to a where-rule and transfer 
the other worker to WCx. 
If more than one skilled 
worker is available for 
WCx, choose according to 
a who-rule .

BOX 3

Send worker Y, who is 
at this moment the only 
one qualified and 
available for WCx,  to 
WCx.

Worker Y, working  on 
WCx, becomes available 

for reassignment 
according to a when-rule.

Apply a where-rule to 
find out if reassignment 
is possible and if so, 
what would be the best  
work centre for worker 
Y to be transferred to.

Is the best  
work centre 

equal to 
WCx?

Skilled idle
worker(s) and 

a queue for 
WCx?

no no

yes yes

Transfer the skilled idle 
worker to WCx. If more 
than one skilled idle worker 
is available, choose 
according to a who-rule.

Send worker Y to the 
best work centre, since 
he/she is the only worker 
qualified and available 
for this work centre at 
this moment.

No further assignments.

BOX 1

At least one 
work centre 
in need of 
worker Y?

no

yes

Worker Y
becomes idle.

Team-based assignment approach Individual-based assignment approach

Send worker Y to WCx 
without checking for the 
availability of other
skilled workers for
WCx.

 

Figure 2. The who-rule (bold in three shaded boxes) in a decision tree applied in 
decision moment C. 
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3.2.1. The assignment approach in decision moment C 

If the where-rule suggests that worker Y should be sent back to WCx, we can proceed in 
the following two ways: 1) send worker Y to WCx, or 2) check the availability of other 
skilled workers for WCx and then decide who to assign to WCx. We call the first option the 
individual-based assignment approach, since reallocation possibilities are only considered 
for worker Y. A choice between transferring either worker Y or another worker to WCx is 
not made: worker Y will be allocated to WCx. As far as we know, all prior DRC studies 
have followed the individual-based assignment approach. 

Another option is to check the availability of other skilled workers for WCx. If other 
qualified workers are available for WCx, we should check if worker Y could be assigned to 
other work centres than WCx. Note that worker Y can only be sent to other work centres if 
the other workers have different qualifications. That is, worker Y must have at least one 
unique skill for another work centre which the other idle team members do not possess, 
otherwise one of the other idle team members might as well have been sent to this work 
centre. If worker Y could be assigned to another work centre than WCx, he/she should 
always be placed there. By doing so, worker Y is prevented from blocking WCx for other 
skilled idle workers, thereby making it possible to assign another worker to WCx at that 
same decision moment. In this way, unnecessary idle time of workers will be prevented. If 
worker Y cannot be assigned elsewhere, it may still be relevant to choose someone else 
who could be assigned to WCx, instead of just assigning worker Y. This team-based 
approach was also observed in the practical instance (see subsection 2.1). Therefore, we 
propose this team-based assignment approach which considers (re)allocation possibilities 
for all idle team members to prevent unnecessary idle time of workers and/or to be able to 
choose the right worker for assignment to WCx. 

3.2.2. The who-rule applied in decision moment C 

The first step in the decision tree (see figure 2) is to determine if reassignment is possible 
for worker Y, and if so, what would be the preferred order of work centres for 
reassignment. This information can be determined by applying a where-rule for worker Y 
without actually assigning the worker yet. So, in the preferred order of a where-rule, this 
step only provides the answer to the question what work centres are available for worker Y. 
For instance, the outcome of this step may be that worker Y can be assigned to work 
centres one and two (i.e. worker Y is skilled for work centres one and two, there is work in 
queue for these work centres, and at least one unoccupied machine is available in these 
work centres) and work centre one is preferred over work centre two. If there is no work 
centre available for worker Y at this moment, worker Y will become idle. On the other 
hand, if one or more work centres are available for worker Y, we will use this information 
(i.e. available work centres in the preferred order of the where-rule) in the next steps of the 
decision process. With this information, we will first check, according to a where-rule, 
whether or not the work centre which Y came from is actually the best work centre (i.e. 
WCx). 

If, according to a where-rule, WCx is not the best work centre, we can instantly assign 
worker Y to another work centre. It will never be the case that other idle workers are also 
able to operate in this work centre, because otherwise they would already have been sent 
there. However, it is possible that there are idle workers, including skilled idle workers for 
WCx. In case there is still work in queue in WCx, another labour assignment could be 
established. If there are several skilled idle workers for WCx, a who-rule in box 1 (see 
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figure 2) should be applied to choose who to assign to WCx. Note that this who-rule may 
be applied independently of what assignment approach will be conducted. 

As we have discussed earlier, if, according to a where-rule, WCx is the best work centre, 
the distinction between an individual-based or a team-based assignment approach becomes 
relevant. An individual-based assignment approach coincides with a decision process 
resulting in a single labour assignment −that of worker Y− conform the where-rule used. A 
team-based approach goes together with a decision process which is more extensive and 
may involve the use of a who-rule in box 2 or box 3 (see figure 2). Specifically, in the case 
in which there are other skilled workers available for WCx and worker Y can also be 
reassigned to another work centre, worker Y will be transferred to the second best work 
centre according to a where-rule (please note that the best work centre was WCx). This will 
create the opportunity for a team-mate to be transferred to WCx. If more than one team-
mate is available, a who-rule in box 3 will be applied to choose which worker should be 
transferred to WCx. If worker Y cannot be assigned to another work centre, a who-rule in 
box 2 is applied to decide which one of the available workers −including worker Y− should 
be transferred to WCx. 

3.3. Influence of other DRC characteristics on the decision processes 

We believe that system characteristics, such as labour utilisation, the use of the specific 
when-rule, and the number of identical machines in a work centre, influence the decision 
process at the three decision moments and may impact the extent of the effect of the who-
rule. For decision moment A, characteristics of the DRC system, such as the use of the 
specific when-rule, or the number of identical machines in a work centre, do not have an 
impact on the decision process. In contrast, the decision process at decision moment C is 
quite susceptible to the specific characteristics of the DRC system. In DRC systems with 
full flexibility, who-rules in box 1 and box 3 will never be applied. This is because worker 
Y cannot be transferred to another work centre than WCx in case there are other workers 
idle, otherwise these workers would already have been transferred to that other work centre. 

Further, in systems with a decentralised when-rule at decision moment B, workers will only 
become available if the queue is empty. This means that at decision moment C, WCx will 
have an empty queue and, according to a where-rule, the best work centre for worker Y can 
therefore not be WCx. The only question here is thus “where to assign worker Y” and none 
of the three boxes where the who-rules are applied will be relevant to the decision process. 

The ratio of the number of workers who can operate in a work centre and the number of 
identical machines in a work centre also influences the effect of a who-rule. If this ratio is 
equal to or smaller than one, all skilled workers can be assigned to a work centre with a 
queue and there is no need to choose among them. Finally, labour utilisation influences the 
frequency of the occurrence of decision moments A, B and C, and it affects the chance that 
other workers are idle at decision moments A or C. 
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4. Modelling of the DRC shop and experimental design 

Section 3 described the who-rule in detail for DRC simulation systems. Now, we will 
continue to present models of DRC systems in order to be able to study the effect of several 
alternative who-rules. We will first describe the general DRC shop and then explain the 
experimental design. Figure 3 shows the general DRC framework with workload 
parameters, design parameters, and control parameters. The distinction of these three 
elements has been derived from Nelson (1967). 

Workload parameters 
λ  The mean arrival rate of jobs into the system 
r  The job routing pattern 
µ  The mean service rate of the machines 
 
Design parameters 
K  The number of work centres in the shop (k = 1, 2, …, K) 
c  The number of identical machines per work centre 
M  The number of machines in the shop (M = K x c) 
N  The number of workers in the shop (n = 1, 2, …, N) 

nkp   The proficiency of worker n  on any machine m  in work centre k  

 
Control parameters 
d  The dispatching rule used 
wn  The “when” labour allocation rule used 
wr  The “where” labour allocation rule used 
who The “who” labour allocation rule used 
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Jobs

Mean arrival rate (λ )
and distribution function
Routing pattern (r)
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When labour allocation rule (wn)
Where labour allocation rule (wr)
Who labour allocation rule (who)
Labour proficiency matrix (P)

Machines (K=3, c=1, M=3)
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Dispatching rule (d)
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M

Work centre
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Work centre
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When labour allocation rule (wn)
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Finished jobs

 

Figure 3. A general DRC framework with workload, design, and control parameters  

Factors are the input parameters and structural assumptions which compose a model. The 
decision which parameters and structural assumptions are considered fixed aspects of a 
model and which are experimental factors depends on the goals of the study (Law and 
Kelton 2000: 622). The goal of our study is to investigate the importance of the who-rule in 
DRC systems. This means that not only the effect of the who-rule itself should be 
investigated, but also the interaction effects with factors likely to have an influence on the 
importance of the who-rule. In this paper, two experiments are conducted in order to study 
the effects of the who-rule. 

In the first experiment, homogeneous labour with respect to task proficiencies is assumed. 
The experiment examines the effect of three different who-rules on the average flow time 
of the system. The other experimental factors of the first experiment are the disparity in 
work centre loads, the number of skills which workers possess (i.e. two of the factors 
discussed in sub subsections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 causing differences between workers), and the 
level of labour utilisation. We expect the level of labour utilisation to have a large influence 
on the importance of the who-rule. 

In addition to the first experiment, which assumes homogeneous labour with respect to task 
proficiencies, we conducted a second experiment to explore the effect of the who-rule in a 
system with task proficiency differences between workers (see sub subsection 2.2.1). For 
this experiment, the experimental factors are the who-rule and the disparity in work centre 
loads. The number of skills which workers possess and the level of labour utilisation are 
kept constant. Varying these factors in the second experiment will, in our opinion, not 
contribute to more insight in the impact of the who-rule than has already been gained from 
the first experiment. A detailed overview of the fixed factors and the experimental factors 
with their levels can be found below. 
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4.1. Fixed factors 

4.1.1. Design of the shop 

We modelled the smallest possible DRC shop to which the who-rule applies. We 
deliberately kept shop size small to investigate the basic effects of the who-rule. In this 
way, causal factors are easier to identify, and small systems provide a better insight in the 
role of operating variables. Fryer (1975) shows that the effects of dispatching and labour 
control decision rules on flow time measures are consistent with different size and labour 
flexibility combinations. Further, in practice, many large systems can be decomposed into 
smaller systems. In many companies, two or three workers are responsible for a small 
group of machines. 

The shop consists of three work centres (K=3) with one machine (c=1) per work centre. 
This implies that there are three (M=3) machines in the shop. In contrast to shops with 
identical machines in work centres, here labour flexibility cannot be used to transfer more 
than one worker to a (temporary) heavily loaded work centre. Instead, labour flexibility in 
this shop means that a worker can replace another worker who is working elsewhere. Two 
workers (N=2) who are not fully cross-trained operate the shop. The system is thus one of 
limited flexibility. 

4.1.2. Generation of job arrivals, routings, and processing times 

Jobs come into the system according to a negative exponential distribution with a mean 
arrival rate of λ . Each job is assigned to only one work centre, meaning there is only one 
routing step per job. Therefore, a multiqueue, multichannel, single-phase system is 
modelled. The processing times of jobs at the machines are generated by a gamma 
distribution with α = 2 and β = 0.5. This is equal to the 2-Erlang distribution, which is often 
used as a distribution function to represent operating times. The mean processing time (1/µ) 
of this distribution is α*β, and equal to one. 

4.1.3. Control of the shop 

The dispatching rule (d) used in the system is the First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) rule. As 
a counterpart to this dispatching rule, the First-In-System-First-Served where-rule (wr) is 
used. This where-rule sends workers who are eligible for transfer to the work centre with 
the job in queue that had the earliest entry into the system. As a when-rule, the centralised 
when-rule is used, which means that a worker is eligible for transfer after each job he/she 
has finished at a work centre. As explained in the previous section, who-rules during both 
decision moments A and C will occur if a centralised when-rule has been set, whereas with 
a decentralised when-rule, only the who-rule in decision moment A will occur. For looking 
at differences between who-rules, and particularly in combination with a team-based 
assignment approach, it thus seems more relevant to apply the centralised when-rule. 
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4.2. Experimental factors: 

In the two experiments, four experimental factors with different levels are examined (see 
table 3): number of skills (NS), disparity in work centre loads (DISTR), the who-rule 
(WHO), and labour utilisation (UTIL). 

Table 3. Experimental factors and levels in the two experiments 

First experiment: homogeneous labour with respect to task proficiencies 
 Levels 

Factor 1 2 3 4 5 6 
NS 4 5     

DISTR 0.4/0.5/0.1 0.1/0.4/0.5 0.5/0.1/0.4 0.3/0.5/0.2 0.2/0.3/0.5 0.5/0.2/0.3 
WHO LIT RND PRIO    
UTIL 60% 75% 90%    

Second experiment: heterogeneous labour with respect to task proficiencies 
 Levels 

Factor 1 2 3 4 5 6 
DISTR 0.4/0.5/0.1 0.1/0.4/0.5 0.5/0.1/0.4 0.3/0.5/0.2 0.2/0.3/0.5 0.5/0.2/0.3 
WHO RND MEF     

 

4.2.1. Number of skills (NS) 

In the first experiment, the number of skills is an experimental factor. In this experiment, 
two matrices (see figure 4a and 4b) are examined. The first matrix (4a) represents single-
level labour flexibility with a total number of four skills and no task proficiency 
differences, and the second matrix (4b) represents multilevel labour flexibility with a total 
number of five skills and no task proficiency differences. The homogeneity of the 
workforce with respect to task proficiencies reveals itself by the fact that nkp is either one, 
denoting that worker n is fully efficient to operate in work centre k, or zero, denoting that 
worker n is not skilled to work in work centre k. Note that the second matrix encompasses 
the first one. Compared to the first matrix, worker 2 is trained for an additional work centre, 
i.e. work centre one, in the second matrix. The third matrix (4c) is used in the second 
experiment, where the number of skills is a fixed factor and labour is heterogeneous with 
respect to task proficiencies. In this matrix, the workers have different task proficiencies 
regarding the second work centre. Here, we multiply the expected processing time (1/ µ ) 
by the proficiency factor nkp . The processing time for work centre two is thus adjusted up 
or down by the proficiency factor nkp , which is 1.25 for worker two and 0.75 for worker 
one. 
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Figure 4. Three labour proficiency matrices representing (a) a four-skills 
configuration with single level flexibility (b) a five-skills configurations with multilevel 
flexibility, and (c) a four-skills configuration with a difference in task proficiencies of 
workers. 

 

4.2.2. Disparity in work centre loads (DISTR) 

In both the first and the second experiment, six different divisions of the system arrival rate 
to the three individual work centres are investigated. For instance, at level one, 40% of the 
jobs which arrive in the system go to work centre one, 50% to work centre two, and 10% to 
work centre three. Level two and three use the same division of the system arrival rate as 
level one, but in another order. For levels 4-6, the division of the system arrival rate to the 
individual work centres is less extreme. Even though one work centre still gets 50% of the 
incoming jobs, the work centre loads of the other two work centres are more similar to each 
other than those of levels 1-3. 

4.2.3. Who-rule (WHO) 

In the first experiment, we will examine three who-rules. These who-rules are called (1) the 
“Longest Idle Time” who-rule (LIT), (2) the “Random” who-rule (RND), and (3) the 
“Priority” who-rule (PRIO). The RND who-rule will be simulated both in combination with 
an individual- and a team-based assignment approach. In that way, we can verify if the 
proposed team-based assignment approach actually performs better than the individual-
based assignment approach. Note again that the distinction between a team-based and an 
individual-based assignment approach only applies to decision moment C (see figure 2). 
The other two who-rules are only applied in combination with a team-based assignment 
approach. The three who-rules will be explained below. 

The LIT who-rule was already applied in research of Rochette and Sadowski (1976), but 
not within the team-based assignment approach. This who-rule performs well from a social 
viewpoint in that it seems fair to the team members to assign the worker who has been 
waiting −or at least not working on a work centre− for the longest period of time. 

The RND who-rule chooses a worker randomly when a choice between workers has to be 
made. Combined with an individual assignment approach (RND-ind), only a who-rule in 
box 1 may be applied at decision moment C, after worker Y is reassigned to his/her best 
work centre. However, since we only modelled two workers, the RND-ind who-rule is 
actually only applied at decision moment A. The RND who-rule combined with a team-
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based assignment approach (RND-team) can be applied at decision moment A and in box 2 
at decision moment C. 

The PRIO who-rule is specifically designed for the shop modelled and it always gives 
priority to one of the two workers. Which worker is given priority to depends on the labour 
proficiency matrix used (NS), and in case of the four-skills configuration, also on the 
disparity in work centre loads (DISTR). In case of the four-skills configuration, each 
worker has a unique skill and thus a unique load for one work centre, and the other work 
centre is shared with the other worker. The PRIO who-rule compares the unique loads of 
the two workers and always assigns the worker with the lowest unique load to the shared 
work centre (please note that this is a static measure). We believe that this will result in a 
better balance between workers and expect this to result in better flow time performance. In 
case of the five-skills configuration, one worker is able to operate in all work centres and 
the other in only two work centres. Here, the PRIO who-rule always gives priority to the 
worker with two skills in case a choice between the workers has to be made. 

The second experiment will compare the RND who-rule (as discussed above) with a who-
rule based on task proficiency differences, which is derived from Hogg et al. (1977): the 
Most Efficient (MEF) who-rule. The MEF who-rule assigns the worker who is the most 
efficient at performing the task (i.e. the worker with the lowest proficiency factor). 

4.2.4. Labour utilisation (UTIL) 

Labour utilisation is an experimental factor in the first experiment, where we set λ at 1.2, 
1.5, and 1.8, resulting in a labour utilisation of 60%, 75%, and 90%, respectively. In the 
second experiment, we keep λ fixed at 1.2, resulting in a labour utilisation of 60%. 

5. Simulation modelling and performance measure 

The simulation models were written in the object-oriented simulation software package 
EM-Plant Version 5.5 (Stuttgart: Technomatix). The simulation models used here are 
stochastic, steady-state, and non-terminating. The replication/deletion approach was used to 
estimate the steady-state means of the output parameters. Welch’s method was applied to 
get clues on the warm-up period of the lowest level of labour utilisation. Other graphical 
approaches, such as plotting the cumulative mean average of flow time against the number 
of replications as well as plotting the cumulative mean average of flow time against time, 
were used to gain insight in the number of replications and the run length required, 
respectively. It must be said that these approaches were only used to get an indication. The 
actual settings used for the experiments are based on these observations, but increased to be 
on the safe side. Each experiment consisted of 40 replications with a length of 30 000 time 
units and a warm-up period of 5000 time units. This means that data of at least 30 000 jobs 
have been used for statistical analysis. Different seeds were used for each replication to 
maximise sampling independence. To measure the effects of the who-rule, the average shop 
flow times are used. 
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6. Results 

6.1. Results of the first experiment 

The full-factorial design of the first experiment consists of six work centre load 
distributions, three who-rules, two configurations with different skills (i.e. a single-level 
flexibility configuration with four-skills and a multilevel flexibility configuration with five 
skills), and three levels of labour utilisation, which results in 108 unique experimental cells. 
The data have been analysed by using three separate 6 x 3 x 2 analyses of variance 
(ANOVA) between subjects designs −one for each level of labour utilisation− with 
disparity in work centre loads (DISTR), the who-rule (WHO), number of skills (NS) as 
independent variables and flow time as dependent variable. We have not included labour 
utilisation in our design, since this factor causes large differences in variances of flow time 
between each level, thereby violating the homogeneity of variance assumption that 
underlies ANOVA. Within the designs, cell sizes are equal. For each design, a Levene’s 
test of equality of error variances has been performed which shows that the assumption of 
homogeneity of variance across populations was met. The ANOVA results are summarised 
in table 4. 

Table 4. Separate ANOVA results of average flow time in three labour utilisation 
experiments 

  Average Flow time  
UTIL Source F p-value 
60% WHO 246.70 p<.001 
 NS 319.15 p<.001 
 DISTR 156.49 p<.001 
 WHO x NS 28.85 p<.001 
 WHO x DISTR 5.82 p<.001 
 NS x DISTR 152.71 p<.001 
 WHO x NS x DISTR 6.88 p<.001 
75% WHO 61.61 p<.001 
 NS 245.29 p<.001 
 DISTR 63.85 p<.001 
 WHO x NS 10.46 p<.001 
 WHO x DISTR 1.75 p=.065 
 NS x DISTR 109.7 p<.001 
 WHO x NS x DISTR 2.628 p=.004 
90% WHO 5.17 p=.006 
 NS 144.48 p<.001 
 DISTR 42.15 p<.001 
 WHO x NS 1.94 p=.143 
 WHO x DISTR 1.09 p=.368 
 NS x DISTR 57.16 p<.001 
 WHO x NS x DISTR 0.60 p=.816 
 

It can be observed that in case the labour utilisation is 60%, each of the experimental 
factors as well as the two-way interactions and the three-way interaction are significant at 
the 0.01 level. With a labour utilisation of 75%, only the interaction effect of the who-rule 
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(WHO) with a disparity in work centre loads (DISTR) is not significant at the 0.01 level. 
Finally, with a labour utilisation of 90%, the two two-way interactions with the who-rule 
and the three-way interaction are not significant at the 0.01 level. In our further analysis, we 
have focussed on the significant main and interaction effects of all labour utilisation 
experiments and we have paid special attention to the main effect of the who-rule and the 
interaction effects accompanying the who-rule. If necessary, in the discussion of lower 
level effects, we will further specify the higher level effects. Table 5 shows the full factorial 
results of the experiments. 

Table 5. Full factorial results of the three labour utilisation experiments. 
 who-rules: 1 = LIT, 2 = RND-team, 3 = PRIO 

  Disparity of work centre loads 
  0.4/0.5/0.1 0.1/0.4/0.5 0.5/0.1/0.4 0.3/0.5/0.2 0.2/0.3/0.5 0.5/0.2/0.3 
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60% 4 1 2.11 1 2.09 1 2.01 1 2.08 1 2.02 1 1.99 
  2 2.11 2 2.09 2 2.02 2 2.08 2 2.02 2 1.99 
  3 2.06 3 2.03 3 2.01 3 2.07 3 1.99 3 1.98 
              
 5 1 2.01 1 2.08 1 2.07 1 1.98 1 2.02 1 2.01 
  2 2.02 2 2.08 2 2.07 2 1.98 2 2.03 2 2.00 
  3 1.99 3 2.00 3 2.00 3 1.94 3 1.97 3 1.94 
              

75% 4 1 3.22 1 3.17 1 3.01 1 3.24 1 3.05 1 3.02 
  2 3.21 2 3.13 2 3.02 2 3.22 2 3.02 2 3.00 
  3 3.16 3 3.08 3 3.04 3 3.21 3 3.02 3 2.96 
              
 5 1 3.03 1 3.12 1 3.10 1 2.99 1 3.08 1 3.03 
  2 3.00 2 3.11 2 3.08 2 3.00 2 3.08 2 2.99 
  3 2.96 3 3.01 3 2.97 3 2.94 3 3.03 3 2.94 
              

90% 4 1 8.07 1 7.32 1 7.04 1 8.25 1 7.26 1 7.23 
  2 8.09 2 7.55 2 7.11 2 8.32 2 7.36 2 7.24 
  3 7.83 3 7.42 3 7.24 3 8.38 3 7.20 3 7.04 
              
 5 1 7.10 1 7.16 1 7.26 1 7.24 1 7.52 1 7.24 
  2 7.17 2 7.20 2 7.22 2 7.17 2 7.46 2 7.20 
  3 6.98 3 6.94 3 7.12 3 7.17 3 7.40 3 7.01 

 

Although the main effect of the who-rule (WHO) in table 4 is significant, a post-hoc test is 
needed to compare the means of the three who-rules. Table 6, therefore, shows the Tukey 
results with respect to the who-rule. 
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Table 6. Tukey’s results of the who-rule (α = 0.01) 
 who-rules: 1 = LIT, 2 = RND team, 3 = PRIO 

60% utilisation 75% utilisation 90% utilisation 
Who-rule Mean Flow time Who-rule Mean Flow time Who-rule  Mean Flow time 
3  2.00 3 3.03 3  7.31 
1  2.04 2 3.07 1  7.39 
2  2.04 1 3.09 2  7.42 
 

Table 6 indicates that the means of the LIT who-rule and of the RND who-rule do not 
significantly differ. With a labour utilisation of 90%, the means of the PRIO who-rule and 
the LIT who-rule neither differ significantly. As can be seen, the PRIO who-rule always 
performs best, but only about 2% better than the other who-rules. This effect even appears 
to decrease at higher levels of labour utilisation. This can be explained by the fact that with 
higher levels of labour utilisation, the chance that the two workers are simultaneously idle 
decreases and thus the number of times that the who-rule has to be applied decreases. The 
effect of the who-rule seems small in this experiment, but since some interaction effects 
occurring in the lower labour utilisation experiments are significant, there may be 
circumstances in which the who-rule shows a larger effect. Furthermore, in practice, 
managers who are responsible for labour allocation may take into account future 
information when assigning workers to work centres (see section 2.1). This basically means 
that the number of times that the who-rule will be applied increases significantly, which, 
consequently, also holds for the effect of selecting the most appropriate who-rule. 

The significant main effect of the number of skills (NS) in table 4 indicates that the means 
of single-level flexibility with four skills and those of multilevel flexibility with five skills 
differ significantly. In all three labour utilisation experiments, the multilevel flexibility 
configuration performs better than the single-level flexibility configuration (see table 7). 
The finding that more skills perform better with respect to flow time performance than 
fewer skills, corresponds with intuition. The more skills are available in the system, the 
higher the labour flexibility, and the better the flow time. 

Table 7. Mean flow time and standard deviation of the number of skills at all levels of 
labour utilisation 

Labour utilisation Number of skills Mean Flow time Standard deviation 
60% 4 2.04 0.055 
 5 2.01 0.054 
75% 4 3.10 0.127 
 5 3.02 0.104 
90% 4 7.55 0.748 
 5 7.19 0.533 
 

Finally, the main effect of disparity in work centre loads is significant in all labour 
utilisation experiments. However, looking at the effect of a disparity in work centre loads 
without looking at the number of skills does not make much sense. The number of skills 
highly influences the flow time effects of a specific work centre distribution, as can be seen 
by the large interaction effect of these two variables (see table 4, NS x DISTR), which is 
significant in all labour utilisation experiments. Therefore, we will present the simple main 
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effects of disparity in work centre loads at each level of the number of skills. The simple 
main effects show us that in all labour utilisation experiments, the work centre load 
distribution influences flow time in both skill configurations. The significant simple main 
effects of the disparity in work centre loads have been further analysed by pair wise 
comparisons using the Sidak adjustment for multiple comparisons (see table 8). The 
differences between the flow times of the 6 work centre load distributions are smaller in the 
five-skills configuration than in the four-skills configuration. 

Table 8. Simple main effect of disparity in work centre loads at each level of the 
number of skills and pair wise comparisons of the simple effects using the Sidak 
adjustment for multiple comparisons (α = 0.01) 

  60% utilisation 75% utilisation 90% utilisation 
NS DISTR Flow time DISTR Flow time DISTR Flow time 
4 skills 0.5/0.2/0.3  1.99 0.5/0.2/0.3  2.99 0.5/0.1/0.4  7.13 
  0.2/0.3/0.5  2.01 0.5/0.1/0.4  3.02 0.5/0.2/0.3  7.17 
  0.5/0.1/0.4  2.01 0.2/0.3/0.5  3.03 0.2/0.3/0.5  7.27 
  0.1/0.4/0.5  2.07 0.1/0.4/0.5  3.13 0.1/0.4/0.5  7.43 
  0.3/0.5/0.2  2.08 0.4/0.5/0.1  3.20 0.4/0.5/0.1  8.00 
  0.4/0.5/0.1  2.10 0.3/0.5/0.2  3.22 0.3/0.5/0.2  8.32 
          
5 skills 0.3/0.5/0.2  1.97 0.3/0.5/0.2  2.98 0.4/0.5/0.1  7.08 
  0.5/0.2/0.3  1.98 0.5/0.2/0.3  2.99 0.1/0.4/0.5  7.10 
  0.4/0.5/0.1  2.00 0.4/0.5/0.1  3.00 0.5/0.2/0.3  7.15 
  0.2/0.3/0.5  2.01 0.5/0.1/0.4  3.05 0.3/0.5/0.2  7.19 
  0.5/0.1/0.4  2.05 0.2/0.3/0.5  3.06 0.5/0.1/0.4  7.20 
  0.1/0.4/0.5  2.05 0.1/0.4/0.5  3.08 0.2/0.3/0.5  7.46 
 
Figure 5 also illustrates the interaction effect of number of skills (NS) and disparity in work 
centre loads (DISTR) with a labour utilisation of 60%. Analysing this interaction from the 
viewpoint of the number of skills, it is interesting to see that even though the main effect of 
the number of skills shows that a configuration of five skills performs better than a 
configuration of four skills, the interaction with disparity in work centre loads shows that 
this is not the case with all work centre load distributions. Therefore, we also analysed the 
interaction effect of number of skills (NS) and disparity in work centre loads (DISTR) 
using a simple main effects analysis to analyse the number of skills within each level of 
disparity in work centre loads. The number of skills influences flow time performance for 
most configurations, but no influence was observed on the 0.2/0.3/0.5 and the 0.5/0.2/0.3 
distributions in the 60% labour utilisation experiment, and neither on the 0.5/0.1/0.4 and 
0.5/0.2/0.3 distributions in the 75% and 90% labour utilisation experiments. Most work 
centre load distributions show a higher flow time in the four-skills configuration, but the 
0.5/0.1/0.4 distribution in the 60% labour utilisation experiment actually shows a higher 
flow time in the five-skills configuration (M = 2.05, SE = 0.003) than in the four-skills 
configuration (M = 2.01, SE = 0.003). In the 75% and the 90% labour utilisation 
experiments, the flow time of the 0.2/0.3/0.5 distribution increases when adding an extra 
skill. It is often assumed that increasing the number of skills in a DRC system will 
automatically result in higher effective labour flexibility. Therefore, it is interesting to see 
that increasing the number of skills in systems with a disparity in work centre loads and 
homogeneous labour with respect to task proficiencies does not always improve the 
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performance of the system. Since the five-skills configuration encompasses the four-skills 
configuration, it should be able to at least perform equally well. For instance, if the labour 
allocation rules are adapted in such a way that worker two will never visit work centre one, 
then the five-skills configuration is similar to the four-skills configuration. Apparently, with 
respect to some work centre load distributions, labour allocation rules may result in worker 
assignments which have a negative impact on flow time in case one skill is added. Later on 
in the paper, when examining the three-way interaction (WHOxNSxDISTR), this statement 
will be checked with the three different who-rules. 
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Figure 5. The interaction effect of number of skills (NS) and work centre load 
distribution (DISTR) in the 60% labour utilisation experiment. 

The effect of number of skills (NS) on the who-rule (WHO) in the 60% labour utilisation 
experiment is illustrated in figure 6. The simple main effects that can be observed in the 60 
and 75% labour utilisation experiments showed that the who-rule influences flow time 
within both skill configurations. These significant simple main effects of the who-rule have 
been further analysed by pair wise comparisons using the Sidak adjustment for multiple 
comparisons. In the 60% labour utilisation experiment, the PRIO who-rule performs 
significantly better (M4 skills = 2.02, SE = 0.002; M5 skills = 1.97, SE = 0.002) than the LIT and 
RND who-rules do (M4 skills = 2.05, SE = 0.002; M5 skills = 2.03, SE = 0.002), and the effect is 
larger on the configuration with five skills than on the configuration with four skills. The 
flow time effects of the LIT and RND-team who-rules are not significantly different from 
each other. In the 75% labour utilisation experiment, the PRIO who-rule performs 
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significantly better (M4 skills = 3.08, SE = 0.006; M5 skills = 2.97, SE = 0.006) than the LIT who-
rule (M4 skills = 3.12, SE = 0.006; M5 skills = 3.06, SE = 0.006) does. It also performs better than 
the RND who-rule (M4 skills = 3.10, SE = 0.006; M5 skills = 3.04, SE = 0.006) in the five-skills 
configuration. Therefore, in bringing down flow time, the PRIO who-rule appears to be 
more effective than the other who-rules, especially in the configuration with five skills. In 
the 90% labour utilisation experiment, the interaction effect is not significant (see table 4). 
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Figure 6. The interaction effect of who-rule (WHO) and number of skills (NS) in the 
60% labour utilisation experiment. 

The interaction effect of the who-rule (WHO) with the disparity in work centre loads 
(DISTR) indicates that with respect to some work centre load distributions, the differences 
between the flow times of the three who-rules are smaller than with other distributions. Or, 
in other words, the magnitude of the effect of applying another who-rule on flow time 
depends on the specific work centre load distribution. This effect is only significant in the 
60% labour utilisation experiment. Here, the simple main effects of the who-rule shows that 
the who-rule influences flow time performance in all distributions. Further, the pair wise 
comparisons shows that the PRIO who-rule performs significantly better than the LIT and 
RND-team who-rules, and that in all distributions the difference between the LIT who-rule 
and the RND-team who-rule is not significant. With respect to some distributions, the flow 
time effect of the PRIO who-rule is larger compared to other distributions. If the labour 
utilisation is higher, the effect of the who-rule diminishes. Therefore, to each distribution 
applies that the differences between alternative who-rules also become smaller, and this 
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explains the non-significant interaction effect of the who-rule with disparity in work centre 
loads in case of higher labour utilisation. 

Finally, the significant three-way interaction effect of the who-rule (WHO), the number of 
skills (NS) and the work centre load distribution (DISTR) in the 60 and 75% labour 
utilisation experiments is interpreted by means of simple interaction effects and simple, 
simple main effects. The interaction between the number of skills (NS) and the disparity in 
work centre loads (DISTR) is significant in all levels of the who-rule (WHO). These simple 
interaction effects are to a large extent identical to the interaction effect shown in figure 5, 
except that the flow time within the five-skills configuration is never higher than the flow 
time within the four-skills configuration with the PRIO who-rule. This confirms our 
statement that for some work centre load distributions, the negative impact on flow time in 
case a skill is added may be undone by choosing another who-rule. This result shows that, 
despite the small effects, labour allocation rules, such as the who-rule, can prevent 
deterioration of flow time performance in case a skill is added. 

In the 60% labour utilisation experiment, the interaction effect of who-rule (WHO) and 
number of skills (NS) is significant for the 0.5/0.1/0.4 distribution as well as the 0.5/0.2/0.3 
distribution. In these distributions, there is no significant flow time difference between any 
of the who-rules in the four-skills configuration, but the PRIO who-rule performs 
significantly better (M0.5/0.1/0.4 = 2.00, SE = 0.005; M0.5/0.2/0.3 = 1.94, SE = 0.005) than the LIT 
and RND-team who-rules do (M0.5/0.1/0.4 = 2.07, SE = 0.005; M0.5/0.2/0.3 ≈ 2.01, SE = 0.005) in 
the five-skills configuration. Further, with respect to the LIT and RND-team who-rules, the 
flow times of the five-skills configuration are higher than those of the four-skills 
configuration. In the 75% labour utilisation experiment, the interaction effect of who-rule 
(WHO) and number of skills (NS) is only significant for the 0.5/0.1/0.4 distribution. 

In the 60% labour utilisation experiment, the interaction effect of the who-rule (WHO) and 
the disparity between work centre loads (DISTR) is not significant in the four-skills 
configuration (p = 0.011), but significant in the five-skills configuration (p < 0.01). 

The mean flow time results of the who-rule regarding number of skills and work centre 
load distribution in the 60% and 75% labour utilisation experiments are shown in table 9. 
Pair wise comparisons of the simple, simple effects of the who-rule have been performed 
(α = 0.01) using the Sidak adjustment for multiple comparisons. With respect to the four-
skills configuration, the largest effect of the who-rule can be found with the 0.1/0.4/0.5 
work centre load distribution (2.9 % improvement). It seems that the effect of the who-rule 
is stronger if the difference of the load of the work centres which the workers have unique 
skills for (i.e. work centres one and three) is larger and the shared load (i.e. work centre 
two) is higher. With respect to the 0.5/0.1/0.4 distribution, in which the shared work centre 
load is low and the difference between the load of the work centres which the workers have 
unique skills for is small, flow time performance is not altered by any of the three who-
rules used. By contrast, in the 0.4/0.5/0.1 distribution, the average flow time performance 
difference between the RND-team who-rule or the LIT who-rule, and the PRIO who-rule is 
2.4% in the 60% labour utilisation experiment. 
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The effect of the who-rule is larger with the five-skills configuration than it is with the four-
skills configuration. With a labour utilisation of 60%, the largest effect of the who-rule can 
be observed with the 0.1/0.4/0.5 work centre load distribution (3.8% improvement) and the 
smallest effect can be noticed with the 0.4/0.5/0.1 distribution (1.5 % improvement). The 
larger the unique load for worker two (i.e. the load of work centre three), the larger the 
effect of the who-rule.  

Table 9. Results of who-rules regarding number of skills and work centre load 
distribution with labour utilisations of 60% and 75%. To analyse the significant 3-way 
interactions, pair wise comparisons of the simple, simple effects of the who-rule have 
been performed (α = 0.01) by using the Sidak adjustment for multiple comparisons. 
who-rules: 1 = LIT, 2 = RND-team, 3 = PRIO 

  Distribution of work centre loads 
  0.4/0.5/0.1 0.1/0.4/0.5 0.5/0.1/0.4 0.3/0.5/0.2 0.2/0.3/0.5 0.5/0.2/0.3 
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60% 4 3  2.06 3  2.03 3 2.01 3  2.07 3 1.99 3  1.98 
  1  2.11 2  2.09 1 2.01 1  2.08 1 2.02 2  1.99 
  2  2.11 1  2.09 2 2.02 2  2.08 2 2.02 1  1.99 
                  
 5 3  1.99 3  2.00 3 2.00 3  1.94 3 1.97 3  1.94 
  1  2.01 2  2.08 1 2.07 2  1.98 1 2.02 2  2.00 
  2  2.02 1  2.08 2 2.07 1  1.98 2 2.03 1  2.01 
                  
75% 4 3  3.16 3  3.08 1 3.01 3  3.21 3 3.02 3  2.96 
  2  3.21 2  3.13 2 3.02 2  3.22 2 3.02 2  3.00 
  1  3.22 1  3.17 3 3.04 1  3.24 1 3.05 1  3.02 
                  
 5 3  2.96 3  3.01 3 2.97 3  2.94 3 3.03 3  2.94 
  2  3.00 2  3.11 2 3.08 1  2.99 1 3.08 2  2.99 
  1  3.03 1  3.12 1 3.10 2  3.00 2 3.08 1  3.03 
 

Comparisons of the team-based assignment approach and the individual-based assignment 
approach (i.e. comparing the outcomes of the RND-ind who-rule and the RND-team who-
rule) show that the team-based assignment approach always results in flow times which are 
better than or equal to the individual-based assignment approach. Better flow times are 
especially realized in the four-skills configuration, even in the 90% labour utilisation 
experiment. In the four-skills configuration, the chance that a worker gets “trapped” in the 
shared work centre and forces the other worker to become idle is higher than in the five-
skills configuration, especially if the load of the shared machine is high compared to the 
unique loads of the workers.  
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6.2. Results of the second experiment 

The full-factorial design of the additional second experiment consists of six work centre 
load distributions and two who-rules, resulting in 12 unique experimental cells. The data 
have been analysed by using a 6 x 2 analysis of variance (ANOVA) between subjects 
design with a disparity in work centre loads (DISTR), the who-rule (WHO) as independent 
variables and flow time as dependent variable. The ANOVA results are summarised in 
table 10. We see that at the 0.01 level all effects are significant. 

Table 10. ANOVA results of average flow time (2nd experiment) 

 Average Flow time   
Source F p-value 
WHO 1577.65 p<.001 
DISTR 1136.96 p<.001 
WHO x DISTR 160.08 p<.001 

 

The main effect of the who-rule (WHO) shows that the MEF who-rule results in a better 
performance (M = 1.95, SE = 0.002) than the RND who-rule (M = 2.08, SE = 0.002). The 
improvement is about 6%. To check upon disparity in work centre loads (DISTR), a post-
hoc test is performed to compare the means of the six distributions. The 0.1/0.4/0.5 work 
centre load distribution performs best (M = 1.87, SE = 0.004), and the 0.2/0.3/0.5 
distribution second best (M = 1.91, SE = 0.004). The 0.5/0.1/0.4 & 0.5/0.2/0.3 & 
0.3/0.5/0.2 distributions perform equally well (M ≅  2.01, SE = 0.004). Finally, the 
0.4/0.5/0.1 distribution performs the worst (M = 2.26, SE = 0.004). We see that a high 
unique load for the second worker (i.e. the load of work centre three) is beneficial for flow 
time performance. This worker performs less proficient in the shared work centre two, and 
a high unique load keeps him/her from working there. Further, if the unique load is high for 
the second worker, it is more beneficial to have a higher load in the shared work centre two 
than in work centre one, which forms the unique load for worker one. Worker one then has 
to work more time in centre two, where he/she is most proficient. 

Figure 7 illustrates the interaction effect of who-rule (WHO) with disparity in work centre 
loads (DISTR). The interaction effect indicates that the magnitude of the effect of applying 
the MEF who-rule instead of the RND who-rule on flow time depends on the specific work 
centre load distribution. The simple main effects of the who-rule show that the who-rule 
influences flow time performance in all distributions, except in the 0.5/0.1/0.4 distribution 
(p = 0.087). In this distribution, the load of the shared work centre (i.e. the load of work 
centre two) is low and therefore the who-rule will not contribute much. With respect to the 
other distributions, the beneficial effect of applying a MEF who-rule instead of a RND 
who-rule on flow time is 11.2% in the 0.3/0.5/0.2 distribution, 10.1% in the 0.4/0.5/0.1 
distribution, 8.2% in the 0.1/0.4/0.5 distribution, 5.1% in the 0.2/0.3/0.5 distribution and 
1.0% in the 0.5/0.2/0.3 distribution. The higher the load of the shared work centre, the 
higher the effect of the who-rule in this experiment. This result shows that if workers share 
a large part of their workload with other workers and there are proficiency differences 
between the workers in these shared work centres, the who-rule should be considered in 
simulation as well as in industrial practice. 
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Figure 7. The interaction effect of who-rule (WHO) and work centre load distribution 
(DISTR) 

 

7. Conclusions and future research 

This paper has been devoted to the who-rule, which is a labour allocation rule that 
determines which worker should be transferred to a work centre if more than one skilled 
worker is available. It first indicated that the who-rule is used in industrial practice. In 
simulation studies, however, the who-rule is rarely referred to and not explicitly explored. 
This paper is intended to fill in this gap. It described in detail at what decision moments the 
who-rule needs to be applied in simulation. Further, it showed the flow time effects of the 
who-rule in several small DRC systems. 

In contrast to the who-rule, the when-rule and the where-rule have been studied extensively 
in previous research. The impact of these assignment rules depends on the specific DRC 
shop modelled (e.g. worker transfer delays either modelled or not, homogeneous or 
heterogeneous labour with respect to task proficiencies, etc) and the performance measure 
considered (e.g. mean flow time, flow time variance, or delivery performance). The results 
of the present experiments show that DRC shop characteristics also influence the impact of 
the who-rule. In the present study, two experiments were conducted. The first experiment 
models DRC systems with homogeneous labour with respect to task proficiencies, single or 
multilevel flexibility, and a disparity in work centre loads under three levels of average 
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labour utilisation. The second experiment models a DRC system with heterogeneous labour 
with respect to task proficiencies, single-level flexibility, and a disparity in work centre 
loads, with a 60% labour utilisation. 

The first experiment shows that with a 60% labour utilisation, the effect of the who-rule is 
relatively larger with multilevel flexibility (i.e. workers possess different numbers of skills), 
and with distributions of work centre loads which create larger worker differences in terms 
of unique workloads of workers. With a 75% labour utilisation, only the number of skills of 
workers affects the flow time effect of the who-rule. On most work centre load 
distributions, the effect of the who-rule is larger in the multilevel flexibility configuration 
than in the single level flexibility configuration. Finally, with a 90% labour utilisation, there 
are no significant interaction effects of the who-rule and the disparity in work centre loads 
or number of skills, and the main effect of the who-rule is smaller than under lower levels 
of labour utilisation. The second experiment which models heterogeneous labour with 
respect to task proficiencies shows larger effects of the who-rule than the first experiment 
does. The higher the load of the shared work centre, the more the who-rule is applied and 
the more often the most efficient worker has to work in the shared work centre under the 
MEF who-rule. This results in better flow time performance. 

It was also found that the team-based assignment approach introduced in this paper and 
observed in the practical instance outperforms the individual-based assignment approach 
used in prior studies. In a way, this is not surprising, since the team-based assignment 
approach prevents unnecessary idleness of workers. It is therefore suggested that in DRC 
systems with limited flexibility and a centralised when-rule, all idle team members should 
be involved in the assignment decisions. Or, in other words, in those systems the team-
based assignment approach should be used instead of the individual-based assignment 
approach. 

From a managerial viewpoint, it is important to note that the impact of the who-rule is 
probably higher in practical situations where future information can be used in assignment 
decisions, than has been indicated by the improvements reported in the results section. Our 
simulation experiments did not include the use of future information. As described in 
subsection 2.1, a who-rule is frequently used in practice, and future information on 
workloads of workers or work centres plays a role in labour allocation decisions. It is 
evident that the frequency by which the who-rule can be applied in practice is higher in 
case of practical situations where managers are able to anticipate on future events. That is, 
if future information is used, workers may, for instance, be kept idle during a short period 
to wait for a work centre to become available for which they are better suited than the 
worker who is operating the work centre at that moment. We believe that the factors that 
were included in the present study (i.e. the number of skills of workers, the disparity in 
work centre loads, and worker utilisation) play a role in practical situations where future 
information is used.  

We believe that more work is needed to explore performance effects of the who-rule in 
different DRC systems with worker differences and to devise who-rules which result in 
good performance within those systems. Performance measures may be extended to include 
individual worker utilisation rates, due date related measures, number of worker transfers, 
etc. As we have already noted in subsection 3.3, several DRC characteristics influence the 
decision process at decision moments A and C, thereby influencing the use of the who-rule. 
Variations in shop size, staffing levels, job routings, transfer delays, when-rules, and 
where-rules are just a few examples which may be incorporated in future research. Further, 
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the effects of learning and forgetting, and the use of future information in assignment 
decisions need to be examined. 
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LABOUR ALLOCATION RULES IN DUAL RESOURCE 
CONSTRAINED (DRC) MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS WITH 
WORKER DIFFERENCES6 

Jos A.C. Bokhorst, Jannes Slomp, Gerard J.C. Gaalman 

 

ABSTRACT 

This study evaluates labour allocation rules for DRC systems with worker differences. Skills 
of workers are considered to be an individual human factor within this research. Therefore, 
DRC systems are modelled with limited labour flexibility, task proficiency differences, and 
workers who differ in the number of skills they possess. Three simulation experiments are 
performed to examine the effect of the where-rule, the when-rule, and the who-rule on flow 
time performance within these systems. Prior research has often neglected the who-rule, 
which is a labour allocation rule that selects one worker out of several workers to be 
transferred to a work centre. However, in the presence of worker differences, evaluation of the 
who-rule is important. The results show that where-rules and who-rules based on task 
proficiency differences perform well. Further, a centralised when-rule is preferred in these 
systems. Within our experimental settings, most important on flow time is the effect of the 
where-rule, then the effect of the when-rule, and finally the effect of the who-rule. 

 

Key words: Manufacturing, Simulation, Dual Resource Constrained systems, labour 
allocation 

1. Introduction 

In many manufacturing environments, human factors play an important role in the 
realisation of system performance. In (re)designing manufacturing systems, it may thus be 
advantageous to pay attention to these factors. Many studies, however, ignore human 
aspects, or assume that labour is always available and therefore do not model it. Research 
on Dual Resource Constrained (DRC) systems at least acknowledges that systems can be 
labour constrained as well, instead of only machine constrained. On the other hand, labour 
is often modelled in a quite simplistic manner in prior DRC research. That is, all workers 
are often able to operate all machines (i.e., full flexibility) with the same proficiency (i.e., 
homogeneous labour). In other words, labour is just considered as a homogeneous resource, 
without paying attention to differences between individual workers. 

We argue that skills of workers should be regarded as an individual human factor. By this, 
we mean that the number of skills, as well as the task proficiency may differ by worker. As 
in prior research, a skill is defined as the ability of a worker to work on a machine. In 
practice, not all workers will be equally proficient on every machine. Further, it is not likely 
that they will be able to operate all machines or the same fixed number of machines as their 
colleagues do. In other words, workers will be different from one another with respect to 
skills. In this paper, we will study a DRC manufacturing system and include these 
individual differences with respect to worker skills. 

                                                           
6 This paper is submitted to the European Journal of Operational Research. 
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Within a DRC environment, labour allocation rules are needed to specify the timing of 
transferring workers and to specify where workers need to be transferred. Labour allocation 
rules considered in most DRC studies are the when-rule and the where-rule. The when-rule 
determines at what moment labour becomes eligible for transfer, while the where-rule 
determines to which work centre or machine a worker needs to be transferred. These labour 
allocation rules have received ample attention in literature (see e.g., the literature reviews of 
Treleven 1989, Gargeya and Deane 1996, Hottenstein and Bowman 1998). The impact of 
labour allocation rules on system performance seems to depend on the specific DRC shop 
modelled and the performance measure considered. 

This study concentrates on labour allocation rules in DRC systems with worker differences. 
We treat the skills of workers as an individual human factor and evaluate when-rules, 
where-rules, and who-rules within these systems. A who-rule chooses who should be 
transferred to a machine if more than one skilled worker is available. If workers differ from 
each other, it is important to pay attention to the who-rule. For instance, a who-rule 
focusing on task proficiency differences may be able to redirect work from less proficient 
workers to more proficient workers, which will reduce mean flow time. Who-rules 
focussing on other worker differences, such as differences in the number of skills per 
worker, also impact the division of jobs to workers. An objective of a who-rule may be to 
try to equalise workloads of workers in case worker differences tend to create a disparity of 
workloads. This may also lead to better system performance. The focus of this paper is on 
the effect of the who-rule relative to the effects of the where-rule and the when-rule. 
Worker differences may impact the effect on system performance of these latter rules as 
well. 

Section 2 reviews the literature on labour allocation rules in DRC systems with worker 
differences and discusses the focus of the current study. Then, in section 3, we explain how 
we model worker differences in task proficiency and in the number of skills per worker. 
This is followed by a description of the simulation model and the experimental design in 
section 4. Section 5 discusses the results of the simulation study and section 6 concludes the 
paper. 

2. Literature review 

In this section, we will review the literature on labour allocation rules in DRC systems with 
heterogeneous labour and workers with different numbers of skills. Further, we will discuss 
the focus of this study. 

2.1 Labour allocation rules and worker differences 

With respect to task proficiency, most prior studies model homogeneous labour. This 
means that all workers perform their assigned tasks with equal proficiency. Few studies 
incorporate heterogeneous labour, meaning that task proficiency differences exist within 
the shop (e.g., Nelson 1970, Rochette and Sadowski 1976, Hogg et al. 1977, Bobrowski 
and Park 1993, Malhotra et al. 1993, Kher and Malhotra 1994, Malhotra and Kher 1994, 
Fry et al. 1995, Felan and Fry 2001). Note that studies modelling learning and forgetting 
effects of workers, by definition, deal with heterogeneous labour. 

Nelson (1970) models a system with two work centres consisting of two machines each, 
and two workers. Each worker is fully proficient at performing tasks on his/her own work 
centre, and the task proficiency on the other work centre is varied. As a where-rule, a 
worker is always assigned to the work centre where he/she is most proficient, unless there 
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is no work there, and there is work at the other work centre. Further, three when-rules are 
evaluated. The decentralised when-rule only allows a labour transfer if the work centre is 
empty. The centralised when-rule allows a labour transfer after completion of each job. 
Finally, between these two extremes, a third when-rule is modelled which transfers a 
worker with a 50% chance after completing a job from a work centre that still has jobs in 
queue. Only the where-rule thus uses task proficiency information. Results show that if task 
proficiency is decreased, the choice of a when-rule is more important and a centralised 
when-rule is preferred. 

Rochette and Sadowski (1976) model heterogeneous labour with limited flexibility. 
Workers are not fully efficient at centres other than their own within their department and 
are not allowed to transfer to other departments. They test different dispatching rules and 
vary the shop load and the number of machines per work centre. However, they do not 
consider different labour allocation rules. They use a centralised when-rule, and a where-
rule that first tries to assign a worker to his/her own centre at which he/she is fully 
proficient, and if this is not possible, then to the centre with the highest priority job in 
queue. This where-rule thus uses information on task proficiency differences. Finally, they 
use a who-rule that assigns the worker who has been idle the longest in case more than one 
worker is available. Their results indicate that workforce flexibility and corresponding 
machine availability significantly improve mean flow time and mean tardiness performance 
of jobs for all six dispatching rules examined. 

Hogg et al. (1977) model three different types of heterogeneous systems: Labour 
Differential Systems (LD), Machine Centre Differential Systems (MCD), and Labour and 
Machine Centre Differential Systems (L&MCD). All these systems are modelled as 
systems with full flexibility. In LD systems, the task proficiency differs between workers, 
but a single worker is equally proficient at all machine centres. In MCD systems, the task 
proficiency differs between work centres, but workers are equally proficient at a work 
centre. Finally, in L&MCD systems, task proficiency depends on both the machine centre 
and the worker who performs the job. For these three types of heterogeneous systems, they 
study two where-rules, one based on the time a job has been waiting (First Come First 
Served: FCFS), and another based on the proficiency of workers (Maximum Labourer 
Efficiency: MLE). The size of the system and labour utilisation are also varied. They 
supposedly use a centralised when-rule and they use a who-rule that selects the most 
efficient worker. The MLE where-rule and the who-rule they use thus take information on 
task proficiency differences into account. Their results show that the two where-rules do 
not perform differently in LD systems. This can easily be explained by the fact that a single 
worker is equally proficient at every work centre, and the MLE where-rule then reverts to 
the FCFS where-rule. For MCD systems, the FCFS where-rule is superior. The MLE 
where-rule results in good performance for the work centres at which workers are 
proficient, but at the expense of the performance of work centres at which workers are not 
proficient. An interesting result is that in L&MCD systems, the MLE where-rule is far 
superior to the FCFS where-rule, at least if no clear MCD pattern can be found within the 
L&MCD scheme. 

Bobrowski and Park (1993) study labour allocation rules in a shop with full flexibility and 
differences in task proficiency. The heterogeneous system they model can be seen as an 
L&MCD system. They study five different when-rules and seven where-rules and include 
task proficiency information in two when-rules and six where-rules. They do not mention a 
who-rule. Their results show that the “efficiency” where-rule, which moves the worker to 
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the work centre where he/she is most efficient, dominates all other where rules they 
included in their design. This is consistent with the observation of Hogg et al. (1977), that 
the MLE where-rule is superior in L&MCD systems. Further, they show that as long as the 
efficiency where-rule is selected, the selection of the when-rule is not important. 

Malhotra et al. (1993) study the impact of worker learning, worker flexibility, and labour 
attrition on the performance of a DRC job-shop. Labour allocation rules are not included as 
experimental factors. They use a centralised when-rule and a “First in the system first 
served” where-rule, which do not use information on task proficiency differences. They 
also do not address a who-rule in their study. Their shop consists of six functional 
departments and labour flexibility is modelled as the number of different departments 
where a worker can work. Since all possible levels of worker flexibility are studied, both 
limited and full flexibility are modelled. Their conclusions are that incremental worker 
flexibility improves system performance even under conditions of high labour attrition and 
slow learning, for which labour efficiency losses are high.  

Kher and Malhotra (1994) examine whether it is beneficial to cross-train workers in DRC 
job shops in the presence of worker transfer delays, worker learning effects, and worker 
attrition in order to improve shop performance. From a total of six departments, workers are 
trained to process jobs in two or in three departments, representing a system of limited 
flexibility. Even though they include the when-rule and the where-rule as experimental 
factors, these rules do not use information on task proficiency differences. The centralised 
and decentralised when-rules and the first-arrived-in-the-system-first-served (FISFS) and 
the least slack where-rules are evaluated. No mention is made of a who-rule. They conclude 
that in the presence of learning losses and transfer delays, a decentralised when-rule is 
superior and the FISFS where-rule is preferred because of ease of implementation and 
control. 

Malhotra and Kher (1994) study two when-rules and five where-rules in a shop with full 
flexibility, heterogeneous resources (LD, MCD, and L&MCD systems), and worker 
transfer delays. Three of the where-rules use information on task proficiency differences. 
Their results show that the “Most Efficient” where rule, which is equal to the MLE where-
rule of Hogg et al. (1977) and the efficiency where-rule of Bobrowski and Park (1993), is 
robust with respect to the when-rule chosen (i.e., centralised or decentralised) and with 
respect to the heterogeneous system modelled (i.e., LD, MCD, or L&MCD). The study 
does not explicate a who-rule. 

Fry et al. (1995) study labour flexibility and attrition in a DRC shop with heterogeneous 
labour and worker training. Upon entering the system, workers are trained for their desired 
level of flexibility (i.e., a worker can perform operations in one, two, or three departments) 
and incur learning losses before becoming fully proficient. Since the shop consists of six 
departments and workers are able to work in three departments at most, a DRC shop with 
limited flexibility is modelled. They use a centralised when-rule and a FISFS where-rule, 
which do not include information on task proficiency differences. They do not evaluate 
other labour allocation rules and no mention is made of a who-rule. Their results show that 
each increase in attrition rate worsens system performance despite the level of worker 
flexibility. Increasing worker flexibility from one to two reduces the impact of changing 
attrition rates. Increasing worker flexibility results in improvements in inventory and due 
date performance, but at the cost of increased labour variance and more worker transfers. 
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Felan and Fry (2001) model heterogeneous labour by including labour attrition and learning 
rates. Further, this is the only paper we know of that models workers who are trained to 
work in a different number of departments (i.e., one, two, or four departments). Skills of 
workers are thus regarded as an individual human factor in this paper. The focus of their 
study is on labour flexibility. They evaluate 13 different flexibility configurations with nine 
different levels of average flexibility for systems with a learning rate of 85% and of 90%. 
One of these configurations represents full flexibility, the other configurations represent 
limited flexibility. In contrast to what we intend to do, labour allocation rules are not varied 
in this study. They use a decentralised when-rule and a “longest queue” where-rule, which 
do not use information on worker differences. Further, they do not explicate a who-rule. 
Their results show that an average flexibility level of 1.7 performs just as well as 
incremental flexibility (i.e., a flexibility level of 2.0). Also, their results suggest that it is 
better to mix the training between workers than to try to provide equal training. In this way, 
more workers are kept within one department and the efficiency of these workers can then 
be maximised. A few resulting workers with high levels of flexibility are able to respond to 
temporary overloads within departments. 

2.2 Focus of this study 

The focus of this study is on evaluating labour allocation rules in DRC systems with 
workers who differ in task proficiency and in number of skills they possess. As we have 
seen in the previous section, only the study of Felan and Fry (2001) model differences in 
the number of skills workers possess. However, they do not vary labour allocation rules and 
also do not use rules that take this worker difference into account. We intend to do this in 
this study. 

Table 1. A taxonomy of DRC literature modelling heterogeneous labour based on 
evaluation of labour allocation rules and type of flexibility.a These studies vary levels 
of cross-training, where one level represents full flexibility and other levels represent 
limited flexibility. 

 Full flexibility Limited flexibility 

Not evaluating labour 
allocation rules 

I 
Malhotra et al. (1993)a 
Felan and Fry (2001) a 

 

II 
Rochette and Sadowski (1976) 

Malhotra et al. (1993) a 
Fry et al. (1995) 

Felan and Fry (2001) a 
 

Evaluating labour 
allocation rules 

III 
Nelson (1970) 

Hogg et al. (1977) 
Bobrowski and Park (1993) 
Malhotra and Kher (1994) 

IV 
Kher and Malhotra (1994) 

Current study 
 

 

With respect to task proficiency differences between workers (i.e., heterogeneous labour), 
we made a taxonomy of the DRC studies that were reviewed in subsection 2.1 (see table 1). 
The horizontal dimension shows whether full flexibility or limited flexibility was modelled, 
and the vertical dimension distinguishes between studies that vary labour allocation rules or 
not. As can be seen in table 1, four studies (within quadrants I and II) did not vary labour 
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allocation rules, while five studies (within quadrants III and IV) did. Of these five studies, 
only one study modelled a system with limited flexibility. This study by Kher and Malhotra 
(1994), however, does not include allocation rules that use information on task proficiency 
differences. We think limited flexibility is a quite realistic assumption that may impact the 
effect of labour allocation rules such as the where-rule and the who-rule. Therefore, the 
current study can be positioned in the fourth quadrant, since who-rules, when-rules, and 
where-rules are evaluated in systems with limited flexibility. While prior studies have not 
yet evaluated the who-rule in systems with heterogeneous labour, special attention will be 
given to this labour allocation rule. 

3. Differences in task proficiency and number of skills 

In this section, the modelling of worker differences in task proficiency and in the number of 
skills per worker is expounded. We consider static worker differences in task proficiency, 
meaning that it is assumed that no worker learning or forgetting takes place. While keeping 
the division of skills equal, three configurations of task proficiency differences are 
generated by increasing the task proficiency differences between workers. In this way, it 
can be studied whether the extent of worker differences affects the impact of allocation 
rules (including rules that make use of those worker differences) on flow time. With respect 
to differences in the number of skills per worker, we follow a similar approach by including 
two configurations with increasing differences between the number of skills per worker. In 
the last subsection, a configuration is presented that combines task proficiency differences 
and worker differences with respect to the number of skills.  

3.1. Task proficiency 

We consider systems that Hogg et al. (1977) call “Labour and Machine Centre Differential 
systems” or L&MCD systems. For these systems, task proficiency depends on the specific 
worker and machine performing the task. Nelson (1967, 1970) and Hogg et al. (1977) 
model task proficiency by introducing a factor jie , representing the relative efficiency of 
worker j  ( j  = 1, 2, …, N ) when using machine i  ( i  = 1, 2, …, M ). The expected 
processing time for a specific job will then be 1/ jie µ . The expected processing rate ( µ ) is 
thus adjusted by multiplying it by factor jie , which is bound to a maximum of one in their 
research. In contrast, we multiply the expected processing time (1/ µ ) by a proficiency 
factor jip . In accordance with work measurement studies, where basic and standard times 
are assessed, the processing time can be regarded as a distribution of the basic time, which 
is adjusted up or down by a proficiency factor jip , ranging from 0.8 to 1.2 within our 
experiments. For example, a proficiency factor of 0.9 indicates that the task is performed 
within 90% of the expected basic time. Proficiency factors lower than one thus result in 
processing times which are lower than the basic time, while proficiency factors higher than 
one result in above-average processing times. 
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Table 2. Three cross-training configurations representing three levels of task 
proficiency differences 

I II III 
Worker Worker Worker 

M
a-

ch
in

e 

W
1 

W
2 

W
3 

W
4 

W
5 

W
1 

W
2 

W
3 

W
4 

W
5 

W
1 

W
2 

W
3 

W
4 

W
5 

M1  1 1 1   0.9 1 1.1   0.8 1 1.2   
M2  1 1 1   0.9 1 1.1   0.8 1 1.2  
M3   1 1 1   0.9 1 1.1   0.8 1 1.2 
M4 1   1 1 1.1   0.9 1 1.2   0.8 1 
M5 1 1   1 1 1.1   0.9 1 1.2   0.8 
M6 1 1 1   0.9 1 1.1   0.8 1 1.2   
M7  1 1 1   0.9 1 1.1   0.8 1 1.2  
M8   1 1 1   0.9 1 1.1   0.8 1 1.2 
M9 1   1 1 1.1   0.9 1 1.2   0.8 1 

M10 1 1   1 1 1.1   0.9 1 1.2   0.8 
 

Table 2 shows three cross-training configurations (I, II and III) for systems with ten 
machines and five workers. The three configurations show the same division of skills. 
Further, each worker is able to operate six machines (i.e., each worker has a 
multifunctionality of six) and each machine can be operated by three workers (i.e., each 
machine has a redundancy of three). Since not all workers are able to operate all machines, 
these configurations represent limited labour flexibility. The basic configuration, which is 
configuration I, models homogeneous labour: the task proficiency for each skill is the same. 
Configuration II and III model heterogeneous labour, with task proficiency deviations from 
the basic time of 10% in the second configuration and of 20% in the third configuration. To 
make the three configurations comparable, the following holds true for each configuration: 

1
1ji

i

p j
MF

= ∀∑ , and 
1

1ji
j

p i
RE

= ∀∑ ,  

where MF  denotes the multifunctionality of workers j  and RE  denotes the redundancy 
of machines i . The average task proficiency of each machine and the average task 
proficiency of each worker thus equal one. Further, 0jip ≥ , and at least one 1jip i= ∀ . 
This means that workers cannot be negatively skilled and of the three workers who are able 
to operate a machine, at least one worker performs conform the basic times (average times). 
In case of task proficiency differences, one of the other workers performs below average 
and another performs above average, since the average is set at one. We expect that 
allocation rules that incorporate task proficiency information lead to lower average flow 
times than rules that do not incorporate that information. For labour allocation rules that 
incorporate task proficiency information, configurations with larger differences in task 
proficiency may provide more opportunities to improve flow time performance than 
configurations with lower differences in task proficiency. In contrast, for labour allocation 
rules that do not incorporate proficiency information, flow time performance may decrease 
for configurations with larger differences in task proficiency, because of the higher 
variation of processing times of machines and workers. 
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3.2. Number of skills 

Two cross-training configurations (IV and V in table 3) are used in this study to model 
systems where each worker possesses a different number of skills. Note that even though 
the multifunctionality of each worker is different, we kept the redundancy of all machines 
at three. In configuration IV, the first worker possesses four skills, the second worker five, 
and so on. The number of skills per worker thus ranges from four to eight. The differences 
in number of skills per worker are somewhat higher in the fifth configuration, where the 
number of skills ranges from two to ten. The fifth worker is fully cross-trained in this 
configuration. We expect that configuration four performs better than configuration five. In 
other words, we expect that a configuration with a more equal division of skills per worker 
will result in better flow times than a configuration with large differences between the 
number of skills per worker. Workers who possess more skills will be assigned more often 
than workers who possess fewer skills and therefore, a more unequal division of the 
number of skills per worker will result in larger differences between the utilisation of 
workers. 

Table 3. Two cross-training configurations with differences in the number of skills per 
worker (IV and V) and a configuration representing large task proficiency differences 
and large differences in the number of skills workers possess (VI). 

IV V VI 
Worker Worker Worker 

M
a-

ch
in

e 

W
1 

W
2 

W
3 

W
4 

W
5 

W
1 

W
2 

W
3 

W
4 

W
5 

W
1 

W
2 

W
3 

W
4 

W
5 

M1  1  1 1  1  1  1 0.8  1.2  1 
M2 1  1 1  1  1  1 1.2  1  0.8 
M3 1  1  1  1  1 1  0.8  1 1.2 
M4 1  1  1  1  1 1  1.2  0.8 1 
M5  1 1  1  1  1 1  1  1.2 0.8 
M6  1  1 1  1  1 1  1  0.8 1.2 
M7  1  1 1   1 1 1   0.8 1.2 1 
M8  1  1 1   1 1 1   0.8 1 1.2 
M9  1  1 1   1 1 1   1.2 0.8 1 

M10   1 1 1   1 1 1   1 1.2 0.8 
 

3.3. Combination of task proficiency and number of skills 

Configuration VI (see table 3) is used to model a combination of task proficiency 
differences and differences in the number of skills of workers. Actually, it is an adaptation 
of configuration V to include task proficiency differences of 20%. In this configuration, 
task proficiency differences as well as differences in the number of skills of workers are 
large. For this configuration, it will be interesting to see whether the who-rule should 
incorporate information on task proficiency differences or information on the difference in 
number of skills per worker. Further, the extent of the effect of where-rules and who-rules 
that incorporate information on worker differences in a system with large worker 
differences can be evaluated. 
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4. Simulation model and experimental design 

4.1. DRC model 

We used the object oriented simulation software package EM-Plant Version 5.5 (Stuttgart: 
Technomatix) for building the DRC simulation models. The DRC shop consists of ten 
machines and five workers. Job arrivals follow a negative exponential distribution with a 
mean interarrival time of 1.294 time units. This is selected to create an average labour 
utilisation of 85% using task proficiency factors of one (i.e., basic times). Jobs need to visit 
between 1 and 10 machines in a random order. This means that a job needs to visit an 
average number of 5.5 machines. Additionally, a job may visit a specific machine only 
once. Machine processing times are drawn from a gamma [2, 0.5] distribution, which is 
equal to a 2-Erlang distribution. This distribution is often used to represent operating times. 
The First-In-System-First-Served (FISFS) dispatching rule is used in the system. 

4.2. Experimental design 

Three experiments are conducted to study the effects of when, where and who-rules in 
systems with differences in tasks proficiency (Experiment I), differences in the number of 
skills of workers (Experiment II), and a combination of differences in task proficiency and 
the number of skills (Experiment III). Table 4 shows these three experiments and the 
experimental factors within each experiment. 

Table 4. Three experiments with their experimental factors and levels 

Experiment Experimental factor Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
1 TP:       task proficiency differences 0% 10% 20% 
 WR:     where-rule FISFS PL  
 WHO:  who-rule RND PL  
     
2 NS:      differences in number of skills 6-6 4-8 2-10 
 WHO:  who-rule  RND FNS  
     
3 WN:     when-rule CEN DECEN  
 WR:     where-rule FISFS PL  
 WHO:  who-rule RND FNS PL 

Legend     
 FISFS: First In System First Served FNS: Fewest Number of Skills 
 PL: Proficiency Level CEN: Central 
 RND: Random DECEN: Decentral 

 

The first experiment focuses on the where-rule and the who-rule in systems with increasing 
differences in task proficiency of workers. Cross-training configurations I, II and III (see 
table 2) are used in this experiment to represent three levels of task proficiency differences. 
The First-In-System-First-Served (FISFS) where-rule is compared with the Proficiency 
Level (PL) where-rule. The PL where-rule assigns workers to the machine where they are 
most proficient. As we have seen in section 2.1, this rule has been shown to give good 
results in L&MCD systems with full flexibility. The random (RND) who-rule is compared 
with the Proficiency Level (PL) who-rule. The PL who-rule assigns the worker who is most 
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proficient to the machine that requires labour. Within this experiment, the centralised when-
rule is used. 

The second experiment focuses on the who-rule in systems with increasing differences in 
the number of skills that workers possess. Configurations I, IV and V (see tables 2 and 3) 
are used here to represent three levels of differences in the number of skills per worker. The 
random (RND) who-rule is compared with the “fewest number of skills” (FNS) who-rule, 
which assigns the worker who possesses the fewest number of skills to the machine that 
requires labour. The FISFS where-rule and the centralised when-rule are used. 

Finally, the third experiment focuses on the when-rule, the where-rule and the who-rule in a 
system with a large difference in task proficiency and a large difference in the number of 
skills workers possess. Configuration VI in table 3 is used for this. The centralised when-
rule is compared to the decentralised when-rule. Further, the FISFS where-rule is compared 
to the PL where-rule, and the RND, FNS and PL who-rules are evaluated. To measure 
system performance, the average flow time of jobs is used. 

5. Results and discussion 

For each combination within the three full-factorial experiments, 40 observations were 
collected using the replication/deletion approach (see e.g., Law and Kelton 2000: 525). 
Each observation has a warm-up period of 6000 time units, and subsequently, data is 
collected over a period of 30 000 time units. Different seeds were used for each replication 
to maximise sampling independence. The results of the three experiments are discussed 
separately below. 

5.1. Experiment I: Differences in task proficiency 

Table 5. Full factorial results for experiment I 

TP WR WHO Average flow time Std. Deviation 
0% FISFS RND 12.13 0.320 
  PL 12.20 0.378 
 PL RND 12.52 0.417 
  PL 12.60 0.404 
     
10% FISFS RND 12.48 0.376 
  PL 11.84 0.417 
 PL RND 10.98 0.219 
  PL 10.50 0.217 
     
20% FISFS RND 12.79 0.315 
  PL 11.84 0.407 
 PL RND 10.22 0.146 
  PL 9.33 0.129 

 

The full factorial results for the first experiment are shown in table 5. The data were 
analysed using a 3 x 2 x 2 analysis of variance (ANOVA) between subjects design with 
task proficiency differences (TP), the where-rule (WR), and the who-rule (WHO) as 
independent variables and flow time as dependent variable. A Levene’s test of equality of 
error variances showed that the assumption of homogeneity of variance across populations 
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was violated. However, since we conduct a between subjects ANOVA with equal cell sizes, 
the risk of drawing false conclusions is small. As long as the group sizes are approximately 
equal, the F statistic is robust against heterogeneous variances (Stevens 1996: 249). 
Therefore, the analysis is continued. The largest variance in this experiment is about ten 
times the smallest variance. As can be seen in table 5, this difference in variance (or 
standard deviation in table 5) is mainly caused by the decreasing variance in cells with 10% 
or 20% task proficiency differences combined with a PL where-rule. 

The ANOVA results in table 6 show that all main effects and two two-way interactions are 
significant (p < 0.05). In our further analysis, we will discuss the significant main and 
interaction effects and, if necessary, we will revise the higher level effects when studying 
the lower level effects. 

Table 6. ANOVA results for average flow time within Experiment I 

 Average Flow time  
Source F p-value 
TP 673.00 p < 0.001 
WR 1572.80 p < 0.001 
WHO 246.88 p < 0.001 
TP x WR 813.20 p < 0.001 
TP x WHO 94.43 p < 0.001 
WR x WHO 1.60 p = 0.207 
TP x WR x WHO 0.57 p = 0.563 
 
To find out whether all three levels of TP are significantly different from each other, we 
performed a post-hoc, paired-comparison test with a Sidak adjustment to correct the alpha 
level of 0.05. The Sidak adjustment is slightly less conservative than the Bonferroni 
correction. It uses an adjusted critical alpha, which is calculated as follows: 

( )1/
1 1

N

criticalα α= − − , where N is the number of tests to be performed. It turns out that all 
levels are significantly (p < 0.001) different from each other (TP 0%: Mean = 12.36, 
Standard Error = 0.026; TP 10%: M = 11.45, SE = 0.026; TP 20%: M = 11.04, SE = 0.026). 
The main effect of TP thus shows that larger differences in task proficiency result in better 
flow times. This indicates the advantages of taking worker differences into account in the 
where-rule and who-rule. This will be made more clear in the discussion of the interaction 
effects between the proficiency level and the where-rule, and the proficiency level and the 
who-rule. 

The main effect of the where-rule (WR) indicates that the PL where-rule results in better 
flow times (M = 11.02, SE = 0.021) than the FISFS where-rule (M = 12.21, SE = 0.021). 
This result is in conformity with that of Hogg et al. (1977), Bobrowski and Park (1993), 
and Malhotra and Kher (1994), who also included a rule based on efficiency, and found that 
such a rule is superior compared with other where-rules in L&MCD systems. Limited 
flexibility apparently does not alter this conclusion. 

The main effect of the who-rule (WHO) indicates that the PL who-rule results in better 
flow times (M = 11.38, SE = 0.021) than the RND who-rule (M = 11.85, SE = 0.021). For 
the who-rule as well as for the where-rule, it thus seems advantageous to make choices 
based on individual task proficiency differences. 
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Figure 1. The interaction effect of task proficiency differences (TP) and the where-
rule (WR). 

The effect of task proficiency differences (TP) on the where-rule (WR) is illustrated in 
figure 1. The simple main effects showed us that the FISFS where-rule and the PL where-
rule are significantly different (p < 0.001) within each level of TP. Without task proficiency 
differences (i.e., TP = 0%), the PL where-rule performs worse (M = 12.55, SE = 0.037) 
than the FISFS where-rule (M = 12.16, SE = 0.037). This can be explained by the fact that 
the PL where-rule chooses a machine randomly if the choice cannot be based on task 
proficiency differences. In contrast, if task proficiency differences are present, the PL 
where-rule results in much better flow times (TP 10%: M = 10.74, SE= 0.037; TP 20%: M 
= 9.77, SE = 0.037) than the FISFS where-rule (TP 10%: M = 12.16, SE= 0.037; TP 20%: 
M = 12.32, SE = 0.037). While the main effect of TP showed a decrease in flow time with 
larger task proficiency differences, the interaction with the where-rule shows that flow time 
only decreases if a PL where-rule is used. The PL where-rule, which incorporates task 
proficiency information, can thus benefit from proficiency differences to reduce system 
utilisation, thereby decreasing average flow time. A further analysis of the significant 
simple main effects of TP (p < 0.001 within the PL where-rule, p = 0.003 within the FISFS 
where-rule) using the Sidak adjustment for multiple comparisons shows that for the PL 
where-rule, all levels of TP differ significantly, while for the FISFS where-rule, the TP 
levels of 0% and 10% do not differ significantly. At the TP level of 20%, the average flow 
time actually increases significantly for the FISFS where-rule, compared with the lower 
levels of TP. This confirms our earlier expectation that if task proficiency differences 
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increase, the average flow time of jobs also increases in case labour allocation rules do not 
incorporate task proficiency information. To conclude, in this experiment, the largest effect 
of the where-rule is found at a TP level of 20%, resulting in a 20.6% reduction of flow 
time. 
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Figure 2. The interaction effect of task proficiency differences (TP) and the who-rule 
(WHO). 

The effect of task proficiency differences (TP) on the who-rule (WHO) is illustrated in 
figure 2. The simple main effects of the who-rule show that the RND who-rule and the PL 
who-rule differ significantly at the TP levels of 10% and 20% (p < 0.001). As expected, the 
who-rule is not significant at the TP level of 0% (p = 0.158), since the PL who-rule reverts 
to the RND who-rule if no task proficiency differences between workers exist. At a TP 
level of 20%, the effect of the who-rule is stronger (PL: M = 10.58, SE = 0.037; RND: M = 
11.51, SE = 0.037) than at a TP level of 10% (PL: M = 11.17, SE = 0.037; RND: M = 
11.73, SE = 0.037). Here, the largest effect of the who-rule results in an 8.0% reduction of 
flow time. The PL who-rule, which incorporates task proficiency information, can thus also 
benefit from task proficiency differences. 
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5.2. Experiment II: Differences in the number of skills 

Table 7. Full factorial results for experiment II 

NS WHO Average flow time Std. Deviation 
6-6 RND 12.20 0.323 
 FNS 12.12 0.484 
    
4-8 RND 12.49 0.371 
 FNS 12.45 0.451 
    
2-10 RND 15.19 0.873 
 FNS 14.54 0.665 
 

The full factorial results for the second experiment are shown in table 7. The data were 
analysed using a 3 x 2 analysis of variance (ANOVA) between subjects design with 
differences in number of skills (NS), and the who-rule (WHO) as independent variables and 
flow time as dependent variable. Again, the assumption of homogeneity of variances was 
violated, but as argued before, the risk of drawing false conclusions is small. Here, the 
largest variance is about seven times the smallest variance. Table 7 shows that larger 
differences in number of skills (NS) increase the standard deviation of the average flow 
time within the cells, especially in combination with a RND who-rule. The ANOVA results 
in table 8 show that all main effects and the two-way interaction are significant. 

Table 8. ANOVA results for average flow time within Experiment II 

 Average Flow time  
Source F p-value 
NS 557.09 p < 0.001 
WHO 12.69 p < 0.001 
NS x WHO 7.49 p = 0.001 
 

The significant main effect of differences in number of skills (NS) is further analysed using 
a post-hoc, paired-comparison test with a Sidak adjustment to correct the alpha level of 
0.05. All levels of NS are significantly different from each other (p ≤  0.002), while larger 
differences in the number of skills per worker result in higher flow times (NS 6-6: M = 
12.16, SE = 0.063; NS 4-8: M = 12.47, SE = 0.063; NS 2-10: M = 14.86, SE = 0.063). This 
result is in conformity with our earlier expectations, but it contrasts with that of Felan and 
Fry (2001), who state that it is better to mix the training between workers than to try to 
provide equal training. This contradiction can be explained by the fact that Felan and Fry 
(2001) also model labour learning. In their experiment, workers with few skills are able to 
maximize the task proficiency of those skills, while the few workers with many skills are 
able to respond to temporary overloads. 

The significant main effect of the who-rule shows that the FNS who-rule results in better 
flow times (M = 13.04, SE = 0.051) than the RND who-rule (M = 13.29, SE = 0.051). 
Individual differences with respect to the number of skills can thus be used to base a who-
rule on in order to improve flow time performance. 
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The significant interaction effect of differences in number of skills (NS) on the who-rule 
(WHO) is analysed by looking at the simple main effects of the who-rule. It turns out that 
the who-rule is only significant (p < 0.001) at NS 2-10, representing large differences in 
number of skills per worker. Here, the FNS who-rule reduces flow time with 4.3% (M = 
14.54, SE = 0.089) compared to the RND who-rule (M = 15.19, SE = 0.089). In other 
words, differences in number of skills per worker must be large in order for the FNS who-
rule to have a relatively small (4.3%), but statistically significant effect on flow time. 

5.3. Experiment III: Differences in task proficiency and number of skills 

Table 9. Full factorial results for experiment III 

WN WR WHO Average flow time Std. Deviation 
CEN FISFS RND 16.14 0.891 
  PL 15.00 0.763 
  FNS 15.71 0.817 
     
 PL RND 10.87 0.162 
  PL 10.15 0.158 
  FNS 10.73 0.212 
     
DECEN FISFS RND 20.47 1.413 
  PL 19.74 1.320 
  FNS 19.77 1.176 
     
 PL RND 14.06 0.364 
  PL 13.57 0.363 
  FNS 13.89 0.420 

 

The full factorial results for the third experiment are shown in table 9. The data were 
analysed using a 2 x 2 x 3 analysis of variance (ANOVA) between subjects design with the 
when-rule (WN), the where-rule (WR), and the who-rule (WHO) as independent variables 
and flow time as dependent variable. The assumption of equality of error variances was 
violated here as well. As can be seen in table 9, the standard deviations of the average flow 
time of cells using a decentralised when-rule are higher than those using a centralised 
when-rule. Further, cells using a PL where-rule show substantial lower standard deviations 
than cells using a FISFS where-rule. The ANOVA results in table 10 show that all main 
effects and two two-way interactions are significant (p < 0.05). 
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Table 10. ANOVA results for average flow time within Experiment III 

 Average Flow time  
Source F p-value 
WN 2725.10 p < 0.001 
WR 5852.28 p < 0.001 
WHO 37.10 p < 0.001 
WN x WR 59.03 p < 0.001 
WN x WHO 3.57 p = 0.029 
WR x WHO 2.84 p = 0.060 
WN x WR x WHO 0.71 p = 0.494 
 

The significant main effect of the when-rule (WN) shows that the centralised when-rule 
performs considerably better (M = 13.10, SE = 0.052) than the decentralised when-rule (M 
= 16.92, SE = 0.052), which is an improvement of 22.6%. The significant main effect of the 
where-rule (WR) shows that the PL where-rule performs substantially better (M = 12.21, 
SE = 0.052) than the FISFS where-rule (M = 17.81, SE = 0.052), which is an improvement 
of 31.4%. The significant main effect of the who-rule (WHO) is further analysed using a 
post-hoc, paired-comparison test with a Sidak adjustment to correct the alpha level of 0.05. 
All three who-rules differ significantly from each other (p < 0.001), where the PL who-rule 
performs best (M = 14.62, SE = 0.063), followed by the FNS who rule (M = 15.02, SE = 
0.063), and finally the RND who-rule (M = 15.39, SE = 0.063). Here, the who-rule can thus 
result in a flow time improvement of 5%.  

The significant interaction effect of the when-rule (WN) on the where-rule (WR) is 
analysed using the simple main effects of the where-rule. Even though the where-rule is 
significant (p < 0.001) within both levels of the when-rule, for a centralised when-rule the 
relative flow time difference between a FISFS where-rule and a PL where-rule is slightly 
larger (FISFS: M = 15.62, SE 0.073; PL: M = 10.58, SE 0.073; flow time difference: 
32.2%) than for a decentralised when-rule (FISFS: M = 20.00, SE = 0.073; PL: M = 13.84, 
SE = 0.073; flow time difference: 30.8%). This result is in conformity with Nelson (1970), 
who indicates that a centralised when-rule is preferred if task proficiency differs. Also, the 
simple main effects of the when-rule (WN) show that the when-rule is significant (p < 
0.001) within both levels of the where rule. The flow time difference between the 
centralised and the decentralised when-rule is 21.9% within a FISFS where-rule, while it is 
23.5% within a PL where-rule. This means that the selection of the when-rule is important. 
This outcome contrasts with that of Bobrowski and Park (1993) and Malhotra and Kher 
(1994), who claim that as long as the efficiency based where-rule (i.e., “efficiency” or 
“Most Efficient”, respectively) is selected, the choice of a when-rule does not matter much. 
The fact that we model limited flexibility may contribute to this contrasting outcome. With 
limited flexibility, workers have less choice in moving to a work centre than with full 
flexibility. This will reduce the chance that they are allocated to a work centre at which 
they are very proficient. Moreover, with a decentralised when-rule, they can be trapped in 
work centres at which they are not very proficient until the queue is empty. 

The simple main effects of the who-rule are analysed to explain the significant interaction 
effect (p = 0.029) of the when-rule (WN) on the who-rule (WHO). Since the who-rule is 
significant for both levels of the when rule (p < 0.001), pairwise comparisons were made 
using the Sidak adjustment for multiple comparisons. The results are shown in table 11. 
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Table 11. Simple main effect of the who-rule within each level of the when-rule and 
pairwise comparisons of the simple effects using the Sidak adjustment for multiple 
comparisons (α = 0.05) 

WN WHO Average flow time 
CEN PL 12.58 
 FNS 13.22 
 RND 13.50 
   
DECEN PL 16.66 
 FNS 16.83 
 RND 17.27 

 

Using a centralised when-rule, the difference between a RND who-rule and a FNS who-rule 
is not significant (p = 0.073), all other differences are significant (p < 0.001). This implies 
that incorporating information on differences in the number of skills of workers in the who-
rule does not help in reducing flow time. Within a decentralised when-rule, only the 
difference between a PL who-rule and a FNS who-rule is not significant (p = 0.426). The 
effect of the who-rule on flow time is larger in case of a centralised when-rule (a flow time 
difference of 6.9%) than in case of a decentralised when-rule (a flow time difference of 
3.5%). The explanation may be that the choice between workers has to be made more often, 
resulting in a better fit of machines and workers who are most proficient for those 
machines. Within this configuration, we have seen that the where-rule has the largest flow 
time effect, then the when-rule, and finally the who-rule. 

6. Conclusions 

This study focuses on labour allocation rules in DRC systems with limited flexibility in 
which skills of workers are regarded as an individual human factor. That is, workers differ 
in task proficiency and in number of skills they possess. When-rules, where-rules and who-
rules are evaluated within these systems. Since prior studies have not evaluated the who-
rule in systems with heterogeneous labour yet, special attention is given to this labour 
allocation rule. 

In DRC systems with limited labour flexibility and differences in task proficiency, it is 
advantageous to base the where-rule and the who-rule on these task proficiency differences. 
In other words, the where-rule should send a worker to the machine at which he/she is most 
proficient, which is in conformity with prior research of DRC systems with full flexibility 
(Hogg et al.1977, Bobrowski and Park 1993). Additionally, the who-rule should transfer 
the worker who is most proficient in case a choice between workers has to be made. Larger 
differences in task proficiency result in a larger effect of these rules. Further, the flow time 
effect of the where-rule is larger than the flow time effect of the who-rule. 

DRC systems with differences in the number of skills per worker perform worse than 
systems where skills are divided equally. If differences in the number of skills per worker 
are present and task proficiencies do not differ, a who-rule based on large differences in the 
number of skills can slightly improve (4.3%) flow time performance by assigning the 
worker with the fewest number of skills. 
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In systems with task proficiency differences and differences in the number of skills per 
worker, a where-rule based on task proficiency differences performs well. In these systems, 
it seems more advantageous to base the who-rule on task proficiency differences than on 
differences in the number of skills per worker. Further, the centralised when-rule is 
preferred over the decentralised when-rule, even if the where-rule is based on proficiency 
differences. This result is different from that of prior research (Bobrowski and Park 1993, 
Malhotra and Kher 1994) in a system with full flexibility. 

This study suggests that in DRC systems with limited labour flexibility and worker 
differences, it is advantageous to select where-rules and who-rules that make use of these 
worker differences. To reduce flow time, the where-rule should be considered first, then the 
when-rule, and finally the who-rule. However, DRC systems can be found in a large variety 
of settings and can display quite different characteristics. We specifically modelled a DRC 
system with limited labour flexibility and worker differences, but even this more restricted 
set of DRC systems can be modelled in many ways. The outcomes of this study may be 
different if other factors are included. For instance, variations in staffing levels, shop size, 
job routings, processing times, or variability of processing times, may influence the impact 
of labour allocation rules such as the who-rule on system performance, turning it into 
interesting issues for further research. Also, transfer delays and learning and forgetting 
effects are not yet incorporated in our study. 
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Chapter 5 
 

Concluding remarks and directions for 
further research 

This chapter summarizes the main conclusions of the four issues addressed in this thesis. It 
also indicates directions for further research. Specific and detailed conclusions and 
directions for further research can be found in the individual papers in the previous 
chapters. 

5.1. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

5.1.1. Layout 

The paper “Decision support framework for the selection of a manufacturing layout” relates 
to the choice of a basic layout in the layout design activity. Many times, the choice between 
alternative basic layouts is not obvious. Previous research has compared alternative layouts 
(e.g. cell layouts versus process layouts), but it often focuses on a small set of factors, 
without explicitly assisting practitioners in making a choice between the alternative layouts 
in their specific situation. 

Our paper presents a general decision support framework for the selection of a 
manufacturing layout, including a hierarchical decomposition of the decision problem. This 
decomposition simplifies the decision problem and enables an efficient and effective 
employee participation. In the decision which layout to choose, strengths and weaknesses 
of each layout alternative are related to the performance objectives of the firm. The 
framework is applied in several practical situations and, in our opinion, the decision 
hierarchy presented in the paper and the use of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) form 
a robust framework for the selection of a layout in many situations. 

5.1.2. Investments 

In (re)designing processes, an important consideration is what process technology to apply 
in the transformation of inputs to outputs. Each alternative process technology or 
alternative variant of the same technology has different characteristics and will contribute 
differently to the production system’s effectiveness. Investing in new machines (either 
replacement or expansion investments) thus implies that the effectiveness of the production 
system may change. If we can quantify the benefits of the new technology, this information 
can be used in the financial investment appraisal of the technology.  

In the paper “An integrated model for part-operation allocation and investments in CNC 
technology” we include different characteristics of current and new machines and present a 
model to maximize the overall net present value of the after-tax cash flows and to 
determine (i) which part types to manufacture (fully or partially), on new and/or current 
machines, and in what quantities each period, (ii) what new CNC-machine(s) to invest in 
and when, and (iii), which of the current machines to dispose of, and when. The 
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contribution of this research is that it makes clear that the part-operation allocation 
decision, or the decision which parts to manufacture on the new or on the old machines, 
influences the benefits that can be achieved with investing in new technology. In our 
opinion and in line with our model, the investment decision should be based upon an 
integral view on the effect of part allocation on the effectiveness of the production system. 
Furthermore, CNC machine tools are often employed as multi-machine systems, and each 
CNC machine typically serves to replace more than one traditional machine. Using a 
phased implementation approach, the time horizon of the investment procedure (which not 
only decides what new machines to invest in, but also what current machines to dispose of) 
should be several years and numerous alternative investment options may be considered. 

5.1.3. Cross-training 

Cross-training is a job design activity to decide which workers should be trained for which 
machines. Of course, in a Dual Resource Constrained (DRC) system, where the number of 
operators is smaller than the number of machines, at least some of the operators need to be 
trained for more than one machine. The question is how much cross-training is needed and 
who should be cross-trained. In our research, we develop models to support in making these 
decisions. 

An important basic assumption in our models is that the distribution of cross-training 
should enable an equal workload division among the workers, to encourage “chaining”. A 
chain can be regarded as a connected bipartite graph where in case of labor chaining, the 
two subsets of vertices are workers and machines and the edges represent the worker skills. 
Previous research has shown that chaining is an effective policy. To obtain a chain, 
flexibility should be added in such a way that a path is created that connects every pair of 
vertices. Furthermore, we want the resulting cross-training configuration to be able to 
effectively deal with fluctuations. These may be fluctuations in the demand for jobs, or in 
the supply of labor. The latter can be caused by absenteeism, for instance. 

The paper “Cross-training in a cellular manufacturing environment” takes into account the 
training costs as well as the efficiency that a worker can realize while operating a particular 
machine after training. The model is able to deal with several demand situations and labor 
supply situations. The model is helpful when making a trade-off between training costs and 
the workload balance among workers in a manufacturing cell. The workload balance 
indicates the usefulness of labor flexibility in a particular situation. 

Next to developing an Integer Goal Programming (IGP) model to support a consequent 
application of alternative cross-training policies, the paper “Development and evaluation of 
cross-training policies for manufacturing teams” assesses the resulting cross-training 
configurations within three routing structures by means of simulation. For the IGP model, 
choices have to be made with respect to the desired number of additional cross-trainings, 
the minimal levels of multifunctionality and machine coverage, whether equal 
multifunctionality and machine coverage is strived for or not, and whether collective 
responsibility should be minimized or maximized. The simulation models incorporate 
absenteeism to evaluate the performance with fluctuations in the supply of labor. With 
respect to fluctuations in the demand of jobs, each machine has a different, but constant 
average utilization. Here, capacity balancing thus becomes an objective of cross-training. 
Jobs arrive according to a Poisson distribution, and the differences in utilization are 
modeled by specifying a different average processing time for each machine. The 
processing times of machines are distributed according to a 2-erlang distribution. In other 
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words, the average demand per machine does not change, but at any specific moment, there 
can be large differences in the number of jobs in queue and in the processing times of jobs. 
In such a system, variability buffering becomes an important objective of cross-training as 
well. The results show that within the parallel and job shop structure, equal 
multifunctionality and equal machine coverage are important for achieving an optimal 
mean flow time. Within the serial structure, more attention should be paid to the bottleneck 
machines by combining unequal machine coverage and maximum collective responsibility. 
Within all routing structures presented, equal multifunctionality combined with maximum 
collective responsibility seems to enable a fair distribution of workload among workers. 
This measure relates to the social dimension of a manufacturing team. 

5.1.4. Labor allocation 

Designing labor allocation rules is another job design activity. Labor allocation rules are 
required in production environments where workers need to sequentially work on more 
than one machine. In labor limited systems, it may happen that there is sufficient machine 
capacity at a certain workplace, but jobs have to wait because there is not sufficient worker 
capacity. This can be caused by the fact that workers are busy at other workplaces or 
because they do not have the right skills to work at the specific workplace. Labor allocation 
rules usually decide when a worker becomes eligible for transfer to another machine (the 
so-called “when-rule”), and to which machine the worker should be transferred to (the so-
called “where-rule”). Labor allocation rules are thus able to redirect a worker at a specified 
moment from his/her current activity to another activity that is given a higher priority. 
Designing rules that transfer labor at the right moment and to the right place improve 
system performance compared to less sophisticated labor allocation rules. Next to the 
when-rule and where-rule, we pay attention to the “who-rule” in our research. The who-rule 
decides who should be transferred if more than one worker is available.  

In the paper “On the who-rule in Dual Resource Constrained (DRC) manufacturing 
systems”, we focus on the role of the who-rule in simulation studies on labor flexibility and 
on performance effects of applying alternative who-rules. Although the who-rule seems to 
play a role in the daily practice of worker assignment, it is not systematically dealt with in 
simulation studies presented in the current literature. The who-rule may be applied in 
simulation when a job arrives at an empty work centre, or when a worker becomes 
available for transfer. The paper describes this in detail. Furthermore, an individual-based 
assignment approach and a team-based assignment approach are distinguished. In an 
individual-based assignment approach, reallocation to a specific machine is only considered 
for the worker who just left that machine. In contrast, a team-based assignment approach 
also checks whether other qualified workers are available for the machine. We show that 
the team-based assignment approach outperforms the individual-based assignment 
approach that is used in the current literature. Two simulation experiments are conducted to 
study the flow time effects of applying alternative who-rules. Factors likely to affect the 
extent of the effect of the who-rule are included as experimental factors as well. Next to the 
who-rule, experimental factors are the number of skills, disparity in work centre loads, and 
labor utilization. The first experiment models DRC systems with homogeneous labor with 
respect to task proficiencies, single or multilevel flexibility, and a disparity of work center 
loads, under three levels of average labor utilization. The second experiment models a DRC 
system with heterogeneous labor with respect to task proficiencies, single-level flexibility 
and a disparity of work center loads, with 60% labor utilization. The results of the study 
show that DRC shop characteristics influence the impact of the who-rule. The impact of the 
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who-rule is larger under lower levels of labor utilization than under higher levels of labor 
utilization. Furthermore, the first experiment shows that under lower levels of labor 
utilization, the effect of the who-rule is relatively larger with multilevel flexibility, and with 
distributions of work centre loads which create larger worker differences in terms of unique 
workloads of workers. The second experiment modeling heterogeneous labor with respect 
to task proficiencies shows larger effects of the who-rule than the first experiment. The 
higher the load of the shared work center, the more the who-rule is applied and the more 
often the most efficient worker is assigned. 

The paper “Labour allocation rules in Dual Resource Constrained (DRC) manufacturing 
systems with worker differences” evaluates the effect of the where-rule, the when-rule, and 
the who-rule on flow time performance in DRC systems with limited flexibility with 
respect to the number of skills in the system, task proficiency differences, and workers who 
differ in the number of skills they possess. Different configurations of a DRC system with 5 
workers, 10 machines, and 30 skills are simulated in three experiments. The first 
experiment focuses on the where-rule and the who-rule in three configurations with 
increasing differences in task proficiency of workers. The results show that where-rules and 
who-rules that base their choice on task proficiency differences result in better flow times 
than a simple First In System First Served (FISFS) where-rule and a random (RND) who-
rule in case there are task proficiency differences. The second experiment focuses on the 
who-rule in three configurations with increasing differences in the number of skills workers 
possess. The results show that with relatively large differences in the number of skills per 
worker, a who-rule that assigns the worker with the fewest number of skills (FNS) results in 
better flow time performance than a RND who-rule. The third experiment focuses on the 
when-rule, the where-rule, and the who-rule in a configuration with a large difference in 
task proficiency and a large difference in the number of skills workers possess. The results 
show that a centralized when-rule performs considerably better than a decentralized when-
rule. Furthermore, the where-rule and who-rule that base their choice on task proficiency 
perform better than a FISFS where-rule and a FNS and RND who-rule, respectively. 
Finally, the effect of the where-rule and the who-rule seems to be larger in case of a 
centralized when-rule. 

5.2. FUTURE RESEARCH ISSUES 

This subsection only discusses some general issues for further research that apply to one or 
more of the shop floor design issues addressed in this thesis. Each individual paper has 
devoted attention to more specific issues for further research. 

The studies in this thesis are primarily conceptual studies. Empirical studies as follow up of 
several studies undertaken in this thesis would be valuable to further develop the 
conceptual models presented in these papers or to apply and test the models in real life 
practical situations. This may increase the practical relevance of the models. The systematic 
approach for the selection of a manufacturing layout is applied in several practical 
situations (Posthumus, 1997; Groen, 2002) and has proven to be a valuable tool in practice. 
The integrated model for part-operation allocation and investments in CNC technology is 
quite large and complex and therefore may be less suitable for practical applications. 
However, one may distract submodels that focus on those elements of the model that are 
most dominant in the particular situation and are easier to solve. Empirical investigations 
may focus on developing solid investment procedures and finding the appropriate 
intangible aspects that should be taken into account. The IP models developed in the cross-
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training papers can be applied in small problem contexts, and when using focused 
submodels, also in larger problem contexts. Here, empirical investigations may focus on the 
rules with respect to important aspects in a cross-training policy that are used in practice. 
These can be confronted with the rules we found to be attractive. For the labor allocation 
issue, empirical investigations may provide parameter settings and configurations that bear 
more resemblance to realistic operating environments. Another topic for empirical research 
is how to implement and apply labor allocation rules such as the who-rule in real industrial 
situations. 

An interesting direction for further research is to integrally study the shop floor design 
issues of cross-training and labor allocation. As we discussed in the paper “Development 
and evaluation of cross-training policies for manufacturing teams”, optimal labor allocation 
rules should be designed for each cross-training configuration developed. If the labor 
allocation rules are fixed in the comparison of cross-training configurations, there may be 
an interaction effect with the configurations, since it is conceivable that the fixed allocation 
rules perform differently within each cross-training configuration. In designing optimal 
labor allocation rules, it may be worthwhile to consider multidimensional and/or dynamic 
rules. This means that labor allocation rules may be developed that consider more than one 
dimension (such as the number of skills, or the task proficiency of workers) simultaneously. 
Further, information on the current state or even the “near future” state of the system may 
be incorporated to get dynamic rules instead of static rules. Dynamic rules frequently 
provide better operating performance, but they require more information. Again, this raises 
the question of how to apply the rules in practical situations. 

In this thesis, various issues have been dealt with: the choice of a basic layout, investment 
appraisal, cross-training, and labor allocation. Even though these issues have been treated 
more or less independently in different papers, there is a link between the issues dealt with 
in the papers and it may be fruitful to integrally study some or all of these issues. As 
mentioned above, an integral study of cross-training and labor allocation seems relevant. 
An integral study of layout and investments, or layout and cross-training may also be 
fruitful. We have seen in practice that with investments in expensive automated machinery, 
the layout of the department is changed simultaneously. For instance, a new machine that 
replaces several machines that were grouped functionally may be operated in a cell in the 
new situation. This, in turn, may also impose other requirements for the level and/or 
distribution of cross-training. Studying the relations between these issues may enrich the 
research on shop floor design. 
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Summary 

The topics addressed in the six papers of this thesis fall within the broad field of Operations 
Management (OM), and particularly relate to the process design activity. The thesis covers 
issues within three specific design activities addressed in the design of processes: (1) 
Layout, (2) Process technology, and (3) Job design. Since their focus is on the shop floor 
level, we call these three design activities “shop floor design activities”. The issues we deal 
with in this thesis are:  
 
• The choice of a basic layout 
• Investment appraisal 
• Cross-training 
• Labor allocation 
 
The layout shop floor design activity includes the choice of a process structure as a first 
design decision, the choice of a basic layout as a second design decision, and the filling-in 
of a detailed design of the layout as a third design decision. In the paper “Decision support 
framework for the selection of a manufacturing layout”, we focus on the choice of a basic 
layout (the second design decision). This is one of the most important design decisions in a 
firm and many times, the choice is not obvious. Previous research has compared alternative 
layouts (e.g. cell layouts versus process layouts), but it often focuses on a small set of 
factors, without explicitly assisting practitioners in making a choice between the alternative 
layouts in their specific situation. Our contribution presents a general decision support 
framework for the selection of a manufacturing layout, including a hierarchical 
decomposition of the decision problem. This decomposition simplifies the decision 
problem and enables an efficient and effective employee participation. In the decision 
which layout to choose, strengths and weaknesses of each layout alternative are related to 
the performance objectives of the firm. For this, answers are needed for the following three 
sets of questions: (1) What are the relative scores of the various alternative layouts on the 
aspects mentioned in the decision framework? (2) What is the relative importance of the 
various aspects for the performance objectives? and (3) What is the relative importance of 
the various performance objectives for the firm? The performance objectives included in 
the framework are: price, quality, speed, flexibility (product/service, mix, and 
volume/demand), dependability, and quality of labor. The approach is integral, since it 
considers a broad set of performance objectives, including qualitative as well as 
quantitative aspects, and it shows how a decision can be made incorporating all these 
aspects. We use the AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) approach, since this approach is 
useful in multi-criteria situations where intuitive, qualitative and quantitative aspects play a 
role. The proposed method is illustrated by means of a practical instance. The framework is 
applied in several practical situations and, in our opinion, the decision hierarchy presented 
in the paper and the use of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) form a robust framework 
for the selection of a layout in many situations. 
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With respect to process technology as shop floor design activity, we focus on materials-
processing technologies and specifically on conventional machine technology and 
Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) technology. The paper “An integrated model for 
part-operation allocation and investments in CNC technology” addresses the issue of 
investment appraisal of CNC machines in conjunction with optimal allocation of parts and 
operations as the investments take place. The part-operation allocation decision is the 
decision to allocate the parts and operations either to the conventional machines or to the 
new CNC machines. Unlike the FMS part type selection, which is a short-term FMS 
production planning problem, the part-operation allocation problem which is considered 
together with investment decisions, can be seen to be a medium- or long-term problem. In 
(re)designing processes, an important consideration is what process technology to apply in 
the transformation of inputs to outputs. Each alternative process technology or alternative 
variant of the same technology has different characteristics and will contribute differently 
to the production system’s effectiveness. Essentially, CNC machines contribute to an 
increase in the three main performance criteria of efficiency, flexibility and quality. The 
most distinct characteristics of CNC machines are that they are computer controlled, they 
integrate several operations and they may also have automatic part handling and 
transportation facilities. Investing in new machines (either replacement or expansion 
investments) implies that the effectiveness of the production system changes and the extent 
of the improvement is influenced by the part-operation allocation decision. We present a 
mixed integer programming model to determine (i) which part types to manufacture (fully 
or partially), on new and/or current machines, and in what quantities each period, (ii) what 
new CNC machine(s) to invest in and when, and (iii), which of the current machines to 
dispose of, and when. The optimality criterion is based on a maximization of net present 
value (NPV) over a specified planning horizon. The application of the model is illustrated 
using a numerical example. The main contribution of the paper is that it makes clear that 
part allocation is an important consideration in the assessment of profitability from 
investments in CNC technology. In our opinion and in line with our model, the investment 
decision should be based upon an integral view on the effect of part allocation on the 
effectiveness of the production system. Furthermore, CNC machine tools are often 
employed as multi-machine systems, and each CNC machine typically serves to replace 
more than one traditional machine. Using a phased implementation approach, the time 
horizon of the investment procedure (which not only decides what new machines to invest 
in, but also what current machines to dispose of) should be several years and numerous 
alternative investment options may be considered. 

With respect to job design as shop floor design activity, we focus on two issues: (1) cross-
training, and (2) labor allocation. We devote two papers to each issue, presented in Chapter 
3, and Chapter 4, respectively. For the issue of cross-training, the main research question is 
who should be trained for which machine? Of course, in a Dual Resource Constrained 
(DRC) system, where the number of operators is smaller than the number of machines, at 
least some of the operators need to be trained for more than one machine. The question is 
how much cross-training is needed and who should be cross-trained. In previous research, it 
has been shown repeatedly that increases in the number of cross-trainings positively affect 
system performance. Furthermore, research shows that most of the positive effects are 
achieved without going to the extreme of full flexibility. However, even with a fixed 
number of cross-trainings in a system, there are many possible distributions of skills to 
workers. In our research, we develop models to support in making cross-training decisions. 
An important basic assumption in our models is that the distribution of cross-training 
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should enable an equal workload division among the workers, to encourage “chaining”. 
Previous research has shown that chaining is an effective policy. To obtain a chain, 
flexibility should be added in such a way that a path is created that connects every worker 
directly or indirectly with every machine. Furthermore, we want the resulting cross-training 
configuration to be able to effectively deal with fluctuations. These may be fluctuations in 
the demand for jobs, or in the supply of labor. The latter can be caused by absenteeism, for 
instance. 

In the paper “Cross-training in a cellular manufacturing environment”, we address the 
question “Who should be cross-trained for which machine?” in a cellular manufacturing 
environment with variations in the demand mix and fluctuations in the labor supply. We 
have developed an integer programming (IP) model that can be used to select workers to be 
cross-trained for particular machines so that absenteeism becomes manageable, fluctuations 
in demand can be dealt with, and the available skills can be applied as efficiently as 
possible. We take into account the training costs as well as the efficiency-levels workers 
can ultimately achieve on machines. Further, constraints concerning a maximum and/or a 
minimum amount of multifunctionality and redundancy are formulated. The basic 
assumption in our approach is that training should lead to a situation in which all workers 
can be equally loaded in various circumstances. This creates the possibility of chaining. 
The model is helpful when making a trade-off between training costs and the workload 
balance among workers in a manufacturing cell. The workload balance indicates the 
usefulness of labor flexibility in a particular situation. A numerical example is presented to 
illustrate various elements and features of the model. 

The paper “Development and evaluation of cross-training policies for manufacturing 
teams” is devoted to the question “What is an effective cross-training policy?” A cross-
training policy can be regarded as a set of rules to determine the distribution of workers’ 
skills. In this paper, we discuss which aspects are important in developing a cross-training 
policy, develop several alternative cross-training policies, and evaluate the policies by 
means of a simulation study. The concept of chaining is incorporated in all cross-training 
policies developed. The policies are based on different choices that are made with respect 
to the aspects of multifunctionality, machine coverage, and collective responsibility. 
Multifunctionality refers to the number of machines that can be operated by a worker, 
machine coverage is defined as the number of workers who are able to operate a machine, 
and collective responsibility measures the sum of all overlapping workloads of machines to 
which workers can be assigned. For the Integer Goal Programming model, choices have to 
be made with respect to the desired number of additional cross-trainings, the minimal levels 
of multifunctionality and machine coverage, whether equal multifunctionality and machine 
coverage is strived for or not, and whether collective responsibility should be minimized or 
maximized. For the evaluation by means of simulation, we use mean flow time from an 
operations management viewpoint, and the standard deviation of the distribution of 
workload among workers from a human resource management viewpoint. Further, three 
routing structures are examined: a parallel routing structure, a serial routing structure, and a 
job shop routing structure. With the parallel structure, part-types must visit only one 
machine out of a set of non-identical machines with different processing times. Each 
machine has its own queue of part-types, independent of other machines. In the serial 
structure, part-types must visit all machines in a fixed order, representing an asynchronous 
flow line. In the job shop structure, the number of machines that a part-type must visit and 
the order in which they must be visited will differ across part-types. The simulation models 
incorporate absenteeism to evaluate the performance with fluctuations in the supply of 
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labor. With respect to fluctuations in the demand of jobs, each machine has a different, but 
constant average utilization. Here, capacity balancing thus becomes an objective of cross-
training. Jobs arrive according to a Poisson distribution, and the differences in utilization 
are modeled by specifying a different average processing time for each machine. The 
processing times of machines are distributed according to a 2-erlang distribution. In other 
words, the average demand per machine does not change, but at any specific moment, there 
can be large differences in the number of jobs in queue and in the processing times of jobs. 
In such a system, variability buffering becomes an important objective of cross-training as 
well. The results show that within the parallel and job shop structure, equal 
multifunctionality and equal machine coverage are important for achieving an optimal 
mean flow time. Within the serial structure, more attention should be paid to the bottleneck 
machines by combining unequal machine coverage and maximum collective responsibility. 
Within all routing structures presented, equal multifunctionality combined with maximum 
collective responsibility seems to enable a fair distribution of workload among workers. 
This measure relates to the social dimension of a manufacturing team. 

Designing labor allocation rules is another job design activity. The two papers in Chapter 
four of this thesis deal with this issue, addressing the question which rules should be 
designed to allocate workers to tasks in order to perform well. Labor allocation rules are 
required in production environments where workers need to sequentially work on more 
than one machine. In labor limited systems, it may happen that there is sufficient machine 
capacity at a certain workplace, but jobs have to wait because there is not sufficient worker 
capacity. This can be caused by the fact that workers are busy at other workplaces or 
because they do not have the right skills to work at the specific workplace. Labor allocation 
rules are able to redirect a worker at a specified moment from his/her current activity to 
another activity that is given a higher priority. Designing rules that transfer labor at the 
right moment and to the right place improve system performance compared to less 
sophisticated labor allocation rules. Previous studies on labor allocation mostly study the 
“when-rule” and the “where-rule”, which decide when a worker is eligible for transfer, and 
where he/she should be transferred to, respectively. Furthermore, most studies consider a 
homogeneous workforce, or workers who have the same characteristics. Our studies 
include another labor allocation rule (the “who-rule”) and investigate systems with worker 
differences. The who-rule decides who should be transferred if more than one worker is 
available. 

The paper “On the who-rule in Dual Resource Constrained (DRC) manufacturing systems” 
focuses on the “who-rule”. It starts out with a practical instance that serves as the empirical 
driver of the experimental factors chosen in the simulation study, and motivates the 
problem addressed in this paper. Although the who-rule seems to play a role in the daily 
practice of worker assignment, it is not systematically dealt with in simulation studies 
presented in the current literature. Previous studies either have not mentioned the who-rule 
or have treated it as a fixed factor. This forms the starting point for a descriptive study on 
the role of the who-rule in simulation studies. The who-rule may be applied in simulation 
when a job arrives at an empty work centre, or when a worker becomes available for 
transfer. The paper describes this in detail. Furthermore, an individual-based assignment 
approach and a team-based assignment approach are distinguished. In an individual-based 
assignment approach, reallocation to a specific machine is only considered for the worker 
who just left that machine. In contrast, a team-based assignment approach also checks 
whether other qualified workers are available for the machine. Based upon the descriptive 
study, two simulation experiments are conducted to indicate the possible impact of 
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applying different who-rules in simulation studies modeling limited labor flexibility and 
worker differences. Factors likely to affect the extent of the effect of the who-rule are 
included as experimental factors as well. As for worker differences, we consider single-
level flexibility (each worker has the same level of multifunctionality) versus multi-level 
flexibility (workers are trained for different numbers of work centers) in the first 
experiment. Furthermore, we consider homogeneous labor with respect to task proficiencies 
in the first experiment (no differences in the level of proficiency of workers) versus 
heterogeneous labor with respect to task proficiencies in the second experiment. Finally, we 
consider six levels of differences in the loads of work centers in which workers can operate 
in both experiments. The first experiment models DRC systems with homogeneous labor 
with respect to task proficiencies, single or multilevel flexibility, and six levels of disparity 
of work center loads, under three levels of average labor utilization. The three who-rules 
considered in this experiment are (1) the “Longest Idle Time” (LIT) who-rule, (2) the 
“Random” (RND) who-rule, and (3) the “Priority” (PRIO) who-rule. The LIT who-rule 
assigns the worker who has been waiting for the longest period of time. The random who-
rule chooses a worker randomly, and the PRIO who-rule is specifically designed for the 
shop we modeled and always gives priority to one of the two workers. The second 
experiment models a DRC system with heterogeneous labor with respect to task 
proficiencies, single-level flexibility and six levels of disparity of work center loads, with 
60% labor utilization. Here, the who-rules considered are: (1) the RND who-rule, and (2) 
the “Most Efficient” (MEF) who-rule, which assigns the worker who is the most efficient at 
performing the task. The results of the study show that DRC shop characteristics influence 
the impact of the who-rule. The impact of the who-rule is larger under lower levels of labor 
utilization than under higher levels of labor utilization. Furthermore, the first experiment 
shows that under lower levels of labor utilization, the effect of the who-rule is relatively 
larger with multilevel flexibility, and with distributions of work centre loads which create 
larger worker differences in terms of unique workloads of workers. The second experiment 
modeling heterogeneous labor with respect to task proficiencies shows larger effects of the 
who-rule than the first experiment. The higher the load of the shared work center, the more 
the who-rule is applied and the more often the most efficient worker is assigned. 
Furthermore, we show that the team-based assignment approach outperforms the 
individual-based assignment approach that is used in the current literature. 

The paper “Labour allocation rules in Dual Resource Constrained (DRC) manufacturing 
systems with worker differences” examines the flow time effects of the “when-rule”, the 
“where-rule”, and the “who-rule” in systems with limited labor flexibility with respect to 
the number of machines workers can operate. We argue that skills of workers should be 
regarded as an individual human factor, and therefore we model workers who differ in their 
task proficiency and/or in the number of skills they possess. Different configurations of a 
DRC system with 5 workers, 10 machines, and 30 skills are simulated in three experiments. 
The first experiment focuses on the where-rule and the who-rule in three configurations 
with increasing differences in task proficiency of workers. The results show that where-
rules and who-rules that base their choice on task proficiency differences result in better 
flow times than a simple First In System First Served (FISFS) where-rule and a random 
(RND) who-rule in case there are task proficiency differences. The second experiment 
focuses on the who-rule in three configurations with increasing differences in the number 
of skills workers possess. The results show that with relatively large differences in the 
number of skills per worker, a who-rule that assigns the worker with the fewest number of 
skills (FNS) results in better flow time performance than a RND who-rule. The third 
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experiment focuses on the when-rule, the where-rule, and the who-rule in a configuration 
with a large difference in task proficiency and a large difference in the number of skills 
workers possess. The results show that a centralized when-rule performs considerably 
better than a decentralized when-rule. Furthermore, the where-rule and who-rule that base 
their choice on task proficiency perform better than a FISFS where-rule and a FNS and 
RND who-rule, respectively. Finally, the effect of the where-rule and the who-rule seems to 
be larger in case of a centralized when-rule. 

In this thesis, various issues have been dealt with: the choice of a basic layout, investment 
appraisal, cross-training, and labor allocation. These issues are -at a high level- related by 
their process design focus within the field of Operations Management. Furthermore, the 
papers deal with decisions that have to be made by companies with respect to the design of 
the shop floor. These decisions are at least tactical decisions, and some may even have 
impact on the strategic level. Another similarity in most of the papers is the attention to the 
human factor and the integrated approach. Even though these issues have been treated more 
or less independently in different papers, there is a link between the issues dealt with in the 
papers and it may be fruitful to integrally study some or all of these issues. The four papers 
dealing with cross-training and labor allocation show most coherence. Cross-training and 
labor allocation are two job design activities that can be related to labor flexibility. The 
extent and distribution of cross-training impacts the flexibility of the workforce, as well as 
do the allocation rules chosen to allocate workers to machines. An interesting direction for 
further research is to integrally study the shop floor design issues of cross-training and 
labor allocation. An integral study of layout and investments, or layout and cross-training 
may also be fruitful. Studying the relations between these issues may enrich the research on 
shop floor design. 
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De onderwerpen die in de zes artikelen van dit proefschrift worden behandeld vallen binnen 
het brede veld van “Operations Management” (OM) en relateren in het bijzonder aan 
procesontwerp. Het proefschrift behandelt thema’s die binnen de drie volgende specifieke 
procesontwerpactiviteiten vallen: (1) Lay-out, (2) Procestechnologie en (3) Job design. 
Aangezien deze activiteiten de werkvloer betreffen, zullen we ze “shop floor design” 
activiteiten noemen. De thema’s die we in dit proefschrift behandelen zijn: 

• De keuze van een basis lay-out 
• Investeringsbeslissingen 
• Training van mensen 
• Toewijzingsregels voor mensen 
 
Bij de shop floor design activiteit “lay-out” gaat een eerste ontwerpbeslissing over de keuze 
van een processtructuur, een tweede ontwerpbeslissing over de keuze van een basis lay-out 
en een derde ontwerpbeslissing over een gedetailleerd ontwerp van de lay-out. Het artikel 
“Decision support framework for the selection of a manufacturing layout” richt zich op de 
keuze van een basis lay-out (de tweede ontwerpbeslissing). Dit is een belangrijke 
ontwerpbeslissing voor een bedrijf en vaak is deze beslissing niet voor de hand liggend. 
Eerder onderzoek heeft alternatieve lay-outs vergeleken (bijvoorbeeld groepsgewijze lay-
outs versus functionele lay-outs), maar daarin richt men zich vaak slechts op een klein 
aantal factoren. Verder ondersteunt dat onderzoek mensen uit de praktijk niet expliciet bij 
het maken van een keuze tussen alternatieve lay-outs in hun specifieke situatie. Onze 
bijdrage is de formulering van een generiek beslissingsondersteunend raamwerk voor de 
keuze van een productie lay-out, waarbij het beslissingsprobleem hiërarchisch is opgedeeld. 
Deze opdeling vereenvoudigt het beslissingsprobleem en maakt het mogelijk dat 
werknemers efficiënt en effectief kunnen participeren. In de lay-out keuze worden sterktes 
en zwakten van elke lay-out gerelateerd aan de prestatiedoelen van het bedrijf. Hiervoor 
zijn antwoorden nodig op de volgende drie vragen: (1) Wat zijn de relatieve scores van de 
alternatieve lay-outs op de aspecten genoemd in het beslissingsraamwerk? (2) Wat is het 
relatieve belang van de verschillende aspecten behorende bij een prestatiedoel? en (3) Wat 
is het relatieve belang van de verschillende prestatiedoelen voor het bedrijf? De 
prestatiedoelen die in het raamwerk zijn opgenomen zijn: prijs, kwaliteit, snelheid, 
flexibiliteit (product/service, mix, en volume/vraag), betrouwbaarheid en kwaliteit van de 
arbeid. De aanpak is integraal in die zin dat er een brede set prestatiedoelen wordt 
meegenomen en er sprake is van kwalitatieve en kwantitatieve aspecten. We gebruiken de 
AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) aanpak, die geschikt is voor multi-criteria 
beslissingssituaties waar intuïtieve, kwalitatieve en kwantitatieve aspecten een rol spelen. 
Het raamwerk is in een aantal praktische situaties toegepast en wij zijn van mening dat de 
beslissingshiërarchie zoals gepresenteerd in het artikel en de toepassing van AHP in veel 
situaties een robuust raamwerk vormt voor de keuze van een lay-out.  
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Binnen “procestechnologie” als shop floor design activiteit kijken we naar 
materiaalverwerkende technologieën en in het bijzonder naar conventionele machine 
technologie en “Computer Numerically Controlled” (CNC) technologie. Het artikel “An 
integrated model for part-operation allocation and investments in CNC technology” gaat 
over investeringsbeslissingen in CNC machines waarbij tevens rekening wordt gehouden 
met een optimale toewijzing van onderdelen en bewerkingen gedurende de periode waarin 
wordt geïnvesteerd. Deze toewijzingsbeslissing is de beslissing om de onderdelen en 
bewerkingen ofwel aan de conventionele machines toe te wijzen, ofwel aan de nieuwe CNC 
machines. Het kan worden beschouwd als een middellange termijn of zelfs lange termijn 
beslissing die samen met investeringsbeslissingen moet worden genomen. Een belangrijke 
overweging bij het (her)ontwerpen van processen is welke technologie toegepast gaat 
worden in de transformatie van inputs naar outputs. Elke alternatieve technologie of 
alternatieve variant van dezelfde technologie heeft verschillende karakteristieken en zal een 
andere bijdrage hebben aan de effectiviteit van het productiesysteem. CNC machines 
dragen in essentie bij tot een toename in de drie belangrijke prestatiecriteria efficiency, 
flexibiliteit en kwaliteit. Karakteristieken waarmee CNC machines zich onderscheiden zijn 
dat ze computer gestuurd zijn, dat ze verscheidene bewerkingen integreren en dat ze 
automatische handling en transport faciliteiten kunnen hebben. Het investeren in nieuwe 
machines (vervanging of uitbreiding) betekent dat de effectiviteit van het productiesysteem 
verandert en de mate van verbetering wordt beïnvloed door de toewijzingsbeslissing van 
onderdelen en bewerkingen. We presenteren een mixed integer programming model om te 
bepalen (i) welke onderdelen (volledig of gedeeltelijk) gemaakt moeten worden op nieuwe 
en/of huidige machines, (ii) welke nieuwe CNC machines aangeschaft dienen te worden en 
wanneer, en (iii) welke huidige machines van de hand gedaan moeten worden en wanneer. 
Het optimaliteitscriterium is gebaseerd op een maximalisatie van de netto contante waarde 
(Net Present Value, NPV) over een bepaalde planningshorizon. De toepassing van het 
model wordt geïllustreerd met behulp van een numeriek voorbeeld. De belangrijkste 
bijdrage van het artikel is dat het duidelijk maakt dat de toewijzingsbeslissing van 
onderdelen en bewerkingen een belangrijke overweging is in de evaluatie van 
winstgevendheid door het investeren in CNC technologie. Volgens ons en overeenkomstig 
met ons model zou de investeringsbeslissing gebaseerd moeten zijn op een integrale kijk op 
het effect van de toewijzingsbeslissing van onderdelen en bewerkingen op de effectiviteit 
van het productiesysteem. Tevens worden CNC machines vaak ingezet als multi-machine 
systemen en elke CNC machine vervangt typisch meer dan één traditionele machine. 
Gebruik makend van een gefaseerde implementatie aanpak zou de tijdshorizon van de 
investeringsprocedure (waarin niet alleen beslist wordt welke nieuwe machines aangeschaft 
moeten worden, maar ook welke huidige machines van de hand gedaan moeten worden) 
een aantal jaar moeten zijn, waarin verschillende alternatieve investeringsopties overwogen 
kunnen worden. 

Voor wat betreft job design als shop floor design activiteit richten we ons op twee thema’s: 
(1) training van mensen en (2) toewijzingsregels voor mensen. We besteden twee artikelen 
aan elk thema in respectievelijk hoofdstuk drie en hoofdstuk vier. Voor het thema training 
is de belangrijkste onderzoeksvraag wie getraind moet worden voor welke machine. 
Uiteraard moeten tenminste een aantal bedieners meer dan één machine kunnen bedienen in 
een “Dual Resource Constrained” (DRC) systeem, waar het aantal bedieners kleiner is dan 
het aantal machines. De vraag is echter hoeveel training nodig is en wie getraind moet 
worden. Verschillende onderzoeken hebben aangetoond dat een toename in het aantal 
trainingen een positief effect heeft op de prestatie van het systeem. Verder laat onderzoek 
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zien dat het grootste deel van de positieve effecten al behaald wordt zonder naar het 
extreem van volledige flexibiliteit te gaan, waar iedereen alles kan. Echter, zelfs met een 
vast aantal vaardigheden in een systeem zijn er vele mogelijke verdelingen van 
vaardigheden over mensen. In ons onderzoek ontwikkelen we modellen die 
trainingsbeslissingen ondersteunen. Een belangrijke aanname in onze modellen is dat de 
verdeling van vaardigheden een gelijke verdeling van werklast over de mensen mogelijk 
moet maken, om het creëren van ketens “chaining” te bevorderen. Eerder onderzoek heeft 
aangetoond dat chaining een effectief beleid is. Om een keten te krijgen moet flexibiliteit 
op zo’n manier worden toegevoegd dat er een pad wordt gecreëerd dat elke bediener direct 
of indirect met elke machine verbindt. Verder willen we ervoor zorgen dat de resulterende 
vaardigheden-configuratie in staat is om effectief om te gaan met fluctuaties. Dit kunnen 
fluctuaties in de vraag naar werk zijn, of in het aanbod van bedieners. Dit laatste kan 
bijvoorbeeld door absenteïsme van bedieners worden veroorzaakt.  

In het artikel “Cross-training in a cellular manufacturing environment” gaan we in op de 
vraag “Wie moet getraind worden voor welke machine?” in een groepsgewijze fabricage 
omgeving met mixvariaties in de vraag naar werk en fluctuaties in het aanbod van 
bedieners. We hebben een integer programming (IP) model ontwikkeld dat gebruikt kan 
worden om bedieners te selecteren voor training op bepaalde machines, zodat absenteïsme 
hanteerbaar wordt, fluctuaties in de vraag opgevangen kunnen worden en de beschikbare 
vaardigheden zo efficiënt mogelijk aangewend kunnen worden. We houden rekening met 
trainingskosten en efficiencyniveaus die bedieners uiteindelijk kunnen bereiken op de 
machines. Verder formuleren we randvoorwaarden die betrekking hebben op een maximum 
en/of minimum niveau van multifunctionaliteit en redundantie. De basis aanname in onze 
aanpak is dat training moet leiden tot een situatie waarin alle bedieners gelijk belast kunnen 
worden in verschillende omstandigheden. Dit creëert de mogelijkheid ketens te vormen 
(chaining). Het model is behulpzaam indien een afweging gemaakt moet worden tussen 
trainingskosten en de werklastbalans van bedieners in een fabricage cel. De werklastbalans 
duidt de bruikbaarheid van flexibiliteit van mensen in een bepaalde situatie aan. Een 
numeriek voorbeeld illustreert de diverse elementen en kenmerken van het model. 

Het artikel “Development and evaluation of cross-training policies for manufacturing 
teams” gaat in op de vraag “Wat is een effectief trainingsbeleid?” Een trainingsbeleid kan 
worden gezien als een set regels om de verdeling van vaardigheden van bedieners te 
bepalen. In dit artikel bediscussiëren we welke aspecten belangrijk zijn in de ontwikkeling 
van een trainingsbeleid, ontwikkelen we enkele alternatieven en evalueren we deze 
alternatieven met behulp van een simulatiestudie. Het concept van “chaining” is in alle 
alternatieven meegenomen. De verschillende alternatieven zijn gebaseerd op verschillende 
keuzes die gemaakt zijn met betrekking tot de aspecten multifunctionaliteit, redundantie en 
collectieve verantwoordelijkheid. Multifunctionaliteit heeft betrekking op het aantal 
machines dat een bediener kan bedienen, redundantie is gedefinieerd als het aantal 
bedieners dat een bepaalde machine kan bedienen en collectieve verantwoordelijkheid 
wordt gemeten door de som van alle overlappende werklasten te meten. Voor het Integer 
Goal Programming (IGP) model moeten keuzes worden gemaakt met betrekking tot het 
gewenste aantal additionele trainingen, de minimale niveaus van  multifunctionaliteit en 
redundantie, of gelijke multifunctionaliteit en gelijke redundantie al dan niet nagestreefd 
moet worden en of de collectieve verantwoordelijkheid geminimaliseerd of 
gemaximaliseerd moet worden. Voor de evaluatie door middel van simulatie gebruiken we 
de gemiddelde doorlooptijd vanuit de optiek van productiemanagement en de standaard 
deviatie van de verdeling van werklast vanuit de optiek van personeelsmanagement. Verder 
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worden drie routing structuren onderzocht: een parallelle routing structuur, een seriële 
routing structuur en een job shop routing structuur. In een parallelle structuur doen 
onderdelen slechts één machine uit een set van niet-identieke machines met verschillende 
bewerkingstijden aan. Elke machine heeft zijn eigen wachtrij, onafhankelijk van andere 
machines. In de seriële structuur moeten onderdelen alle machines in een vaste volgorde 
bezoeken, wat een asynchrone lijn representeert. In de job shop structuur zal zowel het 
aantal machines dat een onderdeel moet bezoeken als de volgorde waarin de machines 
moeten worden bezocht verschillen over onderdelen. Absenteïsme is meegenomen in de 
simulatiemodellen om de prestaties te evalueren in situaties waarbij het aanbod van 
bedieners fluctueert. Voor wat betreft fluctuaties in de vraag naar werk gaan we ervan uit 
dat elke machine een andere, maar constante gemiddelde bezettingsgraad heeft. In dit geval 
kan balancering van capaciteit dus een doel van training worden. De aankomst van het 
werk is Poisson verdeeld en de verschillen in bezettingsgraden worden gemodelleerd door 
een verschillende gemiddelde bewerkingstijd per machine te specificeren. De 
bewerkingstijden zijn 2-erlang verdeeld. De gemiddelde vraag per machine zal dus niet 
veranderen, maar op elk willekeurig moment kunnen er grote verschillen in het aantal 
onderdelen in de wachtrij en in de bewerkingstijden van onderdelen zijn. In zulke systemen 
zal ook het bufferen van variabiliteit een belangrijk doel van training worden. De resultaten 
laten zien dat het binnen de parallelle en de job shop structuur belangrijk is om gelijke 
multifunctionaliteit en gelijke redundantie na te streven om een optimale gemiddelde 
doorlooptijd te bereiken. Binnen de seriële structuur moet meer aandacht worden besteed 
aan de bottleneck machines door ongelijke redundantie en maximale collectieve 
verantwoordelijkheid na te streven. Binnen alle routing structuren lijkt een gelijke 
multifunctionaliteit gecombineerd met een maximale collectieve verantwoordelijkheid een 
rechtvaardige verdeling van de werklast over bedieners mogelijk te maken. Deze maat 
relateert aan de sociale dimensie van een productieteam.  

Het ontwerpen van toewijzingsregels voor mensen is een andere job design activiteit. De 
twee artikelen in hoofdstuk vier van dit proefschrift gaan in op dit thema, waarbij de vraag 
wordt gesteld welke regels ontworpen zouden moeten worden om mensen zodanig aan 
taken toe te wijzen dat het systeem goed presteert. Toewijzingsregels zijn nodig in 
productieomgevingen waar mensen sequentieel op meer dan één machine moeten werken. 
In arbeidsgelimiteerde systemen zou het kunnen gebeuren dat er genoeg machinecapaciteit 
is op een bepaalde werkplek, maar dat onderdelen moeten wachten omdat er onvoldoende 
arbeidscapaciteit is. Dit kan veroorzaakt worden door het feit dat mensen druk zijn op 
andere werkplekken, of dat ze niet de juiste vaardigheden hebben om op de specifieke 
werkplek te werken. Toewijzingsregels maken het mogelijk om een bediener op een 
bepaald moment van zijn/haar huidige activiteit naar een andere activiteit met een hogere 
prioriteit te sturen. Het ontwerpen van regels die bedieners op het juiste moment en naar de 
juiste plaats sturen verbetert de performance van het systeem vergeleken met minder 
verfijnde toewijzingsregels. Studies over toewijzingsregels hebben zich meestal gericht op 
de “when-rule” en de “where-rule”, die respectievelijk bepalen wanneer een bediener in 
aanmerking komt voor een toewijzing en waar hij/zij dan aan toegewezen moet worden. 
Verder beschouwen de meeste studies homogeen personeel, oftewel bedieners met dezelfde 
karakteristieken. Onze studies bekijken tevens een andere toewijzingsregel (de “who-rule”) 
en onderzoeken systemen waarin bedieners verschillen. De who-rule bepaalt wie 
toegewezen moet worden indien meer dan één bediener beschikbaar is. 

Het artikel “On the who-rule in Dual Resource Contstrained (DRC) manufacturing 
systems” richt zich op de who-rule. Het artikel begint met een praktijkvoorbeeld dat een 
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empirische inbedding vormt voor de experimentele factoren die in de simulatiestudie zijn 
gekozen en dat het probleem motiveert dat behandeld wordt in dit artikel. Ofschoon de 
who-rule een rol lijkt te spelen in de dagelijkse praktijk van toewijzing van mensen, is het 
niet systematisch behandeld in simulatiestudies gepresenteerd in de huidige literatuur. De 
studies tot dusver hebben de who-rule niet benoemd of hebben het als een vaste regel 
beschouwd. Dit vormt het startpunt voor een beschrijvende studie over de rol van de who-
rule in simulatiestudies. De who-rule zou toegepast kunnen worden in simulatie als een 
onderdeel bij een leeg werkcentrum arriveert, of als een bediener beschikbaar komt voor 
toewijzing. Het artikel beschrijft dit in detail. Verder wordt een individueel gebaseerde 
toewijzingsaanpak onderscheiden van een teamgebaseerde toewijzingsaanpak. In een 
individueel gebaseerde toewijzingsaanpak wordt enkel de bediener die beschikbaar komt 
meegenomen in de toewijzingsbeslissing. De teamgebaseerde toewijzingsaanpak bekijkt 
ook of er nog andere gekwalificeerde bedieners zijn die aan de machine toegewezen kunnen 
worden. Gebaseerd op de beschrijvende studie worden twee simulatie experimenten gedaan 
om de mogelijke invloed van het gebruik van verschillende who-rules te bepalen in 
simulatiestudies die een beperkte flexibiliteit van bedieners modelleren en verschillen 
tussen bedieners. Factoren die vermoedelijk de mate van het effect van de who-rule 
beïnvloeden worden ook als experimentele variabelen meegenomen. In het eerste 
experiment kijken we voor wat betreft verschillen tussen bedieners naar single-level 
flexibiliteit (elke bediener kan hetzelfde aantal werkcentra bedienen) en multi-level 
flexibiliteit (bedieners kunnen een verschillend aantal werkcentra bedienen). Verder 
beschouwen we homogeen personeel met betrekking tot taakbekwaamheid in het eerste 
experiment (geen verschillen in het niveau van bekwaamheid van bedieners) versus 
heterogeen personeel met betrekking tot taakbekwaamheid in het tweede experiment. 
Tenslotte beschouwen we in beide experimenten zes verschillende configuraties van 
ongelijkheid in de werklasten van werkcentra in het systeem. Het eerste experiment 
modelleert DRC systemen met homogeen personeel met betrekking tot taakbewaamheid, 
single-level of multi-level flexibiliteit en zes configuraties van ongelijkheid in de 
werklasten van werkcentra binnen drie gemiddelde bezettingsgraad niveaus van bedieners. 
De drie who-rules in dit experiment zijn (1) de “Longest Idle Time” (LIT) who-rule, de 
“Random” (RND) who-rule en de “Priority” (PRIO) who-rule. De LIT who-rule wijst de 
bediener toe die het langst gewacht heeft. De RND who-rule wijst willekeurig een bediener 
toe en de PRIO who-rule is specifiek ontworpen voor het door ons gemodelleerde systeem 
en geeft altijd prioriteit aan één van de twee bedieners. Het tweede experiment modelleert 
een DRC systeem met heterogeen personeel met betrekking tot taakbekwaamheid, single-
level flexibiliteit en zes configuraties van ongelijkheid in de werklasten van werkcentra 
binnen een gemiddelde bezettingsgraad van bedieners van 60%. De who-rules in dit 
experiment zijn (1) de RND who-rule en (2) de “Most Efficient” (MEF) who-rule, die de 
bediener toewijst die de machine het meest efficiënt bedient. De resultaten van de studie 
laten zien dat de karakteristieken van het DRC systeem de impact van de who-rule 
beïnvloeden. De impact is groter bij lagere gemiddelde bezettingsgraden van bedieners dan 
bij hogere gemiddelde bezettingsgraden. Verder laat het eerste experiment zien dat bij lage 
gemiddelde bezettingsgraden van bedieners het effect van de who-rule relatief groter is 
indien er multi-level flexibiliteit is en indien er bij configuraties van ongelijkheid in 
werklasten grotere verschillen bestaan in termen van unieke werklasten van bedieners. Het 
tweede experiment dat heterogeen personeel met betrekking tot taakbekwaamheid 
modelleert laat grotere effecten van de who-rule zien dan het eerste experiment. Hoe hoger 
de werklast van het gedeelde werkcentrum, hoe meer de who-rule wordt toegepast en hoe 
vaker de meest efficiënte bediener wordt toegewezen. Verder laten we zien dat de 
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teamgebaseerde toewijzingsaanpak betere resultaten oplevert dan de individueel gebaseerde 
toewijzingsaanpak die tot nu toe werd gebruikt.  

Het artikel “Labour allocation rules in Dual Resource Constrained (DRC) manufacturing 
systems with worker differences” bekijkt doorlooptijd effecten van de “when-rule”, de 
“where-rule” en de “who-rule” in systemen met beperkte flexibiliteit van mensen voor wat 
betreft het aantal machines dat ze kunnen bedienen. We stellen dat vaardigheden van 
bedieners gezien moeten worden als een individuele menselijke factor en daarom 
modelleren we bedieners die verschillen in hun taakbekwaamheid en/of het aantal 
vaardigheden waarover ze beschikken. Verschillende configuraties van een DRC systeem 
met 5 bedieners, 10 machines en 30 vaardigheden worden in drie experimenten 
gesimuleerd. Het eerste experiment richt zich op de where-rule en de who-rule in drie 
configuraties met een toenemend verschil in taakbekwaamheid van mensen. De resultaten 
laten zien dat indien er verschillen zijn in taakbekwaamheid, where-rules en who-rules die 
hun keuze baseren op deze verschillen betere doorlooptijden geven dan een simpele First In 
System First Served (FISFS) where-rule en een random (RND) who-rule Het tweede 
experiment richt zich op de who-rule in drie configuraties met toenemende verschillen in 
het aantal vaardigheden van bedieners. De resultaten laten zien dat indien er relatief grote 
verschillen in het aantal vaardigheden van bedieners zijn, een who-rule die de bediener met 
het minste aantal vaardigheden toewijst (“Fewest Number of Skills: FNS) in een betere 
doorlooptijd performance resulteert dan een RND who-rule. Het derde experiment richt 
zich op de when-rule, de where-rule en de who-rule in een configuratie met een groot 
verschil in taakbewaamheid en een groot verschil in het aantal vaardigheden van bedieners. 
De resultaten laten zien dat een centrale when-rule beduidend beter presteert dan een 
decentrale when-rule. Verder presteren de where-rule en de who-rule die hun keuze baseren 
op taakbekwaamheid beter dan een FISFS where-rule en een FNS en RND who-rule, 
respectievelijk. Tenslotte lijkt het effect van de where-rule en de who-rule groter te zijn in 
geval van een centrale when-rule. 

In dit proefschrift zijn verschillende thema’s aan de orde geweest: de keuze van een basis 
lay-out, investeringsbeslissingen, training van mensen en toewijzingsregels voor mensen. 
Deze thema’s zijn – op een hoog niveau – gerelateerd door hun procesontwerp focus binnen 
Operations Management. Verder behandelen de artikelen ontwerpbeslissingen die door 
bedrijven gemaakt moeten worden met betrekking tot de werkvloer. Dit zijn tenminste 
tactische beslissingen en sommige beslissingen zouden zelfs invloed op strategisch niveau 
kunnen hebben. Een andere overeenkomst van de meeste artikelen is de aandacht voor de 
menselijke factor en de integrale aanpak. De behandelde thema’s zijn aan elkaar 
gerelateerd, ook al zijn ze min of meer onafhankelijk van elkaar behandeld in de 
verschillende artikelen. Het zou zinvol kunnen zijn om sommige of al deze thema’s 
integraal te bestuderen. De vier artikelen over training van mensen en toewijzingsregels 
voor mensen tonen de meeste samenhang. Deze thema’s vallen binnen job design en zijn 
gerelateerd aan flexibiliteit van mensen. Het aantal trainingen en de verdeling van 
trainingen heeft invloed op de flexibiliteit van het personeel en zo ook de toewijzingsregels 
voor mensen om bedieners aan machines toe te wijzen. Een interessante richting voor 
verder onderzoek is het integraal bestuderen van de shop floor design activiteiten van het 
trainen van mensen en de toewijzingsbeslissingen voor mensen. Een integrale studie naar 
lay-out en investeringsbeslissingen, of naar lay-out en training van mensen zou ook zinvol 
kunnen zijn. Het bestuderen van relaties tussen deze thema’s zou het onderzoek naar shop 
floor design kunnen verrijken. 



 
 
 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



 
 
 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


